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NO FINER SPEAKER MADE 
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Linear Standard Speakers 
UTC Linear 

Standard speak- 
ers represent 

the closest approach to the ideal 
speaker from the viewpoint of 
uniform response, low wave 
form distortion, high efficiency 
and dependability. These speak- 
ers are used extensively for 
high fidelity service in broad- 
cast monitoring, high quality 
PA, frequency modulation re- 
ceivers, motion picture sound, 
etc. 

UNIVERSAL WIDE RANGE 
MATCHING TRANSFORMERS 
l'\1 \EItSA1. l'ltI\IS1tI transtmn 

ers provide primary terminations 1 

plate to plate impedances of oo,r 
5,000, 6,000, 8,000, 10,000, 11,0 00 
°hts. 

TAPS ARE ON PRIMARY 
Tyne Undistorted ].ist 
10. Peak Watts }hier 

WR -I Uit to 8 $3.50 
W R -2 Up to 12 4.50 
WR -3 Up to 18 5.50 
WR -4 Up to 40 7.50 

LIVE \I:111 '11151: lranstnrmer. 
111,n ide primal)' mpedalu'r. ol .l°°, 
1.0011, 1.500 ohms. 

TAPS ARE ON PRIMARY 
l'udl.turted 1.ist 

a 1 \\'aria Priee 
Up to 8 $3.50 
Up to 12 4.50 
Up to 18 5.50 
Un to 40 7.511 

WR-5 
W11-6 
WR-7 
WR.ri 

* HIGH FIDELITY -Unequaled high fidelity characteristics are inherent in these speak- 
ers. The curve shown illustrates the characteristics of a typical 18" unit. In view of 

the precise reproduction, it is important that the amplifier associated with these speakers 
be free from all forms of distortion. 

* 7 LOW DISTORTION -Both the electrical and mechanical elements of these speakers 
have been related to effect a minimum of harmonic distortion combined with a high 
rate of decay, which overcomes the detrimental effects of "tails " and "hangovers". 

* EFFICIENCY -The Feralnic magnet structures used on these speakers are heavy duty 
sizes to effect optimum efficiency. The active impedance curve shown illustrates the 

unusually small impedance change with frequency which assures good power delivery 
from the amplifier output to the voice coil, 

POLYFIBROUS CONES -Polyfibrous cones, composed of a series of bands of different 
characteristics, are used in these units to widen the range of response. These cones 

are made in our own cone pulp plant to assure uniformity and quality of characteristics. 

ACIM -Acim, a hard non -elastic, non- hygroscopic material, is used for the voice coil 

support, assuring continued full fidelity and non -distortion characteristics. 

* )f MOISTURE PROOF CENTERING -The net construction used in these speakers assures 
positive alignment of all parts with sufficient axial freedom for true low note repro- 

duction. 

CURVILINEAR -Curvilinear cones are used on Linear Standard speakers to assure 
maximum fidelity and minimum distortion characteristics. im /!MIraTal 
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LINEAR STANDARD PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKERS 

Cone Undistorted Undistorted Peak Voice Voice 
Type Housing Peak Normal Power Coil Coil Wt. List 

No. Dia. Watts Watts Watts Dia. Ohms Lbs. Price 

LM-18-30 18" 30 25 40 31/2" 6-8 72 SI25.03 
LM-15-25 15" 25 22 30 21/2" 6-8 60 75.00 

LM-13-23 131/4" 23 20 28 21/2" 6-8 58 60.00 

LM-13-22 131/4" 22 18 25 2" 6-8 32 40.00 

LM-12-15 12" 15 12 20 11/2" 6-8 17 27.50 

LM-12-13 12" 13 10 18 11/4" 6-8 12 21.00 

LM-10-10 1012" 10 8 13 1" 6-8 10 12.00 

LM-8-8 8" 8 6 10 1" 6-8 8 10.00 

LINEAR STANDARD ELECTRODYNAMIC SPEAKERS 

Type 
o 

Cone Und. Und. Peak 
Hog. Peak Norm. Power 
Dia. Watts Watts Watts 

Field 
Volts 

Field Field 
Ohms Watts 

Voice Voice 
Coil Coil Wt. List 
Dia. Ohms Liss. Price 

LE-18-35 18" 35 

LA-18-35 18" 35 

LE-15-30 15" 30 

LA-15-30 15" 30 

LE-13-25 131/4" 25 

LA-13-25 131/4" 25 

LE-12-16 12" 16 

LE-1214 12" 14 

LE-10-10 1012" 10 

LE-8-8 8" 8 

30 
30 
25 
25 
22 
22 
13 

11 

8 

6 

45 
45 
35 
35 

30 
30 
21 

19 

13 

10 

110 V.D.C. 
110 V.A.C. 
110 V.D.C. 
110 V.A.C. 
110 V.D.C. 
110 V.A.C. 
110 V.D.C. 
110 V.D.C. 
110 V.D.C. 
110 V.D.C. 

300 35'50 

350 22 35 

350 22 35 

600 
850 

1000 
1000 

14 21 

10 15 

8 12 

8 12 

31/2" 6 -8 80 $100.00 
31/2" 6 -8 90 125.00 
21'2" 6 -8 55 50.00 
212" 6 -8 65 75.00 
212" 6.8 40 35.00 
212" 6 -8 50 60.00 
112- 6 -8 23 20.00 
114" 6 -8 18 15.00 
1" 6 -8 15 12.00 
1" 6 -8 12 10.00 

N O F I N E R S P E A K E R M A D E I N A L L T H E W O R L D 

UNITED TELETONE CORP. 
Export Division: 100 VARICK STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. Cables- "ARLAB" 

The LM -18 -30 combines cal theÍ 
superior characteristics inherent in 
the previous Cinaudagraph model 
SU- 18.12. Through the use of a spe- 
cially treated curvilinear cone and 
other acoustical design refinements, 
the response of the new LM -18 -30 
has been extended more uniformly 
and greater high frequency projec- 
tion has been made possible. The 
unusual power handling ability of 
this speaker makes it ideal for use 
in large indoor areas. This speaker 
is the ultimate choice of the dis- 
criminating music lover, and is 
recommended for those applications 
where only the finest in musical re- 
production will be acceptable. 

The LM -13 -23 replaces the pre- ;I 

vious HW -13.13 model. The new LM-. - 

13 -23 answers all requirements where 
low distortion, high fidelity, and 
great efficiency are required. Supc -- 
rior to most 14 and 15" speakers, this 
unit has found wide acceptance for 
custom built radio receivers, quality 
talking picture installations, and 
other purposes where strict fidelity 
standards. are of paramount impor- 
tance. 

The LM -12 -15 replaces the HY-12- 
12, accepted as the most outstanding 
12 inch high fidelity speaker. Some 
of the added features in the new 
LM -12 -15 are a specially treated 
curvilinear cone and extended re- 
sponse in both low and high fre- 
quencies. The LM -12 -15 is the ulti- 
mate in a heavy duty, highly effi- 
cient, high fidelity 12" speaker. 

The new LM- 10 -10 has an extended 
low frequency range in addition to 
its excellent high frequency response 
characteristics. The combination of 
a large Feralnic magnet together 
with new design improvements make 
the LM -10 -10 one of the most power. 
ful high fidelity 10" speakers. It is 
especially suited to portable, wide 
range amplifier combinations, small 
high fidelity receivers, etc. 

Excepting our 27" custom built 
models. the LE -18 -35 is the most 
powerful, most efficient, high fidelity 
Electrodynamic 18"' speaker avail- 
able. It combines all the exceptional 
features to be found in our regular 
Permanent Magnet LM- 18 -30, plus 
greater power handling ability. The, 
extended low frequency range and 
the excellent high frequency response 
of the LE -18 -35 speaker assure ex- 
ceptional performance. 

The LE -13 -25 is the most powerful 
high fidelity 13" Electrodynamic 
speaker available. It combines all 
the exceptional features of the LM- 
13-23 with greater power handling 
ability. It is the ideal speaker where 
efficiency and power handling abil- 
ity in excess of those available from 
a 12" speaker are desired. and of 
course the LE -13 -25 will fit most 
baffles designed for 12' units. Supe- 
rior to contemporary 14" or 15" Elec- 
trodynamics in power handling abil -. ' 

ity and efficiency. . 

The LE-12-16 is the most efficient' 
12" Electrodynamic Linear Standar : 
model. All the outstanding perform- 
ance characteristics inherent in the 
LM -12 -15 are available. plus greate 
power handling ability. The ide 
12" Electrodynamic for high fidel 
applications. 
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SIGHT -SOUND TERMINAL Cover 
Antenna structures of the television transmitter installed by General Electric 
engineers in the Helderberg mountains near Albany, N. Y. Photograph by 
Duane Featherstonhaugh 

ECONOMICS OF TELEVISION, by Noran E. Kersta 10 
A report on a series of surveys made by N.B.C. on the public acceptance of 
television including the number of receivers and their distribution in the field, 
reaction to various types of programs, program cost and other pertinent 
information 

NARROW BAND TELEPHONE TRANSMISSION, 
by John A. Csepely 14 

A method by which a telephone circuit will transmit a program of a quality 
corresponding to a frequency range greater than the actual frequency range 
of the system 

AIRWAVE CHECK -UP 18 
Pictures of the San Pedro F.C.C. Monitoring Station 

FULL WAVE RECTIFIER ANALYSIS, by C. M. Wallis 19 
A mathematical presentation of the operation of a full wave rectifier. The 
general theory and specific examples are given 

WATER LEVEL INDICATOR, by L. A. Ware 23 
A conventional bridge circuit is applied in an unusual manner to the measure- 
ment and recording of the level of a liquid 

BRITISH VISION RECEIVERS -II, by W. J. Brown 26 
The second and concluding part of the history of television in England com- 
pared with its development in this country 

ACOUSTIC LINE LOUDSPEAKERS, by William D. Phelps 30 
A method of using a "reentrant" cabinet baffle to improve low frequency 
loudspeaker output 

SHORT WAVE INDUCTANCE CHART, by F. C. Everett 33 
A chart for the design of high frequency inductances in which the highest 
Q is automatically obtained 

VENTED SPEAKER ENCLOSURE, by C. E. Hoekstra. 34 
An analysis of a speaker cabinet in which additional openings are employed 
to couple the air in the enclosure with the outside air 
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n, 
Simple en 

beside the orthodox 
type, we are equipped to design 

and create switches and controls for 

various special applications, including 

complicated switching mechanisms. 

are capable of developing 
any type of special control or switch apparatus 
from the "idea stage" to a successfully operat- 
ing mechanism. 

See us about any special application problem. 

CENTRALAB: Div. of Globe Union Inc. 
MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN 
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 T , T 
Lelenium 

RECTIFIERS 

HERE is an outstanding development in modern rectifying 
equipment -an exclusive product which has achieved a 

notable operating record during years of wide use for obtaining 
continuous current from alternating current sources. 

Designed to meet the most rigorous operating conditions, the 
I. T. & T. Selenium Rectifier, by making use of the rectifying 
action of Metallic Selenium, combines all rectifying essentials in 
one sturdy plate. These plates of proper size and number are 
assembled for any requirement. 

It is completely reliable ... it is compact, efficient and versatile 
... it is economical both in first cost and operation ... it has 
practically unlimited life. 

Complete information on the characteristics, performance and 
application of I. T. & T. Selenium Rectifiers is available in bulle- 
tin form. We shall be glad to send you a copy upon request to 
the Rectifier Division. 

A FEW OUTSTANDING 
FEATURES OF I. T. & T. 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 

The wide, general -purpose appli- 
cation of the I. T. & T. Selenium 
Rectifier is as a rectifier for high 
or low currents at high or low 
voltages. It also has many other 
uses, such as: a spark quencher, 
polarizer, tone generator, etc. 

Low Costs 

In addition to low first cost, the 
high efficiency of the Selenium 
Rectifier assures economical oper- 
ation and, furthermore. it requires 
no maintenance. 

Reliable Long Life 

The Selenium Rectifier has no 
moving parts, it requires no ad- 
justments or replacements . . . 

there is nothing to get out of or- 
der. Consequently, once installed, 
there is no reason why it should 
not last forever without attention. 

Wide Temperature Range 

A most unusual feature of the 
Selenium Rectifier is its ability to 
operate throughout an extremely 
wide temperature range. It oper- 
ates instantly in ambient temper- 
atures of minus 40° C. The maxi- 
mum rectifier temperature is 75° C. 
for continuous service -higher for 
intermittent service. 

Time Tested Performance 
The operating record of the Selen- 
ium Rectifier during many years 
of wide use shows that it gives 
good regulation and stable output ... that efficiency is constant over 
a wide load range ... and that it 
will withstand short overloads of 
ten or more times the normal 
rated current without damage. 

Compact Small Size 

The high permissible back voltage 
of the Selenium Rectifier plates 
holds to a minimum the number 
required. Also the high current 
density permits the use of small 
plates. These features together 
with simplicity of design make it a 
comparatively small compact unit. 

Light Weight 
The one piece rectifier plate mini- 
mizes the number of parts. This 
together with the assembly under 
light pressure permits use of light 
hardware, making the I. T. & T. 
Selenium Rectifier extremely light 
in weight. 

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE DEVELOPMENT CO., INC. 
137 Varick Street, New York, N. Y. 
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D (PENDABLE INSULATION 

FORMORE THAN 25 YEARS 
SINCE 1913 Formica has concentrated on just one product 

laminated sheets, tubes and rods. It equipped itself 

early with a well manned and efficient laboratory which has 

worked steadily on the development of new grades and the 

improvement of old grades of laminated insulating material. 

There are now available special variants emphasizing 

nearly all of the useful properties of the sheet for special 

purposes - and one can be selected that will meet your 

exact requirements. Send us your blue prints for quotations. 

The Formica Insulation Co., 4638 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, O. 

11 
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LAPP GAS FILLED CONDENSERS WILL SAVE SPACE, SAVE POWER, SAVE MONEY 

In any transmitting system, there are tumerous places 
where installation of Lapp gas -filled condensers will 
improve transmission efficiency with e_onomy of space 
and security of operation. 

Installations now in service include: plate tuning 
circuits - fixed condensers for coil tuning, variable 
condensers for condenser tuning; antenna coupling 
circuits; tuning circuits for directional antenna arrays; 
filter networks -tuned circuits to eliminate harmonics. 

To every application the Lapp condenser brings not- 
able mechanical and electrical advantages: practically 
zero loss, min:mum space requirement, non -failing, 
puncture -proof design, constant capacitance under 
varying temperature conditions. Fixed, adjustable and 
variable types in three voltage ratings and capaci- 
tances, loo to 2000 mmf -54 models in all, price 
$7 5 to $ 500. Descriptive literature is available on 
request. Want tc see it? 

LAPP 
INSULATOR CD., INC. 

LEROY, N. Y., U. S. A. 

ELECTRONICS - March 1940 
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Control of Weight- 
Weight acts 
on a simple 
lever which in 
turn actuates 
the Micro 
Switch. Used 
to prevent complete evapora- 
tion of liquids in a container 

Straight Cam 
Control-Cam 
on rod or bar 
actuates roller 
arm which op- 
eratestheMicro . 

Switch. Used on machine tools 
and packaging machinery to 
control operation. 

Thickness Limit 
Switch -Roller 
type actuator rides 

material and operates the switch 
if thickness limit is exceeded. 

Tension 
Signal- 
Weighted 
roller rid- 
ing on mov- 
ing material 
actuates either of 
t w o M i c r o 
Switches to indi- 
cate tension on material. 

Bellows Thermostat - 
Fluctuations in temper- 
ature change the length 

of the bellows 
to operate the 
Micro Switch. 

e I 

Bta 

Disc and Cam ¡ Operated -A se- 
quence of oper- 
ations is control- 

led by means of a roller -leaf 
actuator following the strips 
on a driven drum. 

Screw Operated carriage actuates, 
at each end of travel a Micro 
Switch which reverses or stops 
motor drive. 

Stress Signal -The rod bends 
under stress and actuates a 
spring plunger Micro Switch. 

a\ikktV\ii\s--111La 

Lathe Carriage Stop -Lathe car- 
riage actuates the Die Cast Mi- 
cro Switch at end of travel. 

Solenoid Con- 
trol- Plunger 
of solenoid ac- 
tuates Micro 
Switch to con- 
trol other cir- 
cuits. 

Diaphragm 
Pressure 
Actuated - 
The pressure 
of a liquid or 
gas against 
the diaphragm 
actuates the Micro Switch at 
desired limits of pressure. 

Coin Actuated - 
In a coin ma- 
chine, the weight 
of a falling coin, 
through a proper 
lever, operates a 
regular sensitive Micro Switch. 

Accurately Repeated Split- Thousandth Precision 
Industry recognizes the Micro Switch as the only time - 
tested precision switch that combines the light weight 
of 1 ounce; the small size of 1 15 /16" x 11 /16" x 
27 /32 "; compactness; small energy requirement and 
precision operation with rugged construction and 
Underwriters' listed rating of 1200 watts up to 600 
volts. 
Manufacturers in every phase of industry use it in a 
wide variety of ways -in practically every case it per- 
mits new standards of performance or performs spe- 
cific functions more dependably than the unit pre- 
viously used. 
Many machine tool manufacturers use it for motion 
and reversing limits. One hobbing machine manufac- 
turer found that the compact sturdiness of the Micro 
Switch greatly facilitated the streamlining of his prod- 
uct. He now uses eight Micro Switches on each ma- 
chine. 
The larger buyers of airplanes specify Micro Switches 
because they are light, compact and are resistant to 
vibration. 
Micro Switches are used in numerous plant operations 
where the automatic inspection of parts is held to 
.0001" tolerance -on timers, counters, and similar 
devices. 

MICRO Ms 

Switching problems are specialized and therefore call 
for specialized experience. Micro Switch engineers 
have that experience. Let them help you. Tell us your 
problems. 

Another 
OIL - WATER - 
DUST - and 
VAPOR -PROOF 

Switch! 
Here is the new Water - 
Oil -Dust and Vapor 
Proof Micro Switch 
for non- hazardous lo- 
cations. Genuine Neo- 
prene seals and gas- 
kets are used. Strong 
field wiring terminals 
accept No. 14 solid 
wire. The die cast 
housing is rugged - 
and standard i/s" con- 
duit hub makes in- 
stallation handy. Ask 
for Bulletin No. 5. 

MICRO Ms SWITCH 
MANUFACTURED IN FREEPORT. ILLINOIS BY 

MICRO SWITCH CORPORATION 
New York Chicago Boston 

Copyright 1940, Micro Switch Corporation 

SWITCH 
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MALLORY YAXLEY SWITCHES 
Basic design changes to provide economy in costs and space are 
being made in both rotary and push button types of switches. 

Mallory - Yaxley Rotary Switches -The new rotary switch anticipates 
every wave change, tap and tone control requirement from the standpoint 
of performance, flexibility and economy. Proper circuit arrangements, 
combined with proper indexing features for various torque requirements, 
are available in combinations, including single and multiple sections. 

Mallory - Yaxley Push Button Switches-These include new design fea- 
tures and provide the most complete line available. A thorough study 
has been made to provide economy in push button tuning. Various types 
of Mallory -Yaxley Push Button Switches are available to give you the 
best advantages from a cost and space standpoint in all model receivers, 
ranging from the lowest to the highest price. 

MALLORY VIBRATORS 
Varying loads and circuit requirements are exactly met by either synchro- 
nous (self -rectifying) or non -synchronous (interrupter) types. The selection 
of Mallory -built Vibrators as original equipment by the leaders in the 
radio industry is sound assurance of the superiority of their design . . . 

performance and long life. 

MALLORY CAPACITORS 
No recent development has made a more vital contribution to chassis 
design and improved performance than the introduction of FP (Fabricated 
Plate) Capacitors. Smaller sizes without loss of efficiency ... low R. F. 
Impedance ... better filtering ... surge proof construction ... freedom 
from corrosion . .. these are some of the features that have sent FP Capaci- 
tors skyrocketing to leadership with the nation's leading radio manufacturers. 

A consultation with Mallory engineers during the period of your own design 

development may easily lead to dramatic savings. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc. INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 
Cable Address- PELMALLO 
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ELECTRONICS . KEITH HENNEY, Editor . . . MARCH, 1940 

FREEDOM ... At the annual ban- 
quet of the Radio Club of America, 
Major Lenox Lohr, of N.B.C., stated 
that there was no and could be no 
freedom of speech on the air as exists 
on the street corner or in newspapers. 
The reasons are as follows. First there 
is only a limited amount of "air." Free- 
dom of speech implies that all who want 
to can talk -but this is obviously im- 
possible with the severe limitations 
imposed on the broadcast set -up both 
as to available channels and available 
time. Therefore the broadcast station 
must decide who is to get time. Con- 
troversial subjects, therefore are virtu- 
ally taboo. 

There are other reasons why broad- 
casters must refuse to give time to all 
who want to spout. This is the terrific 
responsibility of the broadcasters in- 
volved in the use of their straight path 
to the average man's home. There is 
no controlling who is to listen; and 
a highly susceptible and emotional 
audience is always eavesdropping, 
ready for juicy morsels. The unrea- 
soning nature of the average listener 
is something to pause and ponder about. 

For example; on a certain program 
was a woman whose name, let us say, 
was Aunt Betsy. The script was writ- 
ten by someone the listeners never saw 
nor heard of. It was read into the 
mike by another person never seen by 
the audience. There was actually no 
Aunt Betsy. One day the announcer 
stated that this fictitious aunt had a 
garden and grew swell petunias in it 
and that if listeners wanted some of 
the seeds from the petunias, they could 
write the station inclosing a dime and 
some cartons of the product being 
plugged. 

Something around a million dimes 
were received. Now the misguided 
women who wanted the petunia seeds 
could have done much better to go to 
the grocery store where such seeds 

CROSS 

TALK 

can be got for a nickel -but no, they 
wrapped the dime up in paper, bought 
cartons of stuff, wrote a letter, stamped 
it and mailed it to get seeds from a 
non -existent garden planted and nur- 
tured by a non -existent woman. 

In another case, one of the news 
commentators was given permission 
by Western Union to state that this 
great communication agency would be 
glad to send the commentator a free 
telegram of good wishes from any of 
his friends who might be listening in. 
The hundred thousand or so telegrams 
received swamped W.U. facilities, 
flooded the broadcast station -and many 
of them came by Postal and had to be 
paid for by Western Union. 

There is no telling what people will 
do when they hear a broadcast well 
done. 

Incidentally we overheard some me- 
chanics recently. They have got up a 
little club among themselves, with quite 
a few members and each day they get 

Dr. Frank Conrad, 
Assistant Chief 
Engineer of West- 
inghouse, receives 
the Gold Medal of 
the American Insti- 
tute of the City of 
New York from 
Robert T. Pollack, 
President of the In- 
stitute, David Sar- 
noff, President of 

R.C.A. looks on 

together and gloat over what they have 
got free (!) by writing to a broadcaster 
or an advertiser. Women's magazines 
are specially good hunting grounds for 
free samplers, and some of the things 
these mechanics had got amused them 
no end. Some would be positively em- 
barrassing-to us! 

DEC. 27, 1939 ... "This afternoon," 
writes R. H. Marriott, "while going 
from the I.R.E. office at 330 W. 42 st., 
N.Y.C. to the 8th ave. subway, I saw a 
sign on a bar window which indicated 
that television was in there. I went in. 
I heard and saw folks in costume, sing 
Noel songs in French and saw them 
dance. I heard the bartender explain 
television to a group of customers. He 
said: `Marconi discovered how to send 
sound, Steinmetz discovered relativity, 
then a fellow by the name of Deforest 
put them together and perfected tele- 
vision.' Those and a glass of beer for 
a dime!" 
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The Business Side of Television 
Factual data based on NBC's first nine months of public television service, including 
opinions and preferences gathered from the viewing audience. Gathered to show the 
direction in which commercial television service is headed, hence of interest to all those 
who have a stake in the new art 

IT is practically a universal thought 
that the day of technically suc- 

cessful television broadcasting is 
here, but the question remains, "Is 
television as a broadcast service and 
a business venture getting any- 
where?" Over the years, the purely 
technical engineering phases of tele- 
vision have been written about, pho- 
tographed, and marveled at. On the 
other hand, little or no discussion or 
data have been available relative to 
television broadcasting as a busi- 
ness. This is regrettable, because the 
business and economic problems of 
television are in many ways more 
difficult to ponder than the technical. 
The primary reason for the lack of 
this type of information, indispens- 
able to the commercial engineer, has 
been the lack of exploration in the 
basic operations of regularly sched- 
uled television broadcasting. 

Today we may look back on many 
months of actual experience in regu- 
lar television broadcasting in the 
New York Metropolitan Area. The 
extent and variety of equipment used 
should make the data gathered from 
this experience vital to all interests 
presently active and to those con- 
sidering participation in some phase 
of television. In fact, analysis of 
existing experience in methods of 
broadcast operation can be used to 
considerable advantage in guiding 
studies on the amount and nature 
of equipment necessary for a given 
purpose. For instance, in the plan- 
ning of a television broadcast plant 
in a given market, it should be bene- 
ficial to know what portion of the 
total hours on the air can be de- 
pended upon to be furnished by mo- 
tion picture film, by direct pick -up 
from the studio, and by portable 
equipment in the field. Also, it is 
just as important to know what the 
audience is likely to think of the 
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Fig. 1 -The extent of the service: Number of program hours by 
months and percentages of origination from studio, film, and out- 

side pick -up 

program fare thus furnished, and to 
know the cost of furnishing service 
by the different methods of program 
origination. 

Over a period of months, the Na- 
tional Broadcasting Company has 
explored this new field, and the dis- 
cussion which follows is based on 
data gathered over this period. How- 
ever, before going to facts and fig- 
ures, it may be well to review some 
of the fundamental philosophies as- 
sociated with broadcasting as a pub- 
lic service, in order to justify the 
nature of the particular data pre- 
sented. 

The Broadcasting Objective 

The objectives of television broad- 
casting (and of sound broadcasting 
as well), are to increase the size of 
the audience, and to endeavor to 
establish more and more of the audi- 

ence's good -will. These are the vital 
objectives because the larger the 
audience and the more good -will a 
station enjoys, the more successful 
is that station as an advertising 
medium - whence it derives its sub- 
sistence. As in all business it fol- 
lows, then, that one of the most 
important considerations for opera- 
tion becomes : What is the lowest 
practical unit cost of creating this 
good-will? 

To reduce the unit cost of good- 
will, it is necessary to reduce the 
cost per hour of programming. Also, 
the unit cost of good -will may be 
reduced by increasing the audience 
acceptability of programs, which 
automatically increases the number 
of receivers in the field, and the 
average number of viewers per re- 
ceiver. Of course there are addi- 
tional , factors, such as the price of 
receivers, which have much to do 
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the audience 

with the audience size. Here, how- 
ever, only factors associated partic- 
ularly with program service will be 
discussed. Three such factors which 
immediately suggest themselves, 
upon consideration of the "unit cost 
of good -will ", are: size of the audi- 
ence, good -will, and costs. 

The good -will of the audience is a 
function of the number of programs, 
the program entertainment and edu- 
cational value, the technical quality 
of reception, the program schedule 
punctuality, and additional audience 
considerations in the form of sched- 
ule publication and reliability. Keep- 
ing cost records of operation pre- 
sents no novel problem. However, 
the form of such records is im- 
portant if they are to permit swift 
and accurate analysis. 

The first question, then, is the 
number of scheduled program hours. 
Regular program service for the 
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Fig. 2 -Left, the length of individual 
programs, which show a definite 
trend toward longer programs, aver- 
aging about three- quarters of an 
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Fig. 5 -The size of the audience: The solid 
line shows the number of names in the N.B.C. 
file; the dotted line gives the probable actual 

number of receivers 

public started April 30, 1939, with 
the broadcast of President Roose- 
velt's address at the opening of the 
New York World's Fair. Figure 1 

shows the number of program hours 
broadcast each month since that 
date. The total of 409.8 hours is an 
average of a little more than ten 
hours a week since the beginning of 
service. The ten hour service is 
rendered on a schedule of two hours 
a day, Wednesday through Sunday, 
an hour in the afternoon and an 
hour in the evening. 

The second question is the value 
of the program material. The pro- 
grams have consisted of live talent 
studio shows, outside pick -ups, and 
film. The breakdown of the origina- 
tion of the programs for the nine 
months is shown in Fig. 1. It may 
be noticed from the curves that 
early operation was more or less a 
catch -as- catch -can proposition on 

Nov. 

program material. However, start- 
ing in October, there is a gradual 
smoothing -out of program schedul- 
ing. Figure 2, showing the average 
length of programs by type of pro- 
gram origination, indicates also the 
"cut" and "try" period for the first 
six months, followed by a more uni- 
form operation. 

During the first nine months of 
programming, the watchword had 
been "try everything ". For the pur- 
poses of analysis, all programs are 
broken down into twenty -nine classi- 
fications. For summary purposes 
Table I shows the breakdown of the 
entire nine months' program ma- 
terial by only the nine major classi- 
fications. From the table it can be 
seen that News, Special Events, and 
Current Events, at an average of 
35.7 per cent; Drama at 29.3 per 
cent; and Educational at 15.7 per 
cent lead the other classifications. 
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These three account for 79.5 per 
cent of the total program fare. 
News, Special Events, and Current 
Events are generally covered by 
portable equipment in the field, 
Drama by the live -talent studio set- 
up, and Educational chiefly by film. 

Weekly Program Mailing Cards 

Since the week of October 1st the 
National Broadcasting Company has 
offered to send weekly television 
programs to all television receiving 
set owners who submitted their 
names and addresses by mail. A let- 
ter was mailed with the first pro- 
gram schedule requesting data on 
the type of receiver being used, etc. 
and requesting comments at any 
time. The three objectives in mail- 
ing out the program schedules were 
to compile a file of receiver owners, 
to obtain a means of studying audi- 
ence reaction to various types of 
programming, and to create a "Tele- 
vision Family" feeling with the audi- 
ence, i.e. to foster the idea that the 
National Broadcasting Company is 
studying to match its television pro- 
grams as closely as possible to the 
desires of the audience. These ob- 
jectives have been realized satisfac- 
torily, and much useful data has 
resulted, including information here 
presented. 

Figure 5 shows the number of re- 
ceivers recorded monthly, since the 
beginning of the survey in October, 
1939. On a few occasions, by com- 
paring the number of names in the 
file with a complete list of receiver 
owners known to be in a given area 
as submitted by receiver distribu- 
tors in the area, it has been possible 
to estimate quite satisfactorily the 
actual number of receivers in the 
entire area. The dotted line of Fig. 
5 was plotted, using these statistical 
projections. On October 8th, it was 
estimated that one -fourth of the 
total names were on file; on Novem- 
ber 3rd about one -third the total ; 

and on January 5th, about one -half. 
The figure of 100 receivers at the 
beginning of May was an estimate 
current in the trade at that time. 

From a survey conducted the first 
week in February it was found that 
on an average there were 2.4 present 
at receivers in homes during the day- 
time broadcasts and 5.4 present dur- 
ing the evening. In hotels, stores, and 
taverns, average figures were 17.6 
in the daytime, 31.4 in the evening. 
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the day and the part of the week, as well as by individual days 

Using these data on the estimated 
number of receivers in the area, the 
potential daytime audience is 9,500 
and the evening audience is 19,000. 

As of February 9th, Fig. 4 shows 
the distribution of receivers in the 
New York Area by type of establish- 
ments in which receivers are in- 
stalled, and the geographic distribu- 
tion of receivers. The inclusion of 
the states of Connecticut, Pennsyl- 
vania, and Massachusetts in the 
chart may seem unusual, because 
of the reception this involves of 
television images from the Empire 
State Building beyond the horizon 
distance of about 50 miles. The re- 
ceivers included in the geographic 
survey which are beyond the horizon 
distance can be assumed to be lo- 
cated in very favorable, high terrain 
or using special receiving antenna 
installations, or both. In some in- 
stances, special receiving equipment 
may be in use as well. At these ex- 
treme distances it can be safely as- 
sumed that the reception cannot be 
compared as to technical quality, 
with the reception on receivers lo- 
cated within the dependable coverage 
area -the horizon distance. 

While a discussion of the distribu- 
tion of manufactured brands of re- 

ceivers may be a digression from the 
purpose of this paper, it is included 
to indicate the types of receivers, 
i.e., size picture, etc., which are in 
the hands of the audience. Table II 
offers data by manufacturer and by 
tube sizes for all receivers other 
than those in the hands of dealers. 
Table II shows the percentage dis- 
tribution of all receivers by manu- 
facturers, also in homes only, and 
in taverns, hotels, restaurants, and 
other establishments combined. 
These data must be tempered with 
the fact that they represent only 
40% of the total receiver instal- 
lations recorded in file, this per- 
centage being the portion of the file 
for which these facts have been 
found. 

Measurement of Good -will 

The following data deal with the 
measurement of the good -will devel- 
oped over the nine months of opera- 
tion : 

During the first week of October, 
1939, when the first batch of pro- 
gram schedules was mailed to the 
receiver owners, about half of the 
mailing list responded by mail to a 
letter which accompanied the sched- 
ule requesting comments and sug- 

TABLE I- Monthly Breakdown of Program Material 

Major 
Program 

Type 

PERCENT OF TOTAL 
Monthly 

May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Aver. 

Children's . 

4.0 .9 .8 
.4 .... .5 .4 1.5 

.4 
... .3 

.7 
Drama 16.6 13.0 43.6 35.3 34.9 27.4 34.1 31.9 26.8 29.3 
Educational 7.3 21.6 19.7 16.2 19.5 20.9 15.6 15.2 5.6 15.7 
Miscellaneous 1.8 4.5 12.6 1.2 .6 1.5 .3 .8 .5 2.6 
Music 4.1 4.0 7.6 4.4 3.9 1.2 1.8 1.3 1.2 3.3 

News - -- Special 
& Current 49.2 44.2 6.0 39.3 29.8 32.0 32.5 38.2 49.7 35.7 
( Sports) (21.6) (11.2) (.4) (27.6) (14.5) (28.5) (13.9 27.7 38.1) . 

Variety 17.1 11.8 9.7 3.2 11.3 16.5 15.3 10.7 16.2 12.4 
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gestions. Some of the replies were 
two or more pages long, containing 
suggestions and thoughts aimed to 
help match programs more closely 
to the various individuals' desires. 

In addition to this initial indica- 
tion of interest, Fig. 3 shows the 
percentage of returned audience re- 
action questionnaires for the 16 
weeks for which data are available. 
It is interesting to note that not 
only has the percentage of return 
been quite consistent, but also that 
the high average of 37.5 per cent 
return is quite unusual for a weekly 
mailing of this nature. It is prac- 
tically always the case that should 
there be a deviation either in timing 
or in program content from the re- 
leased schedule, phone inquiries and 
letters promptly become reminders 
of the sincere and active interest of 
the television audience. 

Since the start of analysis in Oc- 
tober on the amount of use of re- 

ceivers, by the audience, there has 
been a gradual increase in the aver- 
age percentage of receivers in use 
during broadcasts. Figure 6 shows 
these percentages along with break- 
downs of these figures for day and 
evening weekdays and weekends. 
The chart in the inset shows the 
consistency of audience attendance 
by days of the week. 

Using the reaction questionnaire 
attached to the weekly program 
schedule, every receiver owner has 
an opportunity to voice his opinion 
as to the quality and acceptability 
of each individual program broad- 
cast. In offering this opportunity to 
the television audience, and keeping 
operation flexible, programs can 
readily be trimmed as closely and as 
quickly as possible to the majority 
vote of the audience. The results of 
this weekly reaction survey forms a 
very sensitive measuring rod of the 
status of the audience good -will from 

TABLE II- Manufacturers Distribution of Receivers in Homes 

Manufacturer 

SIZE 
5 inches 
or less 

OF PICTURE TUBE 

7 inches 9 inches 12 inches Total 
1 16.6 .... 26.9 56.5 35.2 
2 77.4 5.7 16.9 17.2 
3 3.4 96.6 9.4 
4 4.5 40.9 54.6 7.1 
6 100.0 6.2 
6 25.0 .... 50.0 26.0 2.6 
7 100.0 .... .... 1.9 
Home made 31.1 17.8 20.0 31.1 14.6 
13 Others 16.7 5.6 22.2 55.5 5.8 

31.8 4.9 19.2 44.1 100.0 

Manufacturers Distribution of Receivers in Taverns, 
Restaurants, Hotels, Stores, Schools, Theaters, etc. 

Manufacturer 
5 inches 
or less 7 inches 9 inches 12 inches Total 

1 11.1 ... 16.7 72.2 45.0 
2 100.0 . . 10.0 
3 .... 27.3 72.7 27.5 
All others .... 14.3 14.3 71.4 17.5 

16.0 2.5 17.5 65.0 100.0 

May June July Aug. Scpt Oct. Nov. Dec. 

Fig. 8- Program costs have de- 
creased rapidly, roughly in inverse 
ratio to the number of program 

hours 

week to week. A compilation of the 
findings from these weekly surveys 
is shown in Fig. 7. 

For analysis purposes, weightings 
of 3 for excellent, 2 for good, 1 for 
fair, and 0 for poor, are used. The 
audience rating averages since Oc- 
tober 8, 1939 to date for the five 
types of programs are: 

Studio Features ...........2.61 
Mobile Unit 2 07 
Film Features 1 98 
Studio Varieties 1 93 
Film Varieties 1 78 
Average of all programs to 

date 1 97 

In addition to programs broadcast 
for the home audience, a certain 
amount of "Test Signal" for tele- 
vision dealers and service men, was 
furnished, to aid in the work of re- 
ceiver installation and maintenance. 
The amount of this signal plus the 
regular program hours amounted to 
1050.27 hours for the nine months, 
or an average of 26.26 hours a week 
on the air for the industry to test, 
install, and service television re- 
ceivers in the field. 

What Price Good -Will? 

Having an interested audience and 
generally pleasing it with a given 
program fare is _ all well and good, 
but at what price? 

In connection with costs, it is al- 
ways a consideration whether or- 
ganization, administration, and cost 
control can progressively show con- 
tinued efficiency. The following facts 
indicate a favorable realization of 
improving efficiency. 

1. The costs of operation are re- 
maining quite constant from month 
to month, but the end results, the 
average audience rating of pro - 

(Continued on page 90) 
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Narrow -Band Carrier Telephony 
By shifting the carrier frequency in accordance with the power level in speech, it is possible 

to locate the active sideband components continuously within a narrow channel and thereby 
conserve bandwidth. Based on the correlation between speech frequencies and power 

By JOHN A. CSEPELY 

Something for Nothing? . The search for means to 

beat the sideband game goes on and on. And whenever someone 

comes to Electronics with a scheme for transmitting more informa- 
tion in a given band in a given time than our schooling says is 

reasonable, your editors think of Warren Horton. of the Depart- 
ment of Biology and Public Health, M.I.T. 

Mr. Horton's background at the Bell Laboratories and at General 

Radio and his interest in these sideband -beating schemes eminently 
fit him to discuss articles like the one published here. With Mr. 
Horton's permission and that of the author, we report his judgment 
of Mr. Csepely's scheme: 

"There is no error, fundamentally, in the scheme proposed by 

Mr. Csepely. It does, in fact, take advantage of an important 
characteristic of a particular kind of signal wave and the system 

has a theoretical advantage. Stated in general terms the point is 

this. We have as a basic theorem the fact that the product of the 

bandwidth by the time of transmission is a measure of the amount 
of information carried by a given channel. Stated in other words: 
the bandwidth of a transmission channel is a measure of the 
"information carrying capacity" of that channel and shows the 

limiting rate at which it is capable of conveying information. Now 
it is a rare occurence indeed for any channel to be called upon Fo 

transmit information at its maximum rate. We say that a wide band 

is required for orchestral music, but often, as during a flute solo, 

we use only a single frequency at a time. A broadcast channel, 

then, may be worked at a poor load factor as far as its information 

THE problem which the author 
set out to solve was to devise a 

wave transmission system which 
would effectively narrow the fre- 
quency bandwidth required for the 
transmission of intelligence without 
losing those component frequencies 
which are essential for satisfactory 
reproduction. This paper describes 
a system which accomplishes the de- 
sired result for the special case of 
carrier current speech transmission 
over wires. 

Historical Review 

In order to make the fullest pos- 
sible use of the commercially avail- 
able frequency range, single side- 
band, carrier suppressed transmis- 
sion was developed and introduced in 
19201. This type of transmission re- 
duces the frequency bandwidth re- 
quired for each speech channel to the 
minimum possible width obtainable 
with amplitude modulation. 

However, numerous systems have 
since been proposed for reducing 
this band width still further, all of 
them performing a "compressing" 
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carrying capacity is concerned. Mr. Csepely's scheme, in these 

terms, involves an attempt to reshape the signal wave so that it 
may be transmitted at a better information load factor. 

"For speech this seems theoretically possible. At one instant a 

narrow band, located at one part of the frequency spectrum, is 

needed. At another time a band of comparable width, but located 
at another position on the spectrum, is needed. It is customary to 
provide a channel which makes any band in the required spectrum 
continuously available for use whenever called for but which leaves 

it idle at other times. Mr. Csepely provides only a single narrow 

band and juggles the signal spectrum so that the active frequencies 
-those existing at any given time -are pushed into that band. 
He is able to do this because of the fact, established by Steinberg, 
that in speech the frequency location of the active bands and their 
power levels have a linear correlation. 

"Although this scheme is theoretically sound a number of quanti- 
tative assumptions have to be made to put it into practice. The 

most important, it seems to me, is that the rate at which the signal 
band must be moved in order to keep the active frequencies in 

the restricted region available for transmission must be low com- 
pared with the lowest frequency in the original signal. A second 
assumption is that the saving in band width used for the signal is 

sufficient to off -set the added channel required to transmit the 
band shifting control. Unless I missed the point in looking through 
Mr. Csepely's manuscript he ignores the important effect of varia- 
tions in transmission efficiency of this control channel. 

operation on the wave band at the 
transmitter, and a suitable "expand- 
ing" operation at the receiver. These 
proposed systems may be broadly 
divided into the following classes: 

A. Systems employing the Dop- 
pler effect. In a typical proposal' 
based on this effect the signal wave 
is propagated along a circular guid- 
ing medium at a fixed velocity. A 
device traveling along the same 
medium at a different velocity picks 
up the component signal frequencies 
and slows them down for transmis- 
sion over the line. Since this pick -up 
process must be interrupted at the 
end of each traversal of the guiding 
medium, the transmitted signal is 
mutilated. 

B. Systems which divided the 
original signal frequency range into 
two or more smaller adjacent fre- 
quency ranges by means of wave 
filters. In one of these systems' it is 
proposed to separate the high fre- 
quency, low energy consonant sounds 
from the low frequency, high energy 
vowel sounds. A modulator and mar- 
ginal relay are used to shift the low 
energy consonant sounds down into 

the frequency range occupied by the 
vowel sounds. This causes an un- 
avoidable overlap of the vowel sounds 
and the shifted consonant sounds, 
and the switching relay sets up un- 
desirable switching transients. 

C. Systems which frequency -mod- 
ulate the message band. One pro- 
posal advanced' was that the carrier 
frequency be modulated cyclically at 
a rate of about 1000 cps, the object 
being to transmit, in succession, dif- 
ferent portions of the original fre- 
quency range through a narrow 
band pass filter. This system is ob- 
jectionable because the sidebands 
due to frequency modulation cannot 
be disregarded when such high 
modulation rates are employed. In 
addition, these sidebands are not 
functionally related to the wave com- 
ponents in the original message. 

The author's system belongs to 
class C, but the rate of frequency 
shifting is relatively slow, corres- 
ponding roughly to the low frequency 
energy variations or undulations in 
the signal. Such frequency modula- 
tion of the signal in terms of itself 
does not introduce any appreciable 
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Frequency cps 
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Fig. 1 -The relationship between- the frequency components and 
the corresponding power levels associated with various speech 

sounds, on which Mr. Csepely's scheme is based 
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Fig. 2- Practical means of shifting the sideband components 
from instant to instant so that they fall within the channel limits 

for use at the transmitter 
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Fig. 3- Characteristic of an ideal 1500 -cps bandpass filter, show- 
ing how a region 4500 cps wide may be shifted into the pass 

region 

distortion, and the sidebands due to 
frequency modulation can be disre- 
garded for all practical purposes. 

The advantages gained through 
the use of the author's system may 
be summarized as follows: 

1 The number of speech channels 
can be increased by at least 50 per 
cent. 

2., The signal -to -noise ratio can be 
increased. 

3.. A reduction in transmitter 
power is obtainable. 

Energy-Frequency-Time 
Characteristics of Speech 

Ordinary conversational speech is 
composed of vowel and consonant 
sounds which follow each other in 
more or less rapid succession. These 
sounds, in addition to being separ- 
ated in time, are also distinguished 
by differences in volume and fre- 
quency levels. Points A, B, and C in 
Fig. 1 show approximately the av- 
erage sound energy in db of the 
vowel and consonant sounds and the 
corresponding average frequency 
levels. The fundamental or pitch fre- 
quency is disregarded in this chart. 
This is satisfactory for the purposes 
of the following discussion, since the 

Fig. 4 -The receiving end of the narrow -band system. The 
pilot channel controls a variable oscillator which reverses the 

shift introduced at the transmitter 

+' 
á 
E gab 

1500 3000cps 
Frequency 

Fig. 5- Frequency response char- 
acteristic of the output when oscil- 
lator frequency varies continuously 

frequency range 0 to 300 cps is not 
usually transmitted in commercial 
telephone practice. 

The curve drawn through points 
A, B, and C is approximately a 
straight line. Denoting the average 
frequency level by P, and the cor- 
responding r -m -s microphone output 
energy by Ê, the following approxi- 
mate relation is obtained: 

-1c +b (1) 

Fig. 7- Simplified block dia- 
gram of the complete system 
as used for experimental 

verification of the theory 

Fig. 6 - -- Characteristic when oscil- 
lator frequency remains constant 

one third of the time 

Intermediate vocalizations are 
used when passing from one sound 
to another except during pauses.. The 
r -m -s energy E, and hence the aver- 
age frequency F, may therefore be 
broadly classified as continuous func- 
tions of the speech signal. 

The average frequency range oc- 
cupied by the various sounc.s is 
shown by the arrows in Fig 1. Since 
the frequencies above 3000 cps are 
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C19 
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27 

+9O 

P5 
RII 

RECEIVER 

C39 

CI, CIG, Cs,, CIO 1.0 if 
G_, C3, C,4, Cm 0.5 µf 
C,, C17 2.0 µf 
Cm C13 4.0 µf 
Co, 0.018 µf 
C. 0.048 µf 
C,., C,o 0.01 µf 
Co, 0.142 µf 
C,,, 0.479 µf 
Cr, 0.021 µf 
C,3. 0.468 µf 
co_ 0.424 µf 

Fig. 8- Complete 

CA, 0.145 µf 
C., 0.42 µi 
Cr:, 0.509 µf 
C23, Co 0.25 µf 
CA., C3, 1000 µµf, variable 
C3o, Caz 0.001 to 0.01 µf mica 
C37, Cas, C33, C34. C37 0.03 µf 
C,6, 0.032 µf 
C36, 0.016 µf 
C38, C311 0.5 µi 
R. R, 4000 ohms 
L. Ro, Ro, R. 6 ohms 

not usually transmitted in carrier 
telephony, it will be seen that most 
of the higher frequencies of the con- 
sonant sounds are cut off. 

The rate at which the various syl- 
lables of speech are spoken is known 
as the syllabic rate, and corresponds 
to frequencies between 2 and 20 cps. 

Figure 1 shows that the energy of 
the consonant sounds is on the aver- 
age about 10 db less than that of the 
vowel sounds. 

Description of System 

In the following description the 
device at the transmitting station is 
called the frequency compresser and 
the corresponding device at the re- 
ceiving station is called the fre- 
quency expander. 

In the transmitter the signal is 
divided between two parallel paths. 
In one, the signal goes to the modu- 
lator tubes and thence to the trans- 
mission line. In the other path, the 
signal is amplified, rectified and 
passed through a low pass filter 
which has a cutoff frequency of about 
80 cps. It is then passed through a 
frequency shifting circuit after 
which it emerges as the oscillator 
control voltage (for both transmitter 
and receiver) E. of Fig. 2. The 
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circuit diagram of 

L. RK 200 ohms 
10,000 ohms 

R8, R 4700 ohms 
R,3, 50,000 ohms 
R,,, 10,000 ohms 
L. L filter chokes 
L. 23.0 mh 
L3. 1.76 mh 
L 6.38 mh 
L6, 42.3 mh 
L. 1.09 mh 
L7. 1.74 mh 

experimental narrow -band set -up 

L. 46.5 mh 
Lo, 1.93 mh 
L. 19.7 mh 
L,,, L,r. 10.6 mh 
L,3. 12.76 mh 
1.,0, 21.2 mh 

LF 400 ohms filter chokes 
L., LA: 5h 
L. LA 42 mh 
Lao, L. 2000 h at 0.1 ma dc and 10 v 
Lz, LA, L. L25 55 mh 
T. Line to push -pull grids 

transmitter and receiver oscillators 
are capable of operating at several 
different carrier frequencies depend- 
ing on the nature of the impressed 
signal. The control voltage E% is 
transmitted to the receiver by means 
of a separate pilot channel. The sig- 
nal modulates the carrier frequency 
and the modulated carrier signal is 
transmitted to the receiver where it 
is demodulated by means of the out- 
put of the receiver oscillator which 
is of the same frequency, but of the 
opposite phase. 

The functional behavior of the fre- 
quency compresser may be consid- 
ered by referring to the simplified 
schematic circuit of Fig. 2. The car- 
rier generated by the variable fre- 
quency oscillator is more or less com- 
pletely suppressed by the push -pull 
arrangement of the modulator tubes. 
The bandpass filter is arranged to 
transmit the lower side band and to 
suppress the remaining residual 
carrier frequency. The low pass 
filter A transmits speech frequencies 
up to 3000 cps. 

The carrier frequency is controlled 
by the control voltage E,., which is 
derived from the line through an 
amplifier, a rectifier, a low pass filter 
and a frequency shifting circuit. The 
low pass filter in the control circuit 

ac 

T. Plates to line 
T3, Line to grids 
T. Plates to line 
T. Line to grid 
Te, Interstage Ratio 1:3 
P,, P: 3100 ohms 
Ps, P. Ps 250,000 ohms 
Pe, Po 3000 ohms 
P7, 500,000 ohms 
P. 100,000 ohms 
M, 0 to 10 ma d -c meter 

is designed for a cut -off frequency 
of approximately 80 cps. The fre- 
quency shifting circuit uses a triode 
tube B, the grid of which is biased 
to beyond cut -off. The output voltage 
of this tube is simultaneously im- 
pressed on the plate and grid cir- 
cuits of the oscillator tubes at the 
transmitting and receiving stations, 
a pilot channel being used to convey 
the control current. 

The gain of the control circuit and 
the grid bias of tube B are so ad- 
justed that for all volume levels below 
a predetermined minimum the oscil- 
lator frequency remains constant at 
its maximum value. The oscillator 
frequency is maintained substan- 
tially constant at its minimum value 
when the plate current of tube B 
approaches saturation at high volume 
levels. 

In the system built and demon- 
strated by the author the maximum 
carrier frequency was made 10,000 
cps. and the minimum frequency 
8,800 cps. The bandpass filter was 
designed to pass the frequency band 
7000 to 8500 cps. At low volumes, 
therefore, the signal frequencies 
transmitted over the line corres- 
ponded to an original frequency 
range of 1500 to 3000 cps., while at 
high volumes they corresponded to 
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an original frequency range of 300 
to 1800 cps. The total frequency 
range transmitted over a consider- 
able period of time corresponded to 
an original frequency range of 300 
to 3000 cps. 

The throw -over switch S was used 
in the demonstration system for mak- 
ing comparison listening tests be- 
tween the new type of transmission 
and standard single sideband trans- 
mission. When the switch was in 
the dotted position, a steady direct 
voltage was applied to the oscillator 
tubes to maintain the oscillator fre- 
quencies constant. 

The following analysis is confined 
to the particular conditions assumed 
in designing the demonstration sys- 
tem. 

The delay introduced by the low 
pass filter in the control circuit is 
assumed to be negligible. Ideal 
modulation and demodulation are 
assumed. The average carrier fre- 

quency 
2T 

is 8500 cps, the maxi- 

imum frequency shift 2 h 
is ± 750 

cps, and the maximum rate of shift- 

ing - 
2a 

is 20 cps. 

Assume that the oscillator tank 
circuit capacity C. is varied in con- 
formity with a low frequency signal 

2a 
, and let the instantaneous ca- 

pacity be 

C = C. (1 - 2h cos pt) (2) 

where h is an amplitude factor pro- 
portional to the signal intensity. 

When h < < 1, the instantaneous 
radian frequency w can be written, 

w = to + woh cos pt (3) 

When p « co., the oscillator out- 
put is given by the equation, 

I = a cos [ f w,dt + w.h cos pt dt ] 

= a cos [ w.t + P sin pt] (4) 

the arbitrary phase constant being 
omitted for the sake of simplicity. 

Let the voice input be b sin qt. 
Since the carrier frequency is sup- 
pressed, the modulator output at C 
is given by the expression 

kab cos [w,t+ p! sin pt] sin qt 

= #'A sin [ (w. + q) t + sin pt ] (5a) 

- A sin [ (w. - q) t + P sin pt ] (5b) 

ELECTRONICS - March 1940 

Each of these equations represents 
a wave whose phase varies cyclically 
between the limits 

+ 
co,h 

p 
and - w:,h 

p 

These waves can be shown to be 
equivalent to two "carrier" waves of 
radian frequency (w. + q) and 
(w. - q), each of which is accom- 
panied by an infinite number of side - 
band frequencies. These frequencies 
are separated from the "carrier" by 
integral multiples of p. The "car- 
rier" and sideband amplitudes are 
given by Bessel functions of argu- 

ment 
wit 

and increasing order. 
p 

However, it can be shown' that 
woh 

when > > 1, say in the neigh - 
p 

m 50 

4 

z 
á 
E 30 
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTEF.I ST CS 
3-SECTION COMPOSITE TYPE BAND PASS FILTER 
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55 75 Sc as 

FREQUENCY- KC 

90 95 

Fig. 9- Response characteristic of 
three -section bandpass filter used in 

circuit in Fig. 8 

borhood of 40 or more, those side - 
band frequencies extending more 

than ± 2 beyond the `"carrier" 

frequency are of very small ampli- 
tude, and can be disregarded for all 
practical purposes. For the case un- 
der discussion, therefore, the fre- 
quency spread of the waves (5a) and 
(5b) is given very closely by coo + q 
± woh, and (0. - q ± woh, respec- 
tively. 

Let Fig. 3 represent the ideal 
bandpass filter into which the modu- 
lator of Fig. 2 works. A represents 
the location of the average carrier 

frequency 
coo 

, and B and C its 
L7c 

upper and lower frequency limits, 
respectively. DC = BC = 1500 cps 

or one -half the bandwidth of the 
original speech input frequencies. 
1, 2 and 3 represent, respectively, the 
location of the side band frequency 

1 

2a 
(w. - q) for 

2a 
= 0, 1500 

and 3000 cps. The heavy arrows in- 
dicate the spread of the modulation 
frequencies which accompany the 

1 
frequency 

2x 
(coo - q). 

All terms of Equation (5a) are 
therefore suppressed, the bandpass 
filter transmitting only the terms in 
Equation (5b). 

Expanding Equation (5b) in the 
usual manner, we obtain for the out- 
put of the bandpass filter : 

-1 A [J. (x) sin (co. - q) t] 
(q) 

-1 A [ ( -1) J (x) sin (w. -q - 
np) t] 4)2 (q) (6) 

-1 A [J (x) sin (w. -q + np) t] 
4'8 (q) 

woh 
where x = , and 4 (q), 0132 (q) 

and ¢3 (q) are amplitude factors de- 
fining the action of the bandpass 
filter on the various side frequencies, 
and J (x) is the Bessel function of 
the first kind. 

The Frequency Expander 

The frequency expander at the re- 
ceiving station is shown in the simp- 
lified schematic circuit of Fig, 4. 
The oscillator frequency is controlled 
by the current received over the pilot 
channel. The low pass filter is de- 
signed to transmit frequencies up to 
3000 cps. 

Assuming ideal transmission over 
the line, the received current is given 
by Equation (6). When this is de- 
modulated by the local oscillator fre- 
quency, 

(00h 
a cos [coot + sin pt] 

the lower side band, or demodulation 
products, consist of the desired fre- 
quency of the form 
B cos qt ',[ (q) +' ¢3 (q)] (7) 
B cos qt [¢2 (q)] 
B cos qt [4v$ (q)] 
and distortion products of the form 
BJ. (x) J (x) cos (q -np) t. 4 (q) 
B J. (x). J (x) cos (q + np) t. 

(q) (8) 
B [J (x)]2cos (q -2np) t.4 (q) 
B [J (x)]' cos (q + 2 np) t. 4 (q) 
where n is any positive integer. 

The amplitude factors ¢2 (q) and 
(Continued on page 88) 
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The F.C.C. monitoring station at San Pedro. California is one A frequency standard, here operated by Inspector James H. 
of seven maintained in the United States for the purpose of Chapple, is available for checking frequencies throughout the 
checking the frequency and quality of licensed transmissions spectrum on which stations are allocated. Harmonics and 

as well as running down unlicensed stations subharmonics are used to obtain off -crystal frequencies 

AIR WAVE 
CHECK -UP 

18 

Percentage modulation and other aspects of the 
modulation envelope are monitored on a cathode 
ray oscilloscope, fed from any of several calibrated 
communication receivers. James Homsy, inspector 

in charge of the station, is shown on the job 

Portable equipment. fitted with a rotatable loop 
antenna, is available for tracking down unlicensed 
transmitters. A. L. Ritter is shown recording bear- 

ings for locating the signal by triangulation 
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WITH single anode or half wave 
rectifier circuits only frac- 

tional amounts of power may be rec- 
tified due to current cutoff in each 
half cycle. This occurs regardless of 
the type of load imposed on the rec- 
tifier from the d -c side. However 
with the full wave rectifier circuit, 
if the load is made sufficiently in- 
ductive in character, load current 
cutoff may be prevented and the d -c 
component of load current built up 
to much larger value. Loads on the 
d -c side of the rectifier having a so- 
called condenser input, that is, capac- 
itive type loads, always produce tube 
current cut -off during a portion of 
the voltage cycle. Usually the tube 
currents with this type of load are 
highly peaked and of low average or 
d -c value. 

In the following analysis of the 
full wave rectifier circuit, equations 
for the current and voltage wave 
forms are derived for two general 
types of loads, namely inductive and 
capacitive. In case of inductive loads, 
an equation in terms of the load cir- 
cuit parameters is given which en- 
ables one to predetermine whether 
current cutoff does or does not occur. 
The use of operational calculus in 
the analysis simplifies the solution a 
great deal. Sinusoidal impressed al- 
ternating voltages of constant ef- 
fective value are assumed. The 
analysis deals primarily with cir- 
cuits using gas filled tubes, which 
have an anode to cathode voltage 
drop that is practically constant and 
independent of the tube current 
magnitude. 

Consider the single phase full 
wave circuit shown in Fig. 1. If the 
transformer is mid -tapped as indi- 
cated, the rectifier circuit has bal- 
anced anode voltages of e1 = E,sin x 
and e, = E,, sin (x -a) . The type of 
voltage wave which the rectifier im- 
presses upon the load circuit is of 
the pulsating type shown in Fig. 2C. 
This type of voltage function may be 
considered as a product wave 1, i.e., 
it is the result of multiplying two 
functions of x together: one, the 
sinusoidal function Rsin x, shown 
in Fig. 2A, the other, a unit rec- 
tangular wave function, which is 
shown in Fig. 2B, and designated as 
S' function. That is S' = +1 from x 
=Otox =i,S' - -1 from x = to 
x = an, etc. Consequently, S'Rsin x 
designates a completely rectified sine 
wave since the negative loops are 
made positive. 

ELECTRONICS - March 1940 

FULL WAVE 
RECTIFIER 
ANALYSIS 

By C. M. WALLIS 
University of Missouri 

Fig. 1- Circuit diagram of typical full wave 
rectifier 

Fig. 2- Typical voltage curves of the full 
wave rectifier 

The general voltage equation for 
the rectifier load circuit during the 
period of current flow in either first 
or second half cycle may be written 
as 

0= S'E, (sin x) - v - E, (1) 

where v is the instantaneous value 
of the voltage across the load and E. 
is the tube drop. 

Inductive Loads 

As previously stated, if the load 
be sufficiently inductive in character 
continuous flow of load current oc- 

curs. Let it be assumed that the 
load has L henrys inductance, R 
ohms resistance, and an e.m.f. of E 
volts acting in circuit opposition to 
the current flow as indicated in 
Fig. 3. The instantaneous load vol- 
tage may be expressed as 

v= Ri +Lwd + E 

i being the instantaneous value of 
load current. The above equation 
may be written in the form 

v= Lw(p+n)i+E (2) 
where TI - R, /Lm and p is the dif- 
ferential operator d /dx. Equation (1) 
for this particular case, by substitu- 
tion of y becomes 

i (p + n) = 
EW S' (sin x) - k (3) 

which is the differential equation of 

the load current, and k (Eo - E) 
Em 

The complete solution of Eq. (3) 
may be written in the form 2 

Em IS' sin (x - d) 
/n AE 

nz] 
Lw L 1'1+n2 

+ 
amperes (4) 

where S = cot -1' 71 and A is a con- 
stant for any one half cycle. 

Non -Cut Off Case 

Equation (4) gives the instantane- 
ous load current as a function of the 
time angle x. It should be noted 
however, that the term S' sin (x-e) is 
a discontinuous function ; an abrupt 
change in its value occuring at x = 
t, x = 2a, etc. If load current cutoff 
does not occur then the latter must 
vary continuously from one half cy- 
cle to the next. Consequently, the 
quantity A must be discontinuous in 
a manner such as to make i continu- 
ous. Hence A is constant for any one 
half cycle, varying however from 
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half cycle to half cycle. For the 
steady state condition, that is where 
i is periodic, A may be evaluated by 
setting the current at the beginning 
of a half cycle, where x = 0, and S' 
= +1, to the current at the end of 
the half cycle, where x = 7G, and S' = 
+1. By so doing, through the use of 
Eq. (4) 

2 
A 

(1 + n2) (1 - E-") (5) 

A may be determined for successive 
half cycles in a like manner. How- 
ever since the current function is the 
same over each half cycle this need 
not be done. The type of current 
wave occurring in the non -cut off 
case is shown in Fig. 4A, or in more 
detail in Fig. 5. 

The d -c component of load current 
obtained by integration of the cur- 
rent equation between limits of x = 
0 and x = a,is 

Ida = R [2 /7 - k] (6) 

Cut Off Case 

If the load circuit parameters are 
such as to cause load current cut off 
in each half cycle, as shown in Fig. 
4C, then Eq. (4) may be written as 

E. 
Lw 

a to 3 

CS' Al 

(x - s) k 
A E-vx] (7) 

z J 
amperes 

where (a) is the angle of firing and 
(5) is the angle of current cut off. 
The former angle is of course equal 
to sin -lc (Refer to Fig. 4C). The 
value of the constant A over the first 
half cycle is evaluated from the 
boundary conditions at the point of 
firing. Namely at x = a, S' = +1, 
and i = O. Therefore from Eq. (7) 

Al 
k + n ' 1 - k2 

(8) 
n (1 + n2) e--'a 

Should the current pulse continue 
over into the second half cycle the 
constant A is re- evaluated from the 
boundary condition at the beginning 
of the second half cycle. Namely at 
x = a and S' = -1, i = i 
Hence 

1 k w r A2-[(i)L E., +(1+n2)+n E 

Test for Cutoff 

The constants A and Al over the 
first half cycle for the non -cutoff 
case and the cutoff case are given by 
Eqs. (5) and (8) respectively. The 
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F i g . 3 - Rectifier 
with an inductive 
load and a direct 
voltage in opposi- 
tion to the rectified 

voltage 

aC 

4111 

criterion for non -cutoff of load cur- 
rent is that A ? Ar. Or that 

2 k n 11 1 - k2 

(1 - s- ) > n E -ra 

For a given set of load circuit con- 
stants the above equation determines 
readily whether the load current 
flows continuously or in pulses. 
Where the equality relationship ex- 
ists in the above equation, the in- 
stantaneous value of load current 
just reaches zero value at x = a. This 
is shown in Fig. 4B. 

(10) 

TABLE I 

Load Currents Computed From Above 
Equations 

X i x 

0° 5.68 100° 7.23 
20° 3.59 120° 8.41 
40° 3.23 140° 8.75 
60° 4.11 160° 7.85 
80° 5.58 180° 5.68 

Example 1. A single phase full 
wave rectifier, utilizing gas filled 
tube, supplies power to a d -c system. 
The voltage of the d -c system is 500 
volts. The rectifier anode voltages 
are ± 1000 sin x. A smoothing in- 
ductance of 0.2 henrys and a resis- 
tance of 20 ohms are inserted in the 
d -c side of the rectifier. Assume tube 
drop E. = 15 volts 

k = (E. + E) /E,. = 0.515 
n = R /Lw = 0.265 
S = cot -'n 
a =sink 

k/n =1.94 

=75.15° 

Em 
=31.0° 

Lw =13.26 
2 k 1-k2=3.23 

(1 - E-nr) - 3.54 n E-46 

Since 2 k+ n 1-k2 
, load 

(1 - E 
) E_na 

current cut off does not occur and as 
there is continuous current flow. 

By Eq. (5) 

2 
A = (1 + n2) (1 - E-nr) 

3.30 

The current equation for first half 

cycle (S' = +1) is 

i - 13.26 .(+ 1) sin (x - 75.15 °) 1.94 
1.035 

+ 3.30 E-0 266x }amperes 

or 
i = [12.80 sin (x - 75.15 °) - 25.7 

+43.75 E- 0.2669 amperes 

Values of Load Current Computed 
From the Above Equations are given 
below -see also Table I: 
z 0° 20° 40° 60° 80° 
i 5.68 3.59 3.23 4.11 5.58 
x 100° 120° 140° 160° 180° 
i 7.23 8.41 8.75 7.85 5.68 

The d -c value of the load current is 

Io c = 
102_(0)0 

C 
a - 0.515 = 6.05 amperes 

The current curve is shown in Fig. 5. 

Example 2. Suppose that the vol- 
tage of the d -c system is 600 volts, 
other factors remaining the same as 
in Example 1. 

k = (E + Ea) /E,. = 0.615 
a = sink = 37.95° 

+ 
_ 2 

= 3.71 -3.54 -2 -°) ne-- °° 

2 k + - 2 

Since < 
nl load 

current cut off occurs and the cur- 
rent flows in pulses. 

By Eq (8) A1 =kn n 
n (1+ n2) 6-'1a 

The current equation over first half 
cycle (S' = +1) is 

i] a to r = [12.8 (+ 1) sin (x - 75.15 °) 

- 30.79 + 46.0 E- 0.2261 amperes 

By solution ix = 7r = 1.55 amperes 
therefore current pulse lasts over 
into second half cycle, hence 

= 
C(irE 

Lw + 
(i ± n2) + n ]Enr = 7.76 

The current equation for remaining 
portion of current pulse is 

i] W to ß = [12.8 (- 1) sin (x - 75.15 °) 

- 30.79 + 102.7 E- 0.266=] amperes 
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Fig. 4- Voltage and current curves 
of the rectifier shown in Fig. 3 for 
the condition of no current cut off 

Values of load current computed 
from the two above equations are 
given below : 

x 37.95° 40° 60° 80° 100° 
i 0 0.02 0.72 2.04 3.59 
x 120° 140° 160° 180° 190° 
i 4.60 4.86 3.86 1.55 0.49 

The current curve is shown in Fig. 6. 

Capacitive Loads 

To supply a d. -c plate voltage to 
electronic equipment a rectifier cir- 
cuit similar to that shown in Fig. 7 
is frequently used. R, represents the 
equivalent d -c load resistance. Ra 
and C represent a resistance- capaci- 
tance filter arrangement. When in 
operation the condenser C is charged 
daring periods of current flow. 
When neither tube is conducting the 
condenser discharges through the 
load resistance R,. The character of 
the load voltage variation is shown 
in Fig. 9. 

During the period of discharge the 
value of the load voltage y may be 
expressed as 

1000 

800 
2 600 

400 
200 

6 
5 

S'E,,,sin x 

a 3n 

kE 

z 

o 
n 31< 27r 

2 

m 

Fig 5-The same curves as in Fig. 
4A but in greater detail 

1000 

,° 800 
600 

> 400 
200 

0 

8 

N7 
v6 
°'a5 
E4 a3 

2 
1 

Fig. 6 -The some curves as in Fig. 
4C. but in greater detail 

x - /3 

R1Cw 
ti = Ve 

(11) 

where V is the load voltage at in- 
stant of tube current cutoff, i.e., 
where x = ß. 

During the period of tube current 
flow y E,S' (sin x) E. Rai 
Taking the load circuit impedance, 
expressed in operational form as 
Z(p), the tube current during this 
period is 

E,S' (sin x) E. 
a to ,l3 Z (p) 

(12) 

The load impedance in terms of the 
circuit parameters is 

R1 K +B(p) Z (p) = [R2 + R2 Cwp + 1] 1 + A (p) 

Where K = (R. + R2), B = RIR2CO, 
A = R,Co.. Substituting in the value 

ac 

Fig. 7 -A typical 
rectifier power sup- 
ply. R, is the load 
and C and R2 make 

up filter 

of Z(p) into Eq. (12) and perform- 
ing the indicated operations 

E. V 1+A2 S' (sin (x E. 
atoß K +B(p) 
The above equation is of the same 

form as Eq. (3) and hence its solu- 
tion may be written as 

a to ß 
= 

[E.M 
S' sin (x + - 0) 

+ P e B E,/K amperes (13) 

where 
2 

M = 1+ A 
0 = tan -' (B/ K) and 

K + B z = tan -'A 
It now remains only necessary to 

set up the relationships from which 
the constant P and the angles a and ß 

may be found. These may be deter- 
mined from the boundary conditions 
at the points of firing and cutoff in 
the following manner. 

Referring to Fig. 9 it may be seen 
that at the instant of firing in the 
second half cycle, where x a + a 
and S' = -1 that 

r +a -ß 
( -1) E sin (a +a) -E, =Ve A 

Likewise at the point of current cut- 
off in the first half cycle where x 
and S' ( +1) 

( +1) E, (sin ß) E. = V 

Eliminating V from the above two 
equations yields the result 

it +a -/3 (' 
e A 

CE.. 
(sin ß) E.] 

= 
[E, 

(sin a) E,] 

Again at the point of tube current 
cutoff, where x = (3, S' = +1 and i 
0, Eq. (13) becomes 

0= ME.( +1) [sin (ß + 0)] 

xß 
+ P e 

ß E,/ K 

Similarly at the point of firing where 
x a, S' = +1 and i -0 

0 = M E. (+1) 
[sin 

(a + m - ®) ] 
K -- a 

+Pe ß -E, /K 
Eliminating the constant P from the 
two preceding equations gives the 
result 

K 
r 

= e 
B 

ßL K ME, sin (0 +m -0)] 
_K 

= eB 

ar 
E. 

M E., sin (a+95-0)] (15) I 

L K 
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---By Eg.18 

Tan 13= -1.050 
%p= 133.6° 

---By Eq.19 

Le--; 
p -956 

-60 -70 -80 -99 -100 -110 -120 
A Deimos 

-130 

Fig. 8- Curves which determine the 
duration of current flow through 
the rectifier elements of Fig. 7 as 

calculated in Example 3 
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AI5'Em sin x 
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.t 

vá, 

A Al i- 
Fig. 

i 

9- Voltage and current curves 
of the circuit in Fig. 7 as deter- 

mined in Example 3 

If the terms involving the arc drop 
voltage (Ea) are neglected in Eqs. 
(14) and (15) the angles a and 3 

may be determined. Negligible error 
results by this omission since the 
arc drop E° is usually a very small 
fraction of E,,,. By so doing Eqs. 
(14) and (15) reduce to 

7r +a- 
A sin ß (16) 

E - 
sin a 

e 
(K /B) (a -ß) sin ( +m -0) 

(17) 
sin (a +0 -0) 

By letting (a -(3) = p Eqs. (16) and 
(17) can each be solved for 3 in 

22 

terms of the angle p. Thus from Eq. 
(16) 

tan ß - sin p 

71" + P 

A 
E - cos 

and from Eq. (17) 
tan ß= 

p 

K 

sin p + [tan (0 - OA [cos p - e 
B 

] 

K 
E B P + (sin p) (tan (d, - 0)) - cos p 

The values of 3 and p which satisfy 
the above two equations can be found 
graphically by plotting tan 3 in each 
case against assumed values of p. 

The intersection of the two curves 
gives of course the correct values of 
p and tan 3. These angles being de- 
termined, a and P may be calculated 
from preceding equations. The cur- 
rent and voltage functions may next 
be determined. 

The d -c component of the load vol- 
tage y is 

(18) 

(19) 

ß 
(E,. (sin x) - E° 

x-ß 
(7r +a) - - R2 i) dx + V E A dz f 

Substituting in the value of i, in- 
tegrating the result and simplifying, 
the above expression becomes. 

1 

V DC = - E. (cos a - cos ß) 

- R2E.M [cos (a +4, -0) - cos (ß +95 -0)] 
E° R1 

R1 + R2(ß -a) 

R2 a PBr 
K LE B 

-e 
B 

r+a-ß 
+ VA 1 - E A (20) 

The d -c value of load current is 

IDC 
R1 

VDC 
(21) 

The following problem is worked 
out to exemplify the use of the pre- 
ceding equations. 

Example 3. The full wave rectifier 
shown in Fig. 7 has anode voltage of 
± 500 sin X. The resistance -con- 
denser filter used is composed of a 
1000 ohm resistance and a 4 of con- 

denser. The equivalent load resis- 
tance R1 is 6000 ohms. Assume E. = 
10 volts 

K = (R1 + R2) =7000 ohms 
95 = tan -'A =83.7° 
E °/K = 0.00143 
B = Ri R2 Cw =9050. 
B = tan- 1(B /K) =52.3° 
K/B = 0.774 
A =R1Cw = 9.05 
tan (0 - 0) = 0.612 

M = 11 
%2+A82 

- 7.97 (10-9) 

E,° M = 0.3980 

The curves obtained by plotting 
Eqs. (18) and (19) for assumed 
values of p are shown in Fig. 8. By 
graphical solution a = 38.0° and 3 = 
133.6 °. From the boundary condi- 
tion at x = 3 and i = 0 

K 
-1-3- 

e = - 0.622 

The equation of the current pulse in 
the first half cycle is by Eq. (13) 

i] a to ß = [0.398 sin (X + 31.4 °) - 0.622 e- 0744x - 0.00143] amperes 
V = E. (sin ß) - E. = 352 volts 

P = 
[ R - E.M sin 0+4,-0] 

The value of the d -c output voltage 
by Eq. is 

Vac = 1 - (500) (1.477) - (398) (1.318) 
>rl 

- (8.51) (1.67) +1(804) (0.4343) 

+ (3185) (0.15) } = 331 volts 

The equation for the instantaneous 
load voltage between the limits of 
x = a and x =3 is: 

v = [500 (sin x) - 398 (sin (x + 31.4 °)) 
+ 622 e- 0.744x - 8.37] volts 

Between the limits of x = 3 and x = 
(x +a) 

x-133.6° 
v = 352 e 9.05 

Current and voltage curves com- 
puted from the above equation are 
plotted in Fig. 9 for the first and 
successive half cycles. Since they 
are repeating functions, only those 
for the first half cycle need be com- 
puted. 

1 For a discussion of the general theorems 
of product waves as may be used in rectifier 
circuits the reader is referred to a paper 
"Rectifier Calculus" by W. M. Goodhue, 
presented at the A.I.E.E. Northeastern Dis- 
trict meeting May 3 -5, 1939. 

2 For the mechanics of solution of this equa- 
tion the reader is referred to a previous 
paper by the author entitled, Half Wave Gas 
Rectifier Circuits in the 1938 October issue 
of Electronics. 
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Fig. 1- Circuit diagram of the water 
level indicator. The resistance be- 
tween the metal pointer and the 
liquid container is the variable ele- 

ment of a bridge circuit 
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By L. A. WARE 
The State University of Iowa 

AN interesting application of a 
bridge -controlled thyratron fol- 

low-up system is an automatic liquid 
level indicator in which it is desir- 
able to prevent as far as possible 
interference with the surface of the 
liquid. The instrument gives a direct 
reading and is also capable of driv- 
ing a stylus to produce a permanent 
record. 

The equipment consists of three 
main parts : The bridge, in which the 
variable resistance arm consists of 
the resistance between the liquid and 
a metal pointer which dips into it, 
an amplifier, a rectifier and a driv- 
ing motor. The circuit diagram of 
the complete unit is shown in Fig. 
1 and of the bridge circuit alone in 
Fig. 3. The resistance between the 
liquid and the pointer is the controll- 
ing resistance of the circuit and the 
output voltage of the bridge result- 
ing from any unbalance due to a 
change of this controlling resistance 
is amplified by the associated ampli- 
fier. 

The output voltage of the ampli- 
fier is applied to the grids of a re- 
versible rectifier. The rectifier in 
turn, operates a motor which moves 
the liquid contact point upward or 
downward, thus controlling the bal- 
ancing resistance between the liquid 
and the point. This movement oc- 
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curs in such a way as to maintain 
a condition of balance of the bridge. 
Each of these elements will be taken 
up separately for consideration. 

The Bridge Circuit 
The bridge is the usual type of 

resistance bridge in which R2 repre- 
sents the water contact resistance 
which, concentrated at the contact 
point primarily, varies over rela- 
tively wide limits as shown in Fig. 
5. Here the resistance is plotted 
as ordinate against the depth of the 
point in water. This resistance arm 
is normally balanced by the resist- 
ance R1. Reference to Fig. 3 will 
show that the bridge -unbalance out- 

put differs in phase by 180° depend- 
ing upon whether R1 is greater o'r 
less than R2. Upon this reversal of 
phase depends the correct operation 
of the rectifier circuit. 

The capacitance C, is added across 
R, for the purpose of making adjust- 
ments which will be described later. 
The presence of C, and C2 is bene- 
ficial because these capacitances ad- 
vance the phase of the bridge out- 
put voltage e, in Fig. 3 which fires 
the thyratrons earlier in the cycle 
than otherwise would be the case 
(see Fig. 4). This lead of voltage 
on the grids of the thyratrons ahead 
cf their plate voltage is a result of 
the lead due to the capacities and a 

Fig. 2A -Left, general view of the 
experimental apparatus. Fig. 2B- 
Below, the motor shown on the left 
moves the liquid contactor to bal- 

ance the bridge circuit 
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Fig. 3 -The operation of the indi- 
cator depends upon the balance or 

unbalance between R and R. 

VP r 

Vp 

ia 

-------- -- 

Tube 1 

Tube 2 

Fig. 4- Curves of the voltages 
which are applied to the thyratron 

rectifier 

10,000E 
uE) El 
o 1 :: 

I v Ilt 
ce 4,000.....',... ........Iry 

2,000 
32 3 2 2 32 
Water Level Change in Inches 

Fig. 5 -Curve showing the change 
in resistance R, as the pointer is 

immersed in the water 

lag through the amplifier circuit. 
Since the operation of the circuit 
does not depend critically upon this 
lead it is not necessary to attempt 
to set it at any particular value. 
Too much lead, however, is detri- 
mental as will be shown later. 

24 

Amplifier and Rectifier 

The circuit diagram in Fig. 1 sets 
forth the amplifier and rectifier, both 
of which are of the usual type. The 
rectifier tubes will fire depending 
upon the phase and magnitude of 
their grid voltages. Their plate volt- 
ages are in phase and the grid volt- 
ages are displaced 180° from one an- 
other. Thus, as may be seen by 
reference to Fig. 4, the output of 
the amplifier can fire only one thy- 
ratron at a time. A reversal of 
180° in this amplifier voltage will 
fire the other tube. The bias E,, is 
so adjusted that with no amplifier 
output, i.e. with the bridge balanced, 
neither tube will fire. If a voltage 
appears as at b in Fig. 4B, which 
curve touches the thyratron firing 
threshold a at the point x, that tube 
will fire at about the midpoint of its 
half -cycle. Any increase in ampli- 
tude of the grid voltage will fire 
the tube correspondingly earlier. Too 
much lead of the grid voltage ahead 
of the plate voltage, as mentioned 
above, is likely to fire the opposite 
tube as at x' in Fig. 4A. However, 
though this should not occur, in nor- 
mal cases it will not be of serious 
consequence since the opposite tube 
will come on only lightly and will 
not affect the motor operation ap- 
preciably. 

Gear Train and Contactor Assembly 

This assembly, shown in Figs. 1 

and 2, is so constructed that one turn 
of the motor produces A -inch travel 
of the rack. It is necessary that 
this distance per turn be neither too 
large nor too small. Too great a 
travel per turn produces excessive 
oscillation of the system and too low 
a travel decreases the speed of level 
variation which can be followed by 
the rack. The motor used in this 
assembly is a 1/100 hp double field, 
universal motor driven by two type 
FG81 thyratrons. As mentioned 
above the tubes drive the motor in 
either direction depending upon the 
phase of the amplifier output. The 
grid bias on the thyratron is adjust- 
able thereby making it possible to 
decrease the "dead space ", or dis- 
tance of free travel of the rack to 
a very small value. The resistance 
R though normally set at about 
8400 ohms, can be adjusted to cause 
the indicator on the gear assembly 
to read correctly in the event of any 
changes in water conductivity or 

contact resistance. This provides a 
convenient means of calibration. 

Summary of Operation 

Assume that the entire apparatus 
is adjusted and energized and that 
R2 =R1. In this condition the volt- 
age e0 is zero and neither thyratron 
is firing. In case a small decrease 
in the water level takes place R2 

will increase by a few hundred ohms 
thus throwing the bridge out of bal- 
ance and causing a voltage e, to ap- 
pear on the first amplifier grid. This 
voltage, amplified, will fire the cor- 
responding thyratron and will rebal- 
ance the bridge by raising the rack. 
The dial on the gear train can be 
calibrated to read in any units de- 
sired and the two adjustments, thy- 
ratron bias and R provide means 
for calibrating, controlling accuracy 
and to a certain extent, preventing 
oscillations. 

Tests 

Three preliminary tests have been 
carried out on this equipment to de- 
termine the operating characteris- 
tics. The questions which arise are : 

Will the equipment maintain its cali- 
bration over at least the period of a 
day and how accurately can it follow 
variations in the water level? The 
first of these questions has been con- 
sidered from two standpoints : Undis- 
turbed action over a period of from 
70 to 90 hours, and the effect of 
change in water conductivity. The 
first item was checked for three dif- 
ferent contact points, brass, bronze 
and german silver. Since the ger- 
man silver seemed to be the best 
material it was used in the other 
tests. 

In Fig. 6 the curves are shown for 
the variation of reading of the dial 
as time elapsed in the test men- 
tioned above. In all cases the read- 
ings were checked against a hook 
gauge reading to 0.01 inch. After 
each reading the metal point was 
allowed to remain in the water and 
at the end of the period an appre- 
ciable deposit had accumulated on 
the point. The water used was from 
the University water supply and it is 
assumed that the small amount of 
evaporation over the 3 or 4 days time 
during which the experiment was 
conducted was not enough to affect 
the water conductivity appreciably. 
It will be noted that the german sil- 
ver point gave the best results, de- 
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viating from the true level by only 
about 0.024 ± 0.005 inches over the 
period of 70 hours. 

The effect of change in water con- 
ductivity upon the reading of the 
dial is indicated in the following 
table : 

Salt added to 16 ounces 
Distilled Water 

0 grains 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Deviation from 
true reading 

0.04 inch 
0.02 
0.01 
0.00 
0.00 

The right hand column shows the 
deviation from the correct reading 
due to salt being added to distilled 
water on the basis of 5 grains per 
16 ounces as normal. 

The question as to how well the 
indicator can follow the variation of 
water level is considered in Fig. 8. 
Only four of the several records 
made are shown. The principle of 
the apparatus used for obtaining 
these records is shown in simplified 
form in Fig. 7. It is seen that as 
the frame work A, which is shown in 
the photograph Fig. 2B, is moved 
upward or downward the water sur- 
face moves similarly. The stylus S 
is mounted on a lever which is sup- 
ported, at a point 2/3 of its length 
from S, by the frame work A itself. 
The other end of the lever is con- 
nected by a pin and insulating bush- 
ing to the rack of the indicator. 
It is seen that as long as there is no 
variation between the position of the 
point and the water surface a 
straight horizontal line is drawn 
around the paper drum by the stylus. 
However, any deviation of the point 
from this true reading will be 
marked on the drum. This trace 
produced on the drum is in general 
a wave and has twice the amplitude 
of the true deviation because the 
distance be = 2ab. As the frame- 
work A is raised and lowered the 
drum is rotated uniformly and a 
record of this deviation is automati- 
cally made. The motion of the 
framework is not exactly a sinusoi- 
dal motion, due to the rather short 
eccentric which can be seen in the 
photograph of Fig. 2B. Also there 
is a slight deviation from sinu- 
soidal motion produced by the fact 
that the supporting cord holding up 
the framework A is slightly longer 
during parts of the cycle than in 
other parts due to stretching. It is 
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not considered that this deviation 
is serious. 

Due to the faint trace made by 
the pencil stylus on the paper drum 
it has been necessary to retouch the 
records reproduced here in Fig. 8. 
It will be noted that these records 
are marked with the half -period, T, 
the maximum amplitude, the approx- 
imate maximum velocity, and the 
approximately maximum lag. The 
traces show directly to scale as 
marked by the 0.1 -inch lines, the 
amount of lag of the german silver 
point behind the water surface at 
all parts of the cycle. It also clearly 
indicates the oscillation of the elec- 
tro- mechanical system. In order to 
reduce the effect of the oscillations 
to some extent a brake was used on 
the motor, driving the rack, in all 
of these cases. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion the statement seems 
justified that, for slowly varying lev- 
els, the indicator gives acceptable 
results. Over a considerable period 
of time the point will come back 
repeatedly to the same depth in the 
water as indicated by Fig. 8 at the 
points marked by the vertical lines. 
If the variation itself is sufficiently 
slow the point will follow quite well 
as indicated in Figs. 8A and 8C. 
However, when rapid motion of the 
water level occurs the lag is cor- 
respondingly larger as in Figs. 8B 
and 8D. 

The effects noted in Fig. 6 and the 
table above, when the 70 hour run 
and the effect of salt in the water 
are considered, indicate that if the 
apparatus is calibrated preferably 
every half day the measurements 
should be quite reliable. It is not 
thought that the conductivity of the 
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Fig. 6- Curves showing the varia- 
tion in indication due to the use of 

different metals for the pointer 

German silver water contact 

Fig. 7 -As the water level changes 
the frame A also changes causing 
a deviation is the curve being 

drawn on the rotating drum 

water will vary enough over any 
6 -hour period to cause trouble. The 
german silver point should be cleaned 
every time the calibration is set. 

The aid of the Institute for Hy- 
draulic Research in providing equip- 
ment and help in this investigation 
is acknowledged with appreciation. 

Fig. 8- Typical curves made with this water level indicator. For 
slowly varying levels this instrument gives very acceptable results 
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British Vision Receivers ... II 

ONE of the earliest British t -r -f 
receivers, which incidentally 

gave the best performance of all re- 
ceivers on the market, three years 
ago, was available either with or 
without allwave sound reception, but 
for simplicity of comparison, the 
type without this feature has been 
chosen for ._desciiption. 

Price, 95 gns ; 12 inch picture tube, 
21 tubes. 

T -r -f amplification was used for 
vision, and part t -r -f, part super- 
heterodyne for television sound. Sep- 
arate chasses were used for vision, 
synchronizing, sound, and power 
supply, four chasses in all, and in 
addition the picture tube was en- 
closed in a metal box structurally 
forming a fifth chassis. The picture 
tube was mounted vertically and 
viewed in a mirror mounted in the 
lid of the cabinet, which was ar- 
ranged to rise to 45 degrees. 

The circuit, which is shown in 
block schematic form in Fig. 1, 

started with a tapping from the an- 
tenna into a grid coil which was self - 
tuned by means of a "spade trim- 
mer" adjustment, and applying the 
vision and television sound signals 
to the grid of an r -f pentode. A 
double -wound r -f transformer was 
connected in the plate circuit of this 
tube, also self -tuned by spade trim- 

mers and having its secondary 
damped by resistance. This stage 
was followed by a succession of simi- 
lar r -f amplifier stages, totalling six 
in all, the output of which was ap- 
plied through a final double wound 
transformer to the plate of a low - 
capacity diode, the cathode of which 
was connected, through a potentiom- 
eter forming the load resistor, to 
ground. The slider of this potentiom- 
eter was connected to the modulat- 
ing grid of the picture tube. Suit- 
able r -f chokes and other circuit 
components were provided to filter 
out the r -f before application to the 
picture tube. 

The full voltage across the diode 
load was conducted to the synchoniz- 
ing chassis and applied through se- 
ries resistors to the grids of two 
pentodes operated at low screen vol- 
tage and acting as limiters for hori- 
zontal and vertical synchronizing, 
respectively. These tubes are nor- 
mally biased to -2 volts, and the 
picture signal acted to reduce the 
bias further, thus maintaining a 
condition of high plate current and 
low plate voltage, since high re- 
sistances are connected in the plate 
circuits. The synchronizing pulses 
acted to bias the tubes negatively 
and cause a sudden increase in plate 
voltage, which in the case of the 
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horizontal sync was passed directly 
to the grid of the blocking oscillator 
through a coupling condenser, caus- 
ing immediate triggering of the 
oscillator. The plate of the vertical 
sync limiter was connected through 
a condenser to ground, which built 
up its positive charge as the groups 
of vertical pulses were received. A 
diode was connected from the posi- 
tive terminal of this condenser 
through a tertiary winding on the 
vertical oscillator transformer to a 
point of suitable positive voltage on 
a potential divider across the B sup- 
ply, so that when the condenser vol- 
tage built up to this value, it started 
to discharge through the trans- 
former winding and triggered the 
vertical oscillator. 

The scanning oscillators each com- 
prised a tetrode having its screen 
fed through a transformer winding, 
while a second winding on the trans- 
former was connected through a 
condenser to the grid. An adjustable 
leak was provided from grid to cath- 
ode to control the rate of discharge 
of the condenser. Each oscillator 
tube was resistance coupled to a 
pentode output tube, and thence to a 
shunt -fed output transformer. A 
waveform correction circuit was con- 
nected across the secondary of the 
horizontal output transformer. The 
secondaries were then connected to 
the saddle -type deflecting coils on 
the picture tube, which was of the 
magnetically- deflected, electrostatic- 
ally- focussed type. 

The sound signal was taken out 
from the vision channel by a tapping 
on the secondary of the r -f trans- 
former feeding the grid of the third 
r -f amplifier tube. This was taken 
over to the sound chassis and tapped 
into a self -tuned grid coil feeding a 
triode -hexode converter tube, the 
oscillator of which had its grid 
tuned by a manually controlled vari- 
able capacitor. The converter was 

Fig. 1 -Block diagram of an early 
British television receiver. Four 
chasses were used plus a metal 

container for the picture tube 
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By W. J. BROWN 

Fig. 2 -Block diagram of a typical 
modern British television receiver. 
T -r -f circuits are used for vision and 
superheterodyne circuits for sound 

followed by a flatly tuned i -f trans- 
former, double wound, feeding a 
pentode i -f amplifier and thence 
through a further double wound i -f 
transformer to the diode of a con- 
ventional double diode- triode circuit, 
resistance coupled to an output pen- 
tode. Avc was provided on the i -f 
stage only. The separate power -pack 
chassis was equipped with a single, 
half -wave high -voltage rectifier and 
with a pair of parallel- connected 
low -voltage rectifier tubes. 

The performance of this receiver 
was exceptionally good, even when 
judged by modern standards, and 
the controls were notably easy to 
handle, in that they were non-cri- 
tical and substantially independent 
of each other. Interlacing was par- 
ticularly good and occurred auto- 

, matically, even with the most casual 
adjustment of the controls. Defini- 
tion was also very good, and the 
range of brightness and contrast 
control provided was adequate. 

The controls were: sensitivity (vi- 
sion), by screen voltage potentiome- 
ter on the first four r -f amplifier 
tubes ; contrast, by potentiometer in 
diode detector load circuit; bright- 
ness, by voltage applied to picture 
tube cathode; frame hold, by vari- 
able grid leak in the vertical scan- 
ning oscillator ; line hold, by variable 
grid leak in horizontal scanning 
oscillator; sound volume, by diode 
fed potentiometer ; sound tuning, by 
manually controlled oscillator con- 
denser. 

The very earliest receivers of this 
type, and also of the superheter- 
odyne type, had the additional com- 
plication of requiring a duplicate set 
of synchronizing circuits with 
changeover switch to suit either the 
Marconi -E.M.I. system with 405 
lines interlaced, or the Baird system 
of transmission with 240 lines non - 
interlaced. Fortunately this compli- 
cation, which was only introduced to 
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give the two transmission systems a 
fair trial, was eliminated after a 
very few months, when the Baird 
system was abandoned and the Mar- 
coni- E.M.I. system was adopted as 
the one standard system. 

Modern T -r -f Receiver 

T -r -f receivers still hold a consid- 
erable sway in England, and at least 
three prominent manufacturers used 
them in their 1939 -40 line. A brief 
description is given, therefore, of 
the simplest of these types in order 
to show the great reduction in cir- 
cuit components which has been 
brought out, in this case, by the use 
of secondary emission amplifier 
tubes, of the electron multiplier type 
in the r -f stages. 

Price, 38 guineas ; 9 -inch picture 
tube; 17 tubes; console; sound for 
television only. 

The antenna transmission line is 
tapped into a pair of bandpass vi- 
sion input circuits, using a rather 
unorthodox form of mixed coupling. 
A branch is taken from the antenna 
input terminal via a series resistor 
to the sound channel. The grid of 
the first vision r -f amplifier tube is 
tapped off from the second bandpass 
circuit, and the plate of this tube, 
which is of the single stage electron 
multiplier type, feeds into an un- 
usual type of interstage coupling. 
This comprises adjustable induct- 
ances directly in series with the 
plate and with the succeeding grid, 
together with a series -feed plate re- 
sistor, a bypass condenser connect- 
ing the "cold" ends of the two coils, 

and a fixed coupling inductance from 
the cold end of the grid coil to 
ground. The plate and grid tuned 
circuits are completed by the inter - 
electrode capacities of the tubes, and 
are individually tunable by adjust- 
ment of the coil inductances. 

The second r -f amplifier tube 
feeds from its plate through a simi- 
lar circuit into a diode detector, the 
resistance load circuit of which sup- 
plies a single stage video amplifier, 
the plate of which feeds the modu- 
lating element of the picture tube 
through a bypass condenser in the 
conventional way. 

The synchronizing signal is taken 
from one of the auxiliary electrodes 
of the video amplifier, which is sup- 
plied with B voltage through a se- 
ries resistor, and is applied through 
a condenser to the grid of a triode 
separator. Pulses are passed on 
through resistance -capacity coupling 
from the triode plate to a diode 
which is connected so as to short 
circuit partially the grid of the hori- 
zontal blocking oscillator and sup- 
press the starting of a blocking oscil- 
lation. On arrival of a synchronizing 
pulse, the short circuit is removed 
and the blocking oscillation immedi- 
ately starts. The grid quickly re- 
turns to a negative voltage which 
establishes itself across a condenser 
in series with the grid and leaks 
away through an adjustable grid 
leak at the appropriate rate to pro- 
duce the forward stroke of the saw- 
tooth waveform. The vertical timing 
is performed by a second diode also 
fed with pulses from the separator 
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plate resistor, but which is also con- 
trolled by a third diode associated 
with a resistor- capacitor time lag 
circuit, in such a way as to delay re- 
moval of the short circuit until suffi- 
cient pulses have been integrated. 
The third diode is also connected 
back to the plate of the horizontal 
oscillator, to ensure correct timing 
of the vertical oscillator with respect 
to the line scanning. 

The vertical and horizontal block- 
ing oscillators are triodes operating 
in conjunction with iron -cored trans- 
formers having windings in the 
plate and grid circuits. The block- 
ing circuit is in series with the grid 
in the case of the horizontal oscil- 
lator, and the cathode in the case of 
the vertical oscillator. The line 
scanning coils of the magnetically 
deflected picture tube are connected 
across a section of the grid winding 
of the transformer, in series with a 
condenser. The frame scanning 
transformer is wound on a specially 
shaped yoke which itself forms the 
magnetic circuit for deflecting pur- 
poses. The use of separate scanning 
output tubes or output transformers 
is thereby eliminated. 

The equipment is mounted in a 
console cabinet with the picture tube 
mounted almost horizontally for di- 
rect viewing, and it is notable that 
only two controls are brought out to 
the front of the cabinet. 

Multiplier R -f Tubes 

Further mention should be made 
of the tubes which have made it pos- 
sible to increase the gain per stage 
so much as to make it possible to 
obtain a useful working range of 
vision reception with only two r -f 
stages and one video stage. These 
tubes were first released in England 
in September 1938. The outstanding 
point of interest in the character- 
istics of these tubes is the exceed- 
ingly high mutual conductance of 
12000 to 14000 micromhos, which is 
obtained by the use of a single stage 
of electron multiplication by sec- 
ondary emission. 

The geometry of this tube is 
shown in Fig. 3; Kl is the indirectly 
heated primary cathode ; G, is the 
control grid, to which the signal is 
applied to modulate the electron 
stream ; G2 is the accelerator or 
screen grid; G, is an earthed screen 
which, in conjunction with a second 
earthed shield not shown, concen- 
trates the electrons into beams bom- 
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barding the secondary cathode ; K2 

is the secondary cathode, which is 
bombarded and releases electrons in 
larger numbers than, but similarly 
modulated to, the primary stream; 
G, is a grid, connected to the plate, 
which accelerates the secondary 
stream towards the plate, and P is 
the plate. 

This tube was introduced in two 
alternative forms, one having a con- 
ventional pin type base, while the 
other has a ring type glass seal with 
projecting pins rather like the 
American Loktal base. 

Summary of Design Trends 

Reverting to the general question 
of receiver design, the various prin- 
ciples which have been adopted to 
simplify or to improve receiver de- 
sign in the last 
three years should 
be summarized. 
An attempt will 
be made to evalu- 
ate the effect on 
cost and perform- 
ance of each con- 
tribution. 

1. Direct review- 
ing of the screen 
is used, in most 
receivers, even in- 
cluding those in 
the higher price 
brackets. The de- 
velopment of short tubes with large 
diameter screens has contributed 
materially to this trend. The directly 
viewed screen is not quite so at- 
tractive or convenient as the older 
mirror arrangements, but it does 
effect a very real saving in cost, both 
of cabinet and mirror. 

2. The number of individual 
chasses has been reduced concur- 
rently with reduction in total num- 
ber of components, effecting a small 
saving in assembly labor as well as 
eliminating inter -chassis wiring. In 
some cases the picture tube has been 
mounted on, or through the chassis. 

3. Careful circuit design has re- 
duced the number of manual con- 
trols required, and has resulted in 
economical positioning of controls, 
eliminating long drives through flex- 
ible or solid extension shafts as was 
necessary in some early receivers. 

4. Circuit components and tubes 
have been eliminated by the use of 
higher conductance tubes, of which 
the outstanding example is the t -r -f 

receiver comparison described above, 
in which two r -f stages and one 
video stage give virtually the same 
result as was previously obtained 
with six r -f stages. The sensitivity 
loss is understood to be only of the 
order of two to one. 

5. In superheterodyne receivers, 
tubes have been eliminated by utiliz- 
ing a single amplifier system for two 
or even three channels. The saving 
in components due to this is usually 
offset to some extent however by 
extra switching, wavetrap circuits, 
etc. While one method has been de- 
scribed in Part I under the title 
"Modern Superheterodyne ", there 
are several other circuit combina- 
tions which have been successfully 
employed. Illustrative of one such 
combination is a receiver introduced 
in 1938 having an r -f stage, a con- 

verter and four 
i -f stages. The 
complete chain 
was used for the 
vision channel, 
while the whole 
of the chain up to 
and including the 
second i -f was 
used simultane- 
ously for televi- 
sion sound, by the 
use of wideband 
r -f circuits and 
two sets of series- 
connected i -f 

transformers, operating respectively 
at 4.5 Mc for sound, and over 
the band 7 to 9 Mc for vision. 
For allwave broadcast reception, 
these two sets of transformers were 
switched out of circuit and a third 
set of i -f transformers introduced 
at a frequency of 465 kc while the 
r -f and converter circuits were simul- 
taneously switched to appropriate 
tuned circuits. 

6. Some economy in number of vi- 
sion r -f or i -f amplifier stages has 
been obtained in a number of cases 
by increasing the gain per stage and 
sacrificing bandwidth, and while 
this naturally tends to spoil defini- 
tion, it is again tolerable in the 
lower priced receivers, especially 
those using small picture tubes. 

7. An economy in number of com- 
ponents per stage has been made in 
some cases in conjunction with (6), 
by utilizing single -wound i -f trans- 
formers throughout the vision chan- 
nel and staggering the tuning of 
these to get the required bandwidth. 

Fig. 3 -High mu 
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For instance in the receiver men- 
tioned in (5) above, there were two 
single circuit i -f transformers tuned 
to 8 Mc, one tuned to 7.3 Mc and one 
to 8.7 Mc. 

8. The development of high cur- 
rent rectifier tubes for medium vol- 
tage B supply has made it no longer 
necessary to use two separate me- 
dium voltage rectifiers in addition to 
the high voltage rectifying tube. 

9. While the above list has re- 
ferred entirely to simplification, the 
synchronizing circuits have tended 
if anything to become rather more 
complete in the attempt to obtain re- 
liable interlacing, but, as already 
mentioned, this is largely due to a 
problem of transmitter waveform 
which does not exist in the Ameri- 
can standard waveform and need not 
seriously concern the American de- 
signer. 

10. Economy of maintenance has 
been improved by the increasing 
tendency to use magnetic deflection 
and focussing for the cathode ray 
tube, thus decreasing the tube re- 
placement cost, although adding 
something to the original cost of the 
permanent equipment of the re- 
ceiver. Originally, the majority of 
tubes used either or both electro- 
static deflection and focussing, but 
the balance has now swung in favour 
of magnetic. 

Large Screen Television 

Having considered at length the 
steady trend towards simpler and 
cheaper receivers, it is felt that this 
article would not be complete with- 
out reference to the equally steady 
progress towards satisfactory and 
reliable receivers of the projection 
type. 

In the first instance, it should be 
said that one of the greatest steps 
forward in bringing the possibilities 
of television home to the British 
public was the showing of a cham- 
pionship fight on the television 
screen at two or three large movie 
theaters in London, early in 1939. 
This program was shown simultane- 
ously in different theaters using two 
entirely different systems, the Baird 
system using cathode ray projection 
tubes, and the Scophony system 
using mechanical projection. 

The Baird apparatus, which was 
in duplicate, used a projection type 
tube with black and white screen, op- 
erating at approximately 36000 volts. 
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The image was projected through a 
wide aperture lens system onto a 
specially prepared picture screen, 
approximately 15 ft x 12 ft, the 
projector being mounted in the audi- 
torium about 30 ft in front of the 
screen. 

The Scophony apparatus used a 
regular cinema arc as the light 
source, together with a mechanically 
driven optical projection system 
mounted behind a 15 ft x 12 ft 
screen. The success of this theater 
performance was so complete as to 
increase the demand for home re- 
ceivers, even during the spring 
season, for several weeks to the point 
at which sufficient home type cathode 
ray tubes could not be produced to 
meet the demand. 

Projection Type Receivers 
for the Home 

Reverting to projection type re- 
ceivers, smaller units for use in the 
more luxurious homes, clubs or ho- 
tels, were introduced on the market 
in the fall of 1938 including three 
makes employing projection tubes, 
and one employing a mechanical sys- 
tem, and the latter in particular met 
with particularly favourable public 
comment during its second year of 
exhibition at Radiolympia, in 1939. 
As this system differs so widely from 
anything seen in America and has 
perhaps the most interesting future 
possibilities, some reference should 
be made to its method of operation. 

Light from a powerful source is 
focussed through a lens system and 
a slit onto the flat wall of a special 
light control cell, and after passing 
through this cell it impinges on an 
opaque rod which is of such diameter 
and so mounted as to just intercept 
the full width of the light beam 
which falls onto it. The light control 
cell is filled with liquid, and is ter- 
minated at one end by a piezo -elec- 
tric crystal surface which is ar- 
ranged to be set in vibration in ac- 
cordance with an impressed high fre- 
quency voltage, which is modulated 
in the picture signal received. A 
train of pressure waves is thus gen- 
erated in the liquid and this train is 
propagated from one end to the other 
of the cell. The light passing through 
the cell, at right angles to the line 
of wave propagation, is diffracted to 
an extent depending upon the ampli- 
tude of the pressure wave, and 
therefore to the intensity of picture 

modulation. The diffraction fringe 
of light thus produced passes round 
the opaque rod mentioned above and 
is then focussed by another lens onto 
a rotating mirror drum. The amount 
of light falling onto the mirror 
drum is thus proportional to the 
picture signal. 

Since the pressure waves take a 
finite time to travel from one end to 
the other of the light control cell, 
however, the amount of light escap- 
ing past the opaque rod is not the 
same at all points along the axis of 
the rod ; in fact, while the light in- 
tensity at the "driving" end of the 
cell corresponds to the picture inten- 
sity at the same instant, the light 
intensity at the remote end of the 
cell corresponds to the picture in- 
tensity that did exist a short time 
previously, this time factor being 
equivalent to the scanning time of 
almost a whole line of the picture. 

The mirror system is arranged to 
scan the screen in the form of the 
typical television scanning pattern, 
but instead of projecting only a sin- 
gle spot of light, it projects approxi- 
mately a whole line of the picture, 
and the dimensions and relative ve- 
locities are so arranged that this 
line of light, which carries with it 
some of the "previous history" of 
the picture point intensity leaves 
each picture point at its correct lo- 
cation on the screen. In this way, 
the intensity of the picture thrown 
on the screen is made some 200 times 
greater than with the older forms 
of mechanical projection utilizing 
only a single spot. This has made it 
practicable to project a picture 15 ft 
x 12 ft of adequate brilliance, using 
a conventional cinema arc as light 
source, and a picture 24 inches x 19 
inches using a very small 300 watt 
high pressure mercury vapour lamp. 

The horizontal scanning system 
comprises a small mirror drum hav- 
ing 20 facets, rotating at 30,375 
rpm. As the drum is only about 2 

inch diameter and 5/32 inch wide, 
cut from a single piece of glass, the 
induction driven, synchronously con- 
trolled motor is quite small enough 
in size to be a practical proposition, 
and sufficient synchronising power is 
obtainable from 6L6 tubes to hold 
it in step. Vertical scanning is 
obtained with a larger mirror drum 
of sectional construction, rotating 
at the relatively low speed necessary 
to obtain 50 interlaced frames per 
second. 
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ACOUSTIC LINE 
LOUDSPEAKERS 

Fig. 1 -Sound chamber of a conven- 
tional radio cabinet 

By WILLIAM D. PHELPS 
RCA Manufacturing Co. 
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RESONANCE has long been a 
problem in radio cabinet acous- 

tics. It occurs over a relatively nar- 
row frequency band and peaks the 
low frequency characteristics in that 
region. The enhancement of the low 
frequency components affects the in- 
telligibility and naturalness of the 
reproduced sound, and is particularly 
noticeable on male speech. 

During the past few years atten- 
tion has been given to various 
acoustic means for eliminating the 
effect of cabinet resonance and ex- 
tending the low frequency range of 
the cabinet. For example, the effect 
of tubes in the bottom of a back -en- 
closed cabinet has been shown by 
Caulton, Perry, and Dickey." The 
effect of an absorbing labyrinth has 
been shown by Olney.' It is the pur- 
pose of this paper to describe a loud- 
speaker system which eliminates cab- 
inet resonance and increases the 
efficiency at the low frequency end 
of the audio spectrum. 

Theory of Operation 
of the Acoustic Line 

The sound chamber of a radio 
cabinet may be represented by a 
short acoustic line driven by a loud- 
speaker as shown in Fig. 1. The com- 
puted power output characteristics 
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at the front and back of the system 
at constant voltage are shown in 
Fig. 2. The second peak in the power 
output by the back is due to cabinet 
resonance. It is seen to control 
easily the total output characteristic 
of the system in this region. If a 
shunt line of length L. is combined 
with the system as shown in Fig. 3, 
two desirable results are obtained. 
First, the output by the back may be 

Fig. 4 -Radio cabinet incorporat- 
ing the acoustic line with shunt 

line 
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X 

Fig. 3- Above, diagram of an acous- 
tic line with a shunt line 

Fig. 2 -Left, computed curves of 
power output at the front and back 

of the acoustic line 

made negligible over a wide fre- 
quency band in the region of cabinet 
resonance, thereby eliminating its 
effect on reproduction. Second, the 
low frequency range is extended. 
The system is shown incorporated in 
a radio cabinet in Fig. 4. 

Neglecting inertance in the en- 
trance to the shunt line, it may be 
shown that the pressure output p 
of the system is given by the relation 

P.= ` ZA2+ZASJZ43Slnkl+ZA4 cos kl 
S1 ç9 ZAS ZA4 ZA3 

(1) 

where S1 Es - F/Sl 
ZA1 +ZAJ +ZA2 Z.4S ' 

ZA2 + ZAS 

2a 
k 

T 

Zaa =PS-2, 

ZAS = Ss 
cot N., and 

ZA3 cos kl1 +7 
4c 

sin k11 

ZA2 = ZA4 2 

y ZA3 sin klt + S2 
cos kf1 

and where the ZA's are the acoustic 
impedances, and l l2 S. and S. are 
dimensions shown in Fig. 3. Com- 
puted curves of p. =, showing the ef- 
fect of the shunt line on a 12 -inch 
stock speaker at constant voltage 
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Fig. 5- Computed pressure curves 
for an acoustic line, and an acous- 

tic line with a shunt line 

are shown in Fig. 5. It is noted that 
by proper choice of length of the 
shunt line the resonance peak is 
eliminated with lines of equal areas 
but the output in the neighborhood 
of 113 cycles per second remains. 
Making l =11 and S3=4S2 the output 
is essentially eliminated over a wide 
frequency band. The curves in Fig. 
6 show the effect of the shunt line on 
the pressure output, p,, at the front. 
The cone resonance frequency is 
raised since the shunt line removes 
the air load at the back of the cone in 
this region. 

Whether or not the power output 
from the line unduly distorts the 
frequency characteristic of the sys- 
tem naturally depends on the relative 
power outputs of the line and the 
speaker. As shown in Fig. 2, the 
output by the line completely over- 
shadows the speaker output not only 
at line resonance but at lower fre- 
quencies as well. The power outputs 
by the speaker and the line with 
shunt line are given in Fig. 7. It is 
noted that the power output by the 
speaker completely overshadows that 
by the line above 100 cycles per sec- 
ond over a wide frequency range. The 
peak in the p, curve is reduced in 
frequency and magnitude by making 
the cone acoustic impedance inertive 
at lower frequencies as shown by the 
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Fig. 6- Computed curves of the 
pressure at the speaker for an 
acoustic line, and a line with a 
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Fig. 8 - Right, Impedance com- 
ponents of the acoustic line and the 
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Acoustic line 
Loudspeaker 
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Fig. 10- Observed power output at 
front and back of acoustic line (Fig. 
1) using a high compliance speaker 

Fig. 13 - Observed 
pressure at front and 
back of acoustic line 
with shunt line using 
a high compliance 

speaker 

Fig. 11- Observed power output at front 
and back of acoustic line with shunt line 

using a high compliance speaker 
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Fig. 12- Observed pressure at front and 
back of acoustic line using a high com- 

pliance speaker 
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dotted curves for p,. This curve is 
obtained by increasing the cone com- 
pliance by a factor of 4. If the 
entrance to the shunt line contains 
inertance, the band over which p, is 
eliminated is lowered in frequency 
and narrowed. 

The approximate frequency limits 
of the region over which the output 
by the line is reduced by the shunt 
line may be obtained simply by com- 
paring the relative magnitude of 
their impedance as shown in Fig. 8. 
The intersection of the curves X,e 
and negative X,,6 gives the position 

of anti -resonance near the low fre- 
quency limit. In Fig. 9 are shown 
input impedance curves of open pipes 
terminated in an infinite baffle. 

Measurements 

Measurements were made on the 
acoustic line and the acoustic line 
with shunt line of the same overall 
dimensions shown in Figs. 10 and 11. 
A high compliance 12 -inch speaker 
unit was used in the measurements. 
The outputs by the front and back 
were completely isolated by a large 
baffle. 

The power outputs by the front 
and back of the acoustic line are 
shown in Fig. 12. It is noted that 
the output by the back predominates 
in the region of 150 cycles per second 
due to resonance of the line. At 150 
cycles per second the power ratio is 
8.5. By eliminating the output by 
the back in this region the effect of 
cabinet resonance on reproduction 

Fig. 15 -Back view of speaker cabinet in- 
corporating an acoustic line with a shunt 

line 

32 

Fig. 14 - Frequency 
characteristic of the 
acoustic line loud- 

speaker 

may be obviated. Figure 13 shows 
how effectively the acoustic line with 
shunt line eliminates the power out- 
put by the back from 100 to 250 
cycles per second. The resonance at 
80 cycles per second is desirable 
from the standpoint of low fre- 
quencies while the resonance at 320 
cycles per second does not appear to 
be objectionable. In Figs. 14 and 15 
are pressure curves taken at the 
front and back of the line and the 
line with shunt line. 

The way in which the outputs by 
the front and back of the acoustic 
line speaker combine into the overall 
frequency characteristics in a room 
is shown in Fig. 16. The amplitude 
and phase are right to extend the re- 
sponse down to 50 cycles per second. 
Negligible output by the back in the 
region of 150 cycles per second 
keeps the response down in this re- 
gion and eliminates cabinet boom - 
iness. 
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Charts in various forms have been available for 
the design of short -wave inductances, but there 
has been nothing to insure that the highest possible 
Q had been obtained in the design. By utilizing 
the information produced by Pollacks it has been 
possible to make the entire computation without 
"cut and try." 

These charts are suitable only when the length 
of winding is equal to half of the diameter, which 
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frequencies -4 to 25 Mc Dale Pollack, Electrical 
Engineering Sept., 1937. 
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baffle 
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Fig.3 

1 

Fig. I- Equivalent electrical circuit of the mechanical opera- 
tion of the speaker diaphragm in the vented enclosure. 
Fig. 2- Impedance- frequency characteristic of the vented 

enclosure using a 2 -ohm voice coil. Note the peaks on either 
side of the speaker resonant frequency. Fig. 3 -The en- 
closure is lined with material to reduce internal reflections 

VENTED SPEAKER ENCLOSURE 

THE vented speaker enclosure 
uses a conventional cone type 

dynamic speaker mounted in a box 
lined with sound absorbent material 
which has in addition to the hole for 
mounting the speaker certain addi- 
tional holes which serve to couple 
acoustically the air enclosed in the 
box to the atmosphere. The device is 
used to control the radiation from 
the rear of the diaphragm, to im- 
prove the speaker's low frequency 
impedance characteristic and to ex- 
tend the low frequency response of 
the system. 

It is difficult to make an accurate 
analysis of such a baffle. There are 
certain second order effects which 
are difficult to evaluate. At the same 
time, however, it is possible to make 
an analysis neglecting these second 
order effects which is sufficiently ac- 
curate for engineering purposes and 
which will serve as a guide in de- 
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By C. E. HOEKSTRA 

The Magnavox Company 

velopment work. In Fig. 1, letters 
L C, and R, represent the moving 
system of the speaker modified by 
the atmospheric load on the dia- 
phragm. R2 and L2 represent the 
radiation resistance and reactance 
of the vent areas. C2 is the acoustic 
capacitance of the enclosure. In gen- 
eral the values of L, and C, and L2 

and C2 are such that the reso- 
nance of the independent systems 
are at about the same point. Thus, at 
some point below the speaker's me- 
chanical resonant frequency the ca- 
pacitive reactance of the speaker 
circuit goes into resonance with the 
inductive reactance of the box cir- 
cuit. At some other frequency above 
the speaker's mechanical resonant 
point the inductive reactance of the 
speaker circuit goes into resonance 
with the capacitive reactance of the 
box circuit. 

A series resonant circuit is capaci- 

tive below resonance and inductive 
above resonance. A parallel resonant 
circuit is just the reverse or induc- 
tive below resonance and capacitive 
above resonance. Thus, in an imped- 
ance- frequency characteristic (Fig. 
2) of the speaker mounted in such 
a baffle there will be two peaks, one 
on each side of the resonant fre- 
quency of the speaker. In the condi- 
tions outlined here one peak or the 
other will be the greater in ampli- 
tude. If the speaker resonant fre- 
quency is lower than the box -vent 
resonant frequency, the first peak 
will be the greater and if the box - 
vent resonant point is lower than 
the speaker resonant point, the 
second peak will be higher. 

An analysis of Fig. 1 will show 
that the current in L, is in the region 
of the resonant points 180 degrees 
out of phase with that in L,. Thus, 

(Continued on page 54) 
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HERE'S A POSITIVE CONNECTION 

WITH COMPLETE PROTECTION " 

i Cross Section View of 

Assembled Connector -One and 

One -Half Times Actual Size 

_. 

_ 

. . 

Here is the "Cinch" single connector completely shielded with pos- 
itive gripping connections. Compact, efficient, small, the unit will 
pass through a 7/16" diameter hole. Used for connecting two indi- 
vidual cable leads as illustrated above. This and other "Cinch" an- 
tennae and phonograph pickup connectors are developed to meet 
most rigid requirements and with specific advantages for your need. 

Cinch and Oak Radio Sockets are licensed under H. H. Eby socket patents 

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, 2335 W.Van Buren St., CHICAGO, ILL. 
SUBSIDIARY OF UNITED CARR FASTENER CORP., CAMBRIDGE. MASS. 
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TUBES AT WORK 

Coordination of aircraft instruments using 
a cathode ray tube, introducing reverbera- 
tion in electronic organ music, and a long - 
distance television link 

Cathode -Ray Tube Used As 
Aircraft Instrument Indicator 
AT A RECENT MEETING of the Institute 
of the Aeronautical Sciences, P. R. 
Bassett and Joseph Lyman of the 
Sperry Gyroscope Co. described a new 
application of cathode ray tubes for 
the simultaneous indication of several 
instruments on the panel of an airplane 
in flight. The connections between the 
indicator and the various flight instru- 
ments are shown in the accompanying 
sketch. It will be noted that six sep- 
arate indicating instruments are con- 
nected to the device: A blind landing 
receiver, an artificial horizon instru- 
ment, the directional gyro, the alti- 
meter, the air speed meter, and the 
radio compass. Indications of four of 
these devices are made to appear on 
the screen of the cathode -ray tube 
simultaneously. Furthermore, the in- 
dications are so coordinated that the 
pilot has a continuous indication of 
the position of the plane with respect 
to the ground and its attitude in flight. 

The front surface of the cathode -ray 
tube screen is shown in the figure. 
There are four traces indicated on the 
screen. At the top a short vertical 
trace is the indication for the direc- 
tional gyro compass, used in conjunc- 
tion with the scale in degrees just 
above it. At the center of the screen 
is a long horizontal line which is con- 
trolled by the artificial horizon instru- 
ment in such a way that the line always 
maintains the position on the true hori- 
zon. The central circle of light is 
controlled by the blind landing receiver 
when landing, or by the altimeter when 
in level flight. Finally, the short hori- 
zontal bar below the center line is con- 
trolled by the air speed indicator. 

These four indications are produced 
on the cathode -ray screen by a com- 
mutating connection between the sev- 
eral instruments and the control grid 
and deflection plates of the cathode -ray 
tube, at a rate of 60 cycles per second. 
As a result of this high commutation 
rate, each trace of light appears to be 
continuously illuminated without flicker 
although actually each of the indica- 
tions is laid down in succession. The 
electrical connection between the sev- 
eral operating instruments and the 
cathode -ray indicator is made through 
small Selsyn remote metering devices. 
These are extremely delicate magnetic 
pick -up devices which operate over a 
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three -phase system to transmit an indi- 
cation of the rotation of each of the 
instruments named. 

Thus when the plane changes direc- 
tion, the indicator of the directional 
gyro compass moves with respect to 
its case. A small magnetic element 
attached to the compass member moves 
also and in doing so it moves past a 
three -phase winding of the Selsyn de- 
vice which is attached directly to the 
case of the instrument. This Selsyn 
transmits over a three -wire system the 
indications which produce a correspond- 
ing change in the position of a receiving 
Selsyn motor associated with the com- 
mutator. The receiving Selsyn rotates 
in such a way as to produce a change 
in the direct voltage applied to the 
horizontal deflecting plate from the 
cathode -ray tube. In this way, the 
short vertical line at the top of the 
screen is moved to the left or right in 
direct proportion to the motion of the 
directional gyro compass. Similar con- 
nections are used between the blind 
landing receiver (whose output con- 
sists of direct voltages giving the posi- 
tion of the plane as above or below and 

to the left or to the right of the landing 
beam) . 

The commutating device is rather in- 
volved since it must not only apply a 
wide variety of varying potentials to 
the cathode -ray tube deflecting plates 
and control grid, but it must also be 
responsive to small rotational changes 
transmitted to it from the several con- 
trolling instruments. 

In addition to the cathode -ray indi- 
cation, there are two lamps in the 
upper corners of the face of the instru- 
ment which light when the plane passes 
through the radiation pattern of two 
marker transmitters, one two miles 
from the airport (which lights a green 
light in the upper left -hand corner) 
the other at the airport edge (which 
lights the red light in the upper right - 
hand corner). Also, a ball indicator is 
used to show the shift to the center of 
gravity of the plane relative to the 
vertical. 

The commutating device is mounted 
directly on the shaft of the rotary 
converter instrument which produces 
all of the necessary voltages, including 
the high voltage for the cathode -ray 
tube from an input of 12 volts from 
the plane's storage battery. Required 
input power is about 100 watts. The 
entire device weighs about 60 lb ex- 
clusive of the controlling system. 

In flying the plane the pilot con- 
siders that the indications on the cath- 
ode -ray tube screen are stationary, and 
that the small figure of a plane which 
is painted on the base of the instru- 
ment is capable of motion. That is, 
"he flies the plane toward the marks" 
as though they were stationary ref- 
erences or on the ground. All of the 
controls of the plane are coordinated 
with this type of indication. Thus, for 
example, when making a blind landing 
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The "Flight -Ray" aircraft instrument indicator, which applies the 
readings of four instruments simultaneously to the face of a 

cathode -ray tube 
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It 
FREQUENCY MODULATION 

(ARMSTRONG SYSTEM) 

Non) REL 
MODEL 521 

50 KW F -M 

Transmitter 

First to Develop 
Original equipment at W2AG (Yonkers, N. Y.) and at 

W2XMN (Alpine, N. J.) was developed at REL in collaboration 
with the inventor, Major E. H. Armstrong. 

First to Produce 
F -M Equipment for the following: 

15 W Portable Mobile Transmitter. 1000 W High Fidelity Broadcast Transmitter. 
50 W Portable Broadcast Relay. 2000 W High Fidelity Broadcast Transmitter. 
50 W High- Fidelity Studio- Station Relay. 5000 W High Fidelity Broadcast Transmitter. 

200 W High -Fidelity Studio -Station Relay. 50000 W High Fidelity Broadcast Transmitter. 

Now in Daily Service 
REL F -M Transmitters are no longer in the experimental 

stage, as proved by the following list of stations which are 
now servicing the public daily: 

STATION 
W2XMN 
W2XAG 
W1XOJ 
WEOD 
W3XO 
W8XVB 
W2XQR 
W9XAO 
W8XAD 
W2XOR 

and the following 

LOCATION 
Alpine, N. J. 

Yonkers, N. Y. 
Paxton, Mass. 
Boston, Mass. 
Washington, D. C 
Rochester, N. Y 
Long Island City, N. 
Milwaukee, Wisc. 
Rochester, N. Y 
Newark, N. J 

OWNED BY 
Maj. E. H. Armstrong 
C. R. Runyon, Jr. 
Yankee Network 
Yankee Network 
Jansky & Bailey 
Strombera- Carlson 
J. V. C. Hogan 
The Journal Company 
WHEC, Inc. 
Bamberger Broadcast Service 

are now being built by REL: 

STATION LOCATION 
WGAN Portland, Me. 
WWJ Detroit, Mich. 

OWNED BY 
The Portland Broadcast.Sys.Inc. 
The Evening News Ass'n. 

A large percentage of the construction permits now on file 
with the FCC calling for F -M equipment specify REL 
transmitters. 

We invite engineers and executives to profit from our expe- 
rience as the pioneer builders cf successful F -M Transmitters. 

Various components of the REL 50 KW F -M 

Transmitter are here illustrated. 

AUove- top -shows the power amplifier unit 
before it is mounted in its shi aided room. 
Immediately beneath is the central control 
desk, which contains all monlorinq equip- 
ment. 

To the right- 
1st-Power control. 
Next -Rectifier Unit. 

These units are only part of the complete 
station. All units are assembled in a 
building particularly designed for the 
purpose. 

in al 

x 'i 4, 
- 

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES, INC. 
35 -54 36th STREET 

Phone RAvenswood 8 -2340 
Cable "RADENGLABS" LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 
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Forty -seven members of RCA among 
572 industrial engineers and scientists 
given awards as `Modern Pioneers on 

American Frontiers of Industry." 

SINCE its beginning, the Radio Corporation of 
America has held that Research in all fields 

of radio and sound is one of its major obligations 

to the public and to the future of radio. 

Research is the keystone of every operation of 

RCA. RCA Laboratories are the fountain head of 

many of the spectacular radio and electronic de- 

velopments of the past twenty years. 

Back of these developments ... back of the term 

Research, in fact...are men. Men make discover- 

ies. And we at RCA are extremely proud of the 

man -power which has elevated RCA Research to 

a position of leadership. 

We wish to add our own congratulations to the 

public recognition these men have already re- 

ceived. And, in addition, we extend equally warm 

congratulations to the many other RCA engineers 

and scientists whose brilliant work is contributing 

so much to the progress of their industry. 

RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc. 
National Broadcasting Company 
RCA Laboratories 
R.C.A. Communications, Inc. 
RCA Institutes, Inc. 
Radiomarine Corporation of America 

I1 
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Manufacturers Honors RCA Scientists 

Of the 572 industrial engineers and scientists chosen 

by the National Association of Manufacturers to 

receive awards as "Modern Pioneers on American 

Frontiers of Industry," forty -seven were members of 

the RCA organization. The awards were given for 

original research and inventions which have "con- 

tributed most to the creation of new jobs, new 

industries, new goods and services, and a higher 

standard of living." 

Special national awards were given by the National 

Association of Manufacturers to nineteen of those 

receiving honors. Dr. Vladimir K. Zworykin of the 

RCA Manufacturing Company was chosen to receive 

one of these national awards. 

47 RCA "Modern Pioneers on American Frontiers of Industry" 
Randall Clarence Ballard Glenn Leslie Dimmick Humboldt W. Leverenz Terry M. Shrader 

Max Carter Batsel James L. Finch Nils Erik Lindenblad Browder J. Thompson 

Alda Vernon Bedford Dudley E. Foster Loris E. Mitchell Harry C. Thompson 

George Lisle Beers Clarence Weston Hansell Gerrard Mountjoy William Arthur Tolson 

Harold H. Beverage O. B. Hanson Harry Ferdinand Olson George L. Usselman 

Rene Albert Braden Ralph Shera Holmes Richard R. Orth Arthur Williams Vance 

George Harold Brown Harley A. Iams Harold O. Peterson Arthur F. Van Dyck 

Irving F. Byrnes Ray David Kell Walter Van B. Roberts Julius Weinberger 

Wendell LaVerne Carlson Edward Washburn Kellogg George M. Rose, Jr. Irving Wolff 

Philip S. Carter Winfield Rudolph Koch Bernard Salzberg Charles Jacob Young 

Lewis Mason Clement Fred H. Kroger Otto H. Schade Vladimir Kosma Zworykin 

Murray G. Crosby E. Anthony Lederer Stuart W. Seeley 

RADIO CoRPoRATIoN OF AMERICA 
Radio City, New York 
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THIS UNIQUE LABORATORY 

Eliminates the Doruew 

COSTS NO MORE to get 
this Parker -Kalon Quality -Control 
Guarantee with every box of .... 
Hardened Self- tapping Screws 

Types, sizes, head -styles for every 
assembly of metal or plastics 

Cold- forged Socket Screws 

Cap Screws,Set Screws, 
Stripper Bolts made to 
a new high standard 

of quality 

Wing Nuts -Cap Nuts -Thumb Screws 
Cold- forged .. Neater, Stronger 

40 

Parker- Kalon Quality- Control assures fastening 
devices that ALWAYS work right and hold tight 

Specify PARKER -KALON and 
you get valuable protection against 
the "Doubtful Few" . . . the few 
imperfect screws in a box that waste 
time and labor in assembly work 
. . . that fail to make satisfactory 
fastenings. 

With a $250,000 Quality -Control 
Laboratory that has no counterpart 
in the industry, Parker -Kalon is 
able to maintain standards of qual- 
ity never before attained. Hardened 

Self- tapping Screws, Socket Screws 
and other fastening devices are pro- 
duced and tested under a remark- 
able control routine that makes each 
one better than "good enough." 

When you need fastening devices, 
it will pay to see that they come 
from the most modern plant in 
the screw industry. Parker -Kalon 
is equipped to "make them bet- 
ter"! Parker -Kalon Corporation, 
200 Varick Street, New York City. 

SOLD ONLY THROUGH RECOGNIZED DISTRIBUTORS 

_ut- PARKER"KALON 
Fastening Devices 
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the pilot sees to it that the wings of 
the figure at the plane are maintained 
parallel to and on the line which indi- 
cates the horizon, and at the same time 
that the fuselage (central portion of 
the plane) is maintained directly within 
the circle of light which operates under 
the control of the blind landing receiver. 
If the plane follows through this "tun- 
nel" it will come to the surface of the 
airport at the proper landing angle. 
On the other hand, if it gets above or 
below the beam, the figure of the plane 
moves correspondingly above or below. 
The short line at the bottom which 
indicates air speed is maintained so 
that its position is almost directly under 
the airplane, which indicates that land- 
ing speed is being maintained. If the 
line drops lower the speed of the plane 

Position of flight -ray indicator on 
airplane instrument board. The in- 
dications coordinate as many as 
four instruments simultaneously, 
doing so without confusing the pilot 

Details of luminous traces which 
show plane's direction and speed. 
The traces from top to bottom are 
gyro compass indication. artificial 
horizon, blind landing (or altimeter, 

in center) and air speed 

ELECTRONICS - March 1940 

100,000 Fastenings A Day 
NO PLACE FOR "DOUBTFUL" SCREWS! 

That's Why PHILCO RADIO Specifies 
Parker -Kalon Self- tapping Screws 

YOU may make only 1000, instead of 100,000 fastenings a day, but 
you'll benefit, too, by avoiding "doubtful" screws ... screws that 

are difficult to start, that strip, break or that won't draw up tight. It 
takes only a few trouble- makers in any lot to more than offset any 
savings in first cost. 

When you demand Parker -Kalon Self- tapping Screws, you'll get no 
"doubtful" screws. Parker -Kalon's rigid Quality -Control insures that 
every screw will work right and hold tight. 

Order Parker -Kalon and you get the best ... products of the orig. 
inators of the Self- tapping Screw ... manufactured with specially-de- 
veloped equipment and guaranteed by Parker -Kalon's Quality -Control 
Laboratory. Parker -Kalov Corp., 200 Varick Street, New York. 

TYPES, SIZES, HEAD -STYLES FOR EVERY 

ASSEMBLY OF METAL OR PLASTICS 

.111 11 11 11 11 1 1 r A A A AA 

PARKER -KALON 

Y4w HARDE.NED S'aketad 
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FACTS 
to solve 

is dropping in proportion, and when 
the line approaches the small black 
marker, it is a warning that the stalling 
speed of the plane is being approached. 
In level flights the landing receiver is 
disconnected and the altimeter is 
switched in position. The altimeter 
then controls the central circle of light 
causing it to move above or below the 
plane as the plane moves below or above 
the reference altitude which is set on 
the altimeter itself. 

The new flight ray indicator can be 
used exclusive of all the other instru- 
ments while making a landing as well 
as during level flight, although its func- 
tion is simply to repeat the indication 
of instruments located elsewhere in the 
plane. The flight ray indicator may be 
installed in duplicate at several posi- 
tions on the plane so that not only the 
pilot but the other members of the op- 
erating crew of a large ship may be 
apprised of the flight movement. 

Artificial Reverberation for 
Electronic Organ Music 
The "traditional" tone of the pipe 
organ resides not only in the structure 
of its pipes and the manner of blow- 
ing them, but also in the acoustics of 
the church or hall in which the organ 
is heard. Since most organs are heard 
in large stone churches where the de- 
gree of reverberation is high, the echo 

POLICE USE PORTABLE 
RADIO TO OBTAIN 

EVIDENCE 

Two New York policemen wearing 
complete radio transmitting and re- 
ceiving equipment, having a range 
of several hundred feet, which is 
used for obtaining evidence. The 
complete radio equipment is worn 
as a wide belt, with the microphone 

under the carrier's vest 
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effect has come to be an important 
part of conventional organ tone. In 
the electronic organ, the same effects 
arise if the organ is played in a large, 
acoustically "live" hall, but when the 
organ is played in a small room or an 
acoustically treated broadcast studio, 
reverberation is so small that it is 
virtually absent and the tone, although 
it may approach the harmonic content 
of the pipe organ tone very closely, 
seems to be quite different to the ear. 

The recreation of reverberation ef- 
fects artificially has recently been ac- 
complished by Laurens Hammond, of 
the Hammond organ interests. The 
reverberation unit is about three feet 
long, and it may be mounted in the 
output cabinet (loudspeaker enclosure) 
of the conventional Hammond organ. 

Reverberation device which uses a 
spring for sound transmission 

Part of the electrical output of the 
organ proper is fed directly to the 
loudspeaker in the usual manner, thus 
supplying the basic tone output. The 
remainder of the output is fed to a 
driving unit resembling the voice coil 
of a dynamic loudspeaker. This unit 
produces practically no audible output, 
but it is coupled mechanically to a 
group of coiled springs which transfer 
the mechanical vibration from the 
driving coil to a group of Rochelle salt 
piezo -crystal elements. These pickups 
in turn transform the mechanical vi- 
bration back to electrical energy, which 
is then fed after amplification to the 
loudspeaker. The passage of the sound 
energy through the springs introduces 
a calculable delay, corresponding to 
that which would occur in a large hall, 
between the direct and reflected com- 
ponents. 

The natural reverberation effect 
which occurs in large halls results 
from the reflection of the sound from 
many wall surfaces simultaneously. The 
reflected sound reaches the ear of the 
listener at corresponding different 
times, and the result is an undefined 
echo which has the effect of prolong- 
ing and enriching the original tone. 
In the Hammond reverberation device, 
the effect of simultaneous reflect' n 
from several surfaces is obtained by 

SPECIALS, too 
Any size or shape that can be cast, 

machined, extruded or pressed can 

be fabricated to your specifications 
from either low -loss Steatite or 

extremely low -loss Ultra- Steatite. 
Our technical staff is prepared to 
work hand -in -hand with your own 

in the solution of your special 
problems. 

Your Order Gets Action 
Flexible production schedules and 

modern manufacturing methods in- 

sure quick action when you order 
General Ceramics Insulators; and 

the General Ceramics Company 
has a reputation for keeping de- 

livery dates. 

INSULATORS 
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AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 
your ceramic insulation problems 

INSULATORS 

What is your low -loss insulation prob- 

lem? Probably our latest catalog oi 
Steatite and Ultra- Steatite insulators 

will help you to solve it. This new 

booklet is full of valuable data oi 
high frequency and ultra high fre- 

quency insulators - data that you 

will want to file and refer to often. 

In using General Ceramics Steatite 
and Ultra -Steatite, you will have the 

assurance that you are employing 
heat -proof material of low power 

loss and high mechanical strength 
. . . manufactured with the utmost 
degree of accuracy. Clip the coupon 
at the right for your copy of the new 

catalog. 

General Ceramic; Company. Dept. E 

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 

Please send my copy of your new Steatite 

and LltFa- Steatie 'Cata.og. 

Name . _. 

Title 

Company ... 

Address 

( ) CHECK HERE if you'd like to talk with our 

salesman. 
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ASTERN AIR LINES 
USE EIMAC TUBES 
New Ground Station designed and constructed 
by WILCOX ELECTRIC COMPANY, Kansas 
City, Kansas, in collaboration with Don C. 
McRae - superintendent of communications 
for Eastern Air Lines 

Eastern Air Lines really effect economies in operation 
despite the fact that each station uses 11 power am- 
plifiers. Each section is a complete transmitter in 
itself but several sections are operated from a single 
power supply. Communications can be carried on 
several channels simultaneously with equal efficiency. 
Frequency changes are accomplished with magnetic 
controls in the 60 cycle circuit thus avoiding RF 
switching. This type of equipment is ideal for air - 

craft ground stations in that it offers great 
flexibility and dependability. The simpli- 
city of its unit construction assures long, 
trouble -free performance. 

The selection of Eimac tubes for the 
important jobs in most all airline com- 
munication systems offers conclusive evi- 
dence of their dependability and superior 
performance capabilities. A fair test of 
Eimac tubes in your equipment will prove 
the point. For further data, write to Eitel- 
McCullough, Inc., San Bruno, California. 

1uBEs 

using several springs of different 
lengths, each of which drives a separate 
piezo pickup element. Where direct 
reflection is desired the spring is ter- 
minated in a solid support, which re- 
flects the energy back toward the 
source. Total absorption of the me- 
chanical vibration is accomplished by 
terminating the spring in an oil column 
which absorbs the motion. A partial 
reflection is achieved by connecting the 
ends of two springs of different size. 
At the junction between the two a 
partial reflection occurs, part of the 
energy traveling on, the remainder be- 
ing reflected back to the source. The 
direct attenuation of the energy is 
small in the springs, so that the 
amount of energy passed or reflected 
can be calculated accurately. 

The rate of propagation of sound in 
air is somewhat in excess of 1,000 feet 
per second, whereas that in the coil 
springs is about 40 to 50 feet per 
second. Accordingly long delay inter- 
vals may be obtained in springs of 
convenient length. When the length 
of spring required exceeds the length 
of the unit, two parallel springs are 
coupled at their upper ends by a small 
rocker -arm lever of aluminum which 
transfers the motion from one spring 
to the other. By combining several 
total reflection points, partial reflec- 
tion points and absorption points in 
the spring system, each with different 
delay times, it is possible to build up 
within the system a very large num- 
ber of reflected waves which are trans- 
formed by the crystal elements to a 
combined reflection signal which is 
combined with the original signal at 
the output power amplifier. The unit 
contains, in all, five lengths of spring, 
four tubes filled with oil, and two 
rocker arms. 

Beside the effect of reverberation 
produced by the device, several sec- 
ondary effects are produced which add 
to the naturalness of the tone com- 
pared with that of the pipe organ. 

COLLEGE HAS ITS OWN 
RADIO NETWORK 

David Sarnoff listening as his son, 
a sophomore at Brown University, 
makes an announcement over the 
campus radio frequency distribut- 

ing system 
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THE 0 WAY TO ELIMINATE CONDENSER CAPACITY DRIFT 

lIVER-MICA 

CONDENSERS 

\- RESISTORS \ 
SUPPRESSORS 
CERAMICONS 
SILVER -MICA 

CONDENSERS 

ERIE 
TYPE M 4 

825 2! MMF 

Type F Erie Silver Mica 
Ceramic Case 

15 -2500 MMF 

Type J Erie Silver Mica 
Molded Case 

15 -1000 MMF 

R1E 
s11.YER klcA 

Type K Erie Silver Mica 
Molded Case 
15-500 MMF 

EVERY radio engineer knows that the theory of silver mica condensers is basically sound. 
Silver plates in intimate contact with mica sheets have unusually good inherent stability 

of capacity when subject to changes in temperature. 

But as every radio engineer also knows, it is difficult to obtain theoretical efficiency in actual 
production. By using only the best raw materials and obtaining close control of manufacturing 
processes through automatic production equipment, Erie Silver Mica Condensers are being 
produced with exceptionally good characteristics, as shown by the following typical test 
results. 

INITIAL CHARACTERISTICS TYPE K ERIE SILVER MICA CONDENSER 
Test Frequency 

20 Units, 175 MMF. 1000 Hc. 
Average Power Factor 
Maximum Power Factor 
Average Temp. Coef. (20° to 80-C.) 
Maximum Temp. Coef. (20° to 80 °C.) 

.030% 

.045% 
+.000022 
+.000036 

After 5 Complete Cycles of .5 Hrs. at -30`F. and 15 Hrs. at 180 °F. Returned to Room Temperature 
Average Power Factor .031% 
Maximum Power Factor .048% 
Average Capacity Change ±.113% 
Greatest Capacity Change +.135% 

After 100 Hours in 100% Relative Humidity at 104 °F. 
Average Power Factor .032% 
Maximum Power Factor .048% 
Maximum Capacity Change .05% 
Lowest Leakage Resistance (at 1000 Volts D.C.) over 10,000 Megohms 

The above figures will vary slightly for different nominal capacities. 

ELECTRONICS - March 1940 

MOLDED BEZELS 

PUSH BUTTONS 
AND KNOBS 

POLYSTYRENE 
COIL FORMS 
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We honestly believe that T R & S Rivets 
are the best you can specify for your 
production charts. Because T R & S 

Rivets are as close to perfection as skill, 
inspection and processes of manufac- 
ture can produce. They are 100% 

usable, accurately gauged, and are 
backed by the integrity of the world's 
oldest and largest Tubular and Split 
Rivet factory. 

Many motorized models of our rivet set- 
ting machines are available in single 
stroke and multiple drive. Inquiries are 
invited -together with samples of work 
you wish to do. 

TUBULAR RIVET & STUD CO. 
World's Largest Manufacturers of Tubular 

and Split Rivets 
WOLLASTON (Boston) MASSACHUSETTS 

New York Chicago Detroit Indianapolis 
San Francisco Nashville Dallas St. Louis 

Schenectady Television Station 
Joined to New York Outlet 
MEMBERS OF THE Federal Communi- 
cations Commission were given a dem- 
onstration on Feb. 1 of television re- 
broadcasting over a direct path of 129 
miles, when the General Electric sta- 
tion Helderberg Mountains near Al- 
bany was used to relay programs orig- 
inating in the N.B.C. transmitter, New 
York City. The horizon distance, com- 
monly considered to be the limit of 
reliable reception, from the Empire 

Newburgh' and Foothills of 
NEC. Transmitter Benton Catskill hits 

State B /dy 
E/ /300fí K 

Sea Line of igma¡,' 
leve /. 

Hudson 
River 

3o 50 70' 90 

Start; King Mt 
EL 1,340 ft. 

6767ft 

90 ll9mi. 
He /derber 
6 -E receiver 

EL /,828 ft at 
top of antenna 

Profile of the earth over which New 
York -Schenectady signals travel 

State Building is about 40 or 50 miles. 
The fact that a signal is received at 
129 miles and of sufficient strength to 
allow high quality rebroadcasting, can 
be explained on several counts. In 
the first place, the presence of the 
Hudson River, which represents a 
higher conductivity than the surround- 
ing terrain, results in a smaller can- 

MODERN VERSION 
OF PENNY ARCADE 

Dr. Gordon K. Woodward, Los 
Angeles physician, recently de- 
veloped this automatic phonograph 
which sells tunes to the public at a 
rate of a penny a tune, instead of 
the customary nickel now required. 
The device was made practical 
through the development of a new 
type of record which is 16 inches 
in diameter and contains 10 sepa- 
rate songs on each side. Each 
side of the record contains more 

than one hour of tunes 
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ALWAYS READY 
to measure 
* RESISTANCE 

INDUCTANCE 

* CAPACITANCE 

RANGES 

RESISTANCE 
1 milliohm to 1 megohm 

INDUCTANCE 
1 microhenry to 100 henrys 

CAPACITANCE 
1 micromicrofarad to 

100 microfarads 

IN ANY LABORATORY where meas- 
urements of inductance, resistance or 

capacitance have to be made, this bridge 
has become as invaluable as an ohmmeter 
or a voltmeter. 

Completely self- contained with built -in 
1,000 cycle and d -c power sources, it is 
always ready to measure these constants 
over extremely wide ranges. Its loga- 
rithmic dial is direct reading with an 
accuracy suitable for ail but the most 
precise measurements. 

Measurements of the dissipation factor of 
condensers and the storage factor of in- 
ductors can be made directly over these 
wide ranges : R/X from .002 to 1 and 
X/R or Q from .02 to 1000. 

The Type 650 -A Impedance Bridge is 
priced at only $175.00. 

a 11.RITI: FOR BULLETIN Shl) FOR COMPLETE DATA 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 

Branches in New York and Los Angeles 
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INDICATING INSTRUMENTS 
PORTABLE 

PX -4 ammeters, volt- ammeters and 
voltmeters, d -c, accuracy within 34%. 
PY -4 ammeters and voltmeters, d -c, 
accuracy within 1/2% PY -5 ammeters, 
volt -ammeters, voltmeters and watt- 

PORTABLE CURRENT 
AND VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS 

Current transformers - 5 
to 1000 amps, primary. 
Voltage transformers -230 
to 6900 volts, primary. The 
accuracy of these transform- 
ers makes them satisfactory 
for all portable or laboratory 
applications. 

meters, a -c. Accuracy within 1 /z %. The 
P -4 size is a general purpose test in- 
strument, and the P -5 is a similar in- 
strument for high- accuracy measure- 
ments. 

SWITCHBOARD 
"H" line - 51/2 inch square cases, 
scale length, 5 inches; "K" line -4 x 41/4 inch cases, scale length, 
31/2 inches. Compact steel cases 
for projection or flush- mounting - easily read, illuminated dials. 
Accuracy within 1 %. For all 
switchboard applications. 

MINIATURE 
Type 35, 3 -inch class - and Type 37, 
4 -inch class. Compact instruments 
that require little space on small 
panels. Available in all types of cases 

for a wide range of applications. 
Flush or projection mounting. 
Accuracy within 2 %. 

WHEN it is necessary to measure any 

electrical value - volts, amperes, 

watts, watthours or power factor - here 

are the proper Westinghouse Instru- 

ments for the job. 

For experimental work, testing, plan- 

ning or actual operation, these instru- 

ments are reliable, accurate and econom- 

ical. You can depend upon their readings. 

A simplified line, illustrated on these 

pages, covers all ordinary uses. Special- 

NEW DEVELOPMENT 
FZ 

VOLTMETERS 
Ratings up to 600 
volts, a -c, and 
750 volts,d -c.Ac- 
curacywithin I . 

Ab 
Self -c 
meas 
125 a 
curac 

Install convenient Westinghouse Sockets on 
any circuit or machine. Required instrument 
quickly attached, without wiring changes. A 

rapid, easy way to secure accurate operating 
data. Complete line of socket instruments avail- 
able for measuring or recording all electrical 
values. 

Westinghouse 
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LECTRICAL VALUES 

ot 

ized instruments take care of unusual 

applications. All must conform to West- 

inghouse standards of accuracy, pre- 

cision and long life. 

Ask any Westinghouse office for fur- 

ther information and prices. Send for 

your copy of Booklet 2219 - it contains 
valuable information on the Westing- 

house system of electrical analysis. 

Address Westinghouse Electric, East 

Pittsburgh, Pa. Dept. 7 -N. 

SOCKET INSTRUMENTS 
it Economical Analysis 

'METERS WATTMETERS 
ontained 
afeS in to 
mperes. Ac- 
ywithin 1 .. 

Single - phase or 
polyphase, 115 
volts -5, 10, and 
20 amps capacity. 
Accuracy within 
l 

RECORDERS 
Circular chart 
voltmeters up to 
750 volts and 
ammeters to 125 - 

ampere capacity -1, 3, or 7 -day 
chart. Accuracy 
within 3 %. 

TEST JACK 
Convenient 
means of con- 
necting any con- 
ventional instru- 
ment or test pur- 
poses. 

INDUSTRIAL ANALYZERS 

Applicable with test jack. Give 
complete test data without a 
single wiring change. Save 
time and expense. 

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS 
TYPE U 

Voltmeters and ammeters, both 
portable and switchboard. Easy 

to install and operate, light in 
weight. Records continuous 
8 -day operation. Minimum 
friction. Accuracy within 3 %. 

Permits assembling of data 
which otherwise would not be 

available without considerable 
expense. 

TYPE A 

Circular chart voltmeters and 
ammeters, switchboard or 
portable. For measuring load 
curves, station curves and for a 

wide range of industrial appli- 
cations. Accuracy within 3%. 

TYPE G -40 

Direct- acting, strip -chart volt- 
meters, ammeters, wattmeters, 
and varmeters for 3 5, 17, 8, or 
3 -day records. Chart speeds - 
3/4, 11/2, 3 and 6 inches per min- 
ute or inches per hour. Accuracy 
within 1%. 

J-40230 

Instruments 
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A Giant Turbine Bearing 
.. or a tiny punching 1/4 in diameter 

This Baldwin Southwark hydro- 

electric power installation at the 

T. V. A. Chickamauga Dam, em- 

ploys adjustable steady bearings 
made from 30 machined bars of 

Laminated INSUROK, each bar 
67" long. These bearings, lu- 

bricated with water only, pos- 
sess outstanding advantages 
over other types in operation, 
accessibility, and simplicity. In 
addition, they make possible 
many structural economies. 

I I ; I 

THE PRECISION LAMINATED PLASTIC 
The many superior physical, chemical, and dielectric qualities of INSUROK 
are nowhere more evident than in the turbine bearing shown above, and a 
tiny electrical part (too small to illustrate proportionately) where in each in- 
stance the major concern is trouble -free performance. Yet they are but two 
examples of the adaptability of this versatile plastic. 

INSUROK, in its many grades, occupies an enviable position as a plastic 
material of the first rank; its numerous advantages resulting in manufacturing 
economies, improved products, and increased user satisfaction. We urge 
your most critical investigation of INSUP.OK . . . it is a foregone conclusion 
that this superior plastic will become your logical choice. 

c e RICHARDSON COMPANY 
Melrose Park, (Chicago) IS. Founded 1858 Lockland. (Cincinnati) Ohio 

New Brunswick. N. J. - Indianapolis. Ind. 
Detroit Office: 4 -252 G. M. Building. Phone Madison 0386 
New York Office: 75 West Street, Phone Whitehall 4 -4487 

>0 

cellation of the reflected and direct 
components of the waves. In the 
second place, the receiving location is 
quite fortunate, being on a hill which 
slopes in the direction of New York 
City. At this location four 128 -ft 
towers have been erected to support a 
rhombic antenna which resembles two 
diamonds placed end to end. This an- 
tenna is tuned for the 44 -50 megacycle 
band on which the N.B.C. station op- 

Rhombic receiving antenna and re- 

lay amplifier (on tower) 

erates. The main axis of the diamond 
structure points directly toward the 
Empire State Building. Inasmuch as 
the receiving location is some 6,000 ft 
below the line of sight to the Empire 
State Building, all of the signal energy 
received must arrive by means of re- 
fraction or diffraction. Nevertheless, 
the rhombic antennas develop suffi- 
cient signal strength so that it can 

Relay station which transmits sight 
signal around mountain 

be amplified without too great inter- 
ference from noise. The initial ampli- 
fier is mounted directly at the top of 
one of the towers of the antenna. This 
amplifier introduces a gain of twenty 
times, after which the signal is sent 
down to a small jack located at the 
base of the tower where sound and 
picture signals are amplified separately 
and demodulated. Demodulated signals 
are then used to modulate the output 
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DO YOU HAVE THE RIGHT 
a RESISTOR COATING 

for the Job? 
"A" COATING ... An organic 
cement coating designed for domes- 
tic, medium- and high -range appli- 
cations where low cost and good 
protection from abnormal humidities 
ore required. Has a temperature 
rise limitation of 130 cegrees C. 
from 30 degrees C. ambient in free air. 

Save money if the finest type of protective coming 
is not required for the wire wound resistors used in 
your product -avoid trouble if it is! 

Only in IRC Power Wire Wound Resistors do you 
have a choice of three protective coatings developed 
to help you make an Intelligent, economical choice. 
Each of these is designed to provide maximum depend- 
ability at minimum cost for the different types of 
service which power type resistors are called upon 
to meet. Time and again these specialized IRC coat- 
ings have proved -heir value. They have proved 
that freedom from costly resistor failure can only be 
achieved by giving full consideration to the protect - 
ive coatings of resistors, and thus guarding against 
the possible effects of salt air, heat, humidity and 
corrosive atmospheric conditions. 

"B" COATING...The ideal coat 
for relatively low- range, high -tem- 
perature regt.irements where wire 
sizes are sufficiently large to assure 
dependability. Admirably suited for 
general normal atmospheric require- 
ments. Ratings based on 250° C. rise 
from a 3C' ombient in free air. 

"C" COATING..Developed 
especially for the most severe con- 
ditions such as met on shipboard, 
tropical countries, intensely humid 
climates, etc. Withstands the stand- 
ard U. S. Navy hot and cold salt 
water immersion cycling -ests. Tem- 
perature rise and wattages are the 
same as for the IRC Type "A Coating. 

Write for IRC Resistor Bul- 
letin Iv. Let IRC engineers 
study your requirements. 

RESISTORS 
All Fixed and Variable Types, Shapes 
and Sizes for Every Need 

R FREE RESTS 

SEND TH1S FOR CO., 

INTERNATIONAL NTERNATIONSt Philadelphia, 
Pa. 

now using Please send, at na 

d 
a resistor 

type we 
are 

903 N. ß10a dation: 
is described 

en arae\er 
'Following analysis and recommendation: 

alios to your LengthDi 
obligation 

Resistance 
value 

Tared 

Type of Terminal 

Actual wattage 
load (normal) 

Tropical - 
ainbient condition Domestic - 

ment? 

Type 
: and seoled equip 

e 
and wattage 

pet gection. 

Is resistor 
in fully enclosed 

It taPPa' state resistant 

Company 

AN prLY S1 S 

BY 

Address 

Title 

Cc,aslal 
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PRIDE OF THE STATION 

Stations h many reasons to be 

proud of their Blaw Knox Vertical 

Radiators: their pleasing appear- 

ance, their greater broadcast 

coverage, and especially their 

extremely low maintenance cost. 

For these reasons alone, not to 

mention others, broadcasting com- 

panies and engineers the world 
over prefer Blaw -Knox Radio 
Towers. Whatever your antennae 
problems or requirements are, we 
believe we can be of help to you. 

BLAW.KN OX 
DIVISION 

of BIaw.Knox Company 
2038 FARMERS BANK BUILDING 

PITTSBURGH, PA. 
OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL 

CITIES 

DIS MAU TORS 

r á v byáR 

of a 10 -watt transmitter operating on 
a channel 156 -162 megacycles. This 
10 -watt transmitter is used simply to 
relay the program to the main tele- 
vision transmitting station on the op- 
posite side of the mountains, somewhat 
more than one mile distant. The trans- 
mitting antenna for this unit is also of 
rhombic shape, but is only 10 ft across, 
as compared with 400 ft across for the 
receiving antenna. 

At the main transmitter in the Hel- 
derbergs, a dipole antenna is used to 
pick up a picture signal relay from 
the receiving station. Here the re- 
ceived signal is converted to 66 -72 
megacycle channel used by the main 
transmitter and amplified to a carrier 
level of 10 kw. The sound part of the 
program is carried by wire line from 
the receiving station to the main trans- 
mitter where it modulates a similar 
10 -kw ultra- high- frequency transmit- 
ter. 

The receiving station, 129 air line 
miles from New York City, is located 
1700 ft above sea level. The main 
transmitter is at an altitude of 1520 ft. 
When regular operation of the G -E 
station begins, it is expected that the 
N.B.C. programs will be rebroadcast 
on regular schedules, interspersed with 
programs originating locally in Sche- 
nectady. No date has been announced 
for the opening of the station, how- 
ever. 

SPEECH DEVICE MAKES 
INANIMATE OBJECTS 

TALK 

A device which makes inanimate 
objects "talk" is being demon- 
strated by Gilbert Wright. Two 
sensitive "biscuits" capable of pick- 
ing up the slightest sound and re- 
cording it are applied to the throat 
of the subject and pick up the 
vibrations of the vocal cords. The 
person does not even have to open 
his mouth for the microphones to 
pick up the words. The device will 
also synchronize dialogue with the 
sounds of inanimate objects, and 
it is expected to find wide applica- 
tion in animated movie cartoons. 
since words may be synchronized 
with the actual sounds of animals 
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s -o4 
-each part a power plant for 
this WESTON Sensitrol Relay! 

PAT. 
PEND 

MODEL 
705 

SERIAL 
NO.57 7 

WESTON 

SENSITROI 

RELAY 

`A, -- 
Sensitrol 

Model 705 n 
handling 

WESTON M acting relay know handling 

direct 
magnetic 

concocts 
most sensitive ¡ }s ma9 resistance 

The mo 
fhemocouples. 

s watts at 110 volts 
or adjustable 

from p 

control 
at energy levels 

oper- 

ates direct circuits 
and electronic e c made in 

bulbs 
contacts 

... des positive eres provi microamperes 

as low as 1 millivolt 
or 1 

solenoid reset types. 

Whether you are using sensitive relays in existing circuits, or consider- 
ing their application for new products, it will pay you to submit your 
problem to WESTON. For the broad WESTON line includes sensitive 
relays of many types; including the "high sensitivity - high contact 
capacity" Model 705, as well as time delay and power relays designed 
to operate from the sensitive relay contacts. Then, too, from WESTON'S 
long experience in solving all types of relay problems, they probably 
will have a practical answer to yours. Weston Electrical Instrument 
Corporation, 618 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey. 

IWE S TON hsfruments 

1:11 NONI( `') 11ur(h 

OTHER WESTON RELAYS law 

Time Delay Repays (Model 613) 
Compensated bi -metal operation... 
single or double circuit ... provides 
time delay of 15 seconds to 1 min- 
ute between initial impulse and 
operation . . . handles up to 25 
watts at 110 -v3lts output. 

Sensitive Indicating Relays (Model 
730) Designed specifically for 
alarm circuit use where current is 
normally held at 2 milliamperes... 
standard mòde & serves as indicator 
over 0 -4 milliampere range, with 
contacts at 1 and 3 milliamperes 

. compact and inexpensive. 

Power Relays (Model 630) Electro- 
magnetic type with one to four 
mercury switch contacts . .. de- 
signed particularly for use with sen- 
sitive relays to supply output 
energy up to 104l0 watts ... operate 
on 6 volts DC, or from transformer 
rectifier unit. 

Sensitive Relay; (Model 30) Per- 
manent magnet. movable coil op- 
eration ... for circuits up to 200 
milliamperes, h volts, DC ... in 
types for "high -low" voltage (or 
current) control, and for regulation 
of voltage (or current) within 1 %. 
Also "microampere" type, operat- 
ing from high -side to low -side at a 
minimum differential of 15 micro- 
amperes. 
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JUST WHAT YOU NEED IN Vented Speaker 
Enclosure 

CLOSE QUARTERS.. 

T 

MULTI -TYPE Shafting -two different types of 
shafting of the same diameter indestructibly 

joined together -was developed by S. S. White for use where 

close quarters require turns that are sharper than the minimum 

operating radius of the regular type of shafting. 

For example, the scale diagram below shows how a sharp 

turn in an auto radio control was made with .130" diameter 
S. S. White MULTI -TYPE Remote Control Shafting. 

Close 
Quarters 

Front 
Panel 

THIS HAS A 

MINIMUM OPERAT- 

ING RADIUS OF 

3.25 INCHES 

AUTO 

RADIO 

THIS PART 
OF THE 

SHAFT HAS 

A MINIMUM 
OPERATING 
RADIUS OF 

L75 INCHES 

MULTI -TYPE Shafting is at present 

available in Power Drive and Remote 

Control Shafting up to .150" diameter. 
Full details on request. 

S. S. WHITE 
The S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co. 

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 
Department E, 10 East 40th St., New York, N. Y. 

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS for POWER DRIVES, REMOTE CONTROL and COUPLING 
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(Continued from page 34) 

acoustically the radiation from the 
vent is in phase with that from the 
front of the diaphragm. The radia- 
tion from the front of the diaphragm 
is 180 degrees out of phase with that 
from the rear of the diaphragm. 

A rigorous analysis points out that 
the vent areas are radiators much in 
the same manner as is the dia- 
phragm. Thus, the vent areas 
should be of the same order as the 
piston diameter of the speaker. 

The vent should be located near 
the speaker and it may be shown 
that two radiating surfaces work 
better together when spaced close 
together (in terms of wavelengths) 
than when spaced far apart. 

The relation between the box vol- 
ume, vent area, and speaker reso- 
nance frequency may be determined 
in the following manner. 

Cy = PC2 (1) 

p is the density of the transmitting 
medium and Cv is the capacitance of 
the box, C is the velocity of sound 
in that medium. (In this case, air.) 
V is the volume of the box 

Rayleigh' states that the acoustic 
reactance of a circular orifice placed 
in a wall of infinitesimal thickness is 

X A 

= 12R 
where 

w =2 f 
f is frequency and 

R is the radius of the orifice 

So, since XA = Xe for resonance 

ti wW 
= 2 R so that 

(2) 

V 2 

R = 2 C2 
or (3) 

V= 2C2R /w2 (4) 

The vent areas need not neces- 
sarily be circular. Their area is 

r R"- = A and R = 
A 

thus 

2C2í A 
\1 

w2 V - etc. (5) 

The second order effects modify V 
and the value of XA in this manner. 
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In these Temperature, Humidity and Pressure Chambers at G -E's Radio Engineer- 
ing Laboratories, Isolantite parts in complete radio assemblies prove their 
indifference to conditions even more severe than are encountered in military 

and commercial flying. 

Grueling Climatic Tests in These Weather 
Chambers Prove Isolantite Insulators Can Take It 
IS O L A N T I T E* Insulators prove their qualities 

through daily use in every part of the world. And 

in these test chambers at General Electric's Radio 

Engineering Laboratories - as components of com- 

plete, operating radio equipment -they demonstrate 

how they withstand controlled conditions worse than 

those encountered in military and commercial fly- 

ing: temperatures from tropic heat to sub -zero arctic 

cold ... barometric pressures from below sea level 

to those found in the stratosphere ... humidities 

from 0 to 100 %. 

Under such arduous conditions, does Isolantite 

retain all its advantages? Indeed it does. While in 

these torture chambers it still maintains its unu- 

sually low dielectric loss, high surface resistivity, and 

great mechanical strength. All its characteristics as 

a superb insulator remain unimpaired. 

Isolantite is adaptable in many other ways, too. 

New and precise forms and unusually- shaped parts 

may be economically manufactured to meet require- 

ments- whether in the widely used Isolantite body 

or in Iso -Q, a ceramic with still lower losses. The 

Isolantite engineering staff, with long, specialized 

insulation experience, will be glad to cooperate with 

you in their design. For your needs in high-efficiency, 

rugged and thrifty insulators, consult us at all times. 

"Registered trade -name for the products of Isolantite, Inc. 

CERAMIC INSULA" üñS 
ISOLANTITE INC., FACTORY: B! LLEVILLE, NEW JERSEY 

SALES OFFICE: 233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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A Major Job for G -E Plastics 
Is Serving Its Own Company 

ONE of the largest users of laminated plastics is 
our own General Electric Company. In all its 

apparatus and appliance plants this durable, light- 
weight, resilient, moisture -resistant material helps 
solve some particular insulation problem. 

To solve these problems, Plastics Department 
engineers collaborate with engineers and designers 
throughout the General Electric Company and upon 
them rests the responsibility of determining and 
developing special grades of Textolite laminated 
insulation for the various electronic applications. 

Their experience in "pleasing the family" gives 
Plastics Department engineers a singular opportunity 
to acquire a detailed knowledge of all factors involved 
in almost every kind of an electronic insulation prob- 
lem. This experience may well be applied to your own 
particular problem and well may you obtain the same 
satisfactory results as General Electric itself. 

For additional information on General Electric's 
services in the laminated field, write Section C -30, 
Plastics Department, General Electric Company, 
One Plastics Avenue, Pittsfield, Mass. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
56 

It is difficult to make the enclosure 
walls solid. Their movement in- 
creases the box capacitance and in- 
troduces a dissipative element in 
this leg of the circuit. The box sides 
and back must be lined with hair - 
felt or other sound absorbent mate- 
rial to eliminate the reflections 
which would otherwise be set up at 
higher frequencies. Thus it is diffi- 
cult to measure accurately the en- 
closure volume. 

The value of XA is approximate. 
A second method of calculation' states 
that 

ZA 
2p C¡ J,(2kR) 
a R2 

1 
k R 

f j wa 3 k, (2k R) 
/ 

(6) aRk 
where k = 2iv /a and ZA is the usual 
acoustic impedance of a circular 
orifice in a wall of infinitesimal 
thickness. 

At low frequencies the reactance 
term of this equation becomes 

XA= 16 wp 0.56 cop 

3,r2 R R 

The value of XA is in error also be- 
cause the wall is not infinite, but 
has a finite thickness. 

A typical enclosure using a twelve 
inch speaker whose natural period 
when loaded in an infinite flat baffle 
is sixty cps would be 30 cm deep, 50 
cm wide and 125 cm high. The vent 
would be a single circular hole 22.5 
cm in diameter, or a rectangular hole 
10 x 40 cm. 

(1) Rayleigh : "Theory of Sound," Vol. II, 
Page 306, Macmillan. 

(2) Olson and Massa : "Applied Acoustics," 
Page 33, Blakiston. 

SCIENTISTS HELP SOLVE 
RADIUM PROBLEM 

A scientist in the Royal Society 
Mond Laboratory of Cambridge 
University is making adjustments 
on a cyclotron machine. Neutrons, 
produced by the cyclotron, may be 
used as a substitute for radium 
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tu 

tine Pi1 »101ít11 

of an 

A%1no4 )11&i1' C 

Representative types of X-ray tubes produced by Machlett 
Laboratories, Inc., Springdale, Conn. At right is shown 
machining of cathode heads...which must be accurate to 
0.0001 of an inch. 

Critical requirements of X -ray 
tubes are met by pure Nickel 

Low gas content and high strength, as you 
know, are required in metals for radio tubes. 
Consider, then, the more critical needs of mak- 
ers of X -ray tubes: 

Operating voltages range from 70,000 to up- 
wards of 200,000 volts. A vacuum in the order 
of 10-' mm. of mercury must be created and 
maintained. Furthermore, cost of completed 
tubes is far in excess of that of radio tubes. All 
of which adds up to one fact...that makers can 
take no chances with metals they use in X -ray 
tubes. 

What metal do they use? Says Mr. T. H. 
Rogers of Machlett Laboratories, Inc., "For 
important metal units inside the tube we have 
found pure Nickel to be the most satisfactory 

of many tried. Its gas content is low, and 
Nickel sheets, rods and bar stock, though 
tough and strong, are readily fabricated and 
welded." 

Economical production, and uniform, de- 
pendable operation of radio, television, X -ray 
and other electronic tubes result from the use 
of Nickel. For further information read "Nickel 
in the Radio Industry." This booklet available 
free on request. Address: 

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC. 
67 Wall Street New York, N. Y. 

NICH ILL 
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TUBES 
In addition to the list of tubes registered 

by the R.M.A. Data Bureau, there is 

presented an index of all the tubes 

already listed in this department 

INDEX 

JAN 1939 ... JAN 1940 

Filament Types for use with Dry Bat- 

teries or Equivalent Power Supply 

Type 
Number 

See 
Foot- 
note Structure or Function 

Salient 
Characteristic Issue Page 

1A5GT 
1A7GT 
1B7G* 
1B7GT* 
1B8GT* 
1C5GT* 
1D8GT* 

Power Amplifier Pentode 
Pentagrid Converter 
Pentagrid Converter 
Pentagrid Converter 
Diode Triode Beam PA 
Power Amplifier Pentode 
Diode Triode PA Pentode 

P. = 1 

g. = 250 
n. = 350 
a. = 350 
P. _ .21 
P. = .24 
P. _ .2 

Feb 40 
Feb 40 
Feb 40 
Nov 39 
Nov 39 
Feb 40 
Dec 39 

5.2 
53 
54 
73 
72 
52 
57 

1E4G Triode µ = 14 Mar 40 65 
1G6G* Twin PA Triode (B) P. = .675 Mar 40 68 
1G6GT* Twin PA Triode (B) P. = .675 Nov 39 89 
1G4G Triode µ = 9 Mar 40 69 
1G4GT Triode µ = 9 Nov 39 69 
1H5GT Diode- Triode µ = 65 Feb 40 52 
1LA4 (GL) Power Amplifier Pentode P. = .115 Jan 40 66 
1LB4 (GL) Power Amplifier Pentode P. = .2 Nov 39 72 
1L114 (GL) Diode Triode µ = 65 Jan 40 66 
1LN5 (GL) It-F Pentode 8.. = 800 Jan 40 64 
1LA6 (GL) Pentagrid Converter o. = 250 Jan 40 64 
1N5GT R -F Pentode o.. = 750 Feb 40 52 
1N6G Diode PA Pentode P. _ .1 Feb 40 50 
1N6GT Diode -Power Amplifier P. = .1 Dec 39 57 
1P5G R -F Pentode, rco g.. = 800 Feb 40 53 
1P5GT R -F Pentode, reo ti.. = 800 Dec 39 55 
1Q5G* Beam Power Amplifier P. _ .27 Mar 40 66 
1Q5GT* Beam Power Amplifier P. = .27 Feb 40 53 
1R5 (GB) Pentagrid Converter a. = 250 Jan 40 58 
1S4* (GB) Power Amplifier Pentode P. = .065 Jan 40 58 
1S5 (GB) Diode Pentode o.. = 525 Jan 40 58 
1T4 (GB) R -F Pentode, rco o. = 750 Jan 40 58 
1T5GT Beam Power Amplifier P. = .17 Jan 40 62 
3A8GT ** Diode -Triode Pentode o,. = 750 Nov 39 74 
3C5GT ** Power Amplifier Pentode P. = .26 Dec 39 53 
3Q5GT ** Beam Power Amplifier P. = .27 Dec 39 56 

All filament ratings are 1.4 volts, .05 amps except as indicated by * = 1.4 
volts, .10 amps. ** = 1.4 volts. .10 amps or 2.8 volts, .05 amps. 

Filament Types for Use with Power 
Supplies Other Than Dry Batteries 

2V3G 
2W3GT 
2X2/879 
5W4GT 

Half -Wave Rectifier 
Half -Wave Rectifier 
Half -Wave Rectifier 
Full Wave Rectifier 

id. _ _ 

e., = 4500 
id. = 90 

Mar 40 
Dee 39 
Nov 39 
Nov 39 

69 
54 
70 
73 

Unipotential Cathode Types 

6Aß7 (M) R -F Pentode, reo g,. = 5000 Feb 40 55 
6AC5GT Triode Power Amplifier P. = 3.7 Feb 40 54 
6AC7 (M) R -F Pentode, sco o.. = 9000 Feb 40 55 

6AE5GT Triode p = 4.2 Nov 39 73 
8AF5G Triode µ = 7.4 Feb 40 52 

AF7G fs Tuning Indicator Feb 40 51 

6AG7 (M) Beam Amplifier o., = 7700 Feb 40 51 

6AL6G Beam Power Amplifier P. = 6.5 Nov 39 71 
6C5GT Triode e = 20 Dec 39 53 
6E8G fs Triode -Hexode o. = 630 Dec 39 53 

6H4GT Single Diode Jan 40 66 

58 

See 
Type Foot - 

Number note 
Salient 

Structure or Function Characteristic Issue Page 

61I8G fs Double Diode Pentode o. = 2400 
6K8GT Triode -Hexode, reo o. = 350 
6M8GT fs Diode, Triode, Pentode om = 1900 6P5GT Triode µ 
6R7GT Double Diode Triode µ = 16 

6SA7GT Pentagrid Converter a` 
6SF5GT Triode µ 0 

= 
421000 

6SJ7GT R -F Pentode, seo gm 

6SK7GT R -F Pentode, reo om = 2000 
88Q7G Double Diode Triode µ = 100 
6SQ7GT Double Diode Triode µ = 

= 100 
5500 6T6 fs (GM) R -F Pentode gm 

6V6GT Beam Power Amplifier P. = 4.25 
6W6GT Beam Power Amplifier P. = 3.3 
6Y8GT Beam Power Amplifier P. 3.6 
7A4 (CAL) Triode p = 20 
7A5 (GL) Power Amplifier Pentode P. = 1.9 
7A7LM R -F Pentode, rco g.. = 2000 
7B5 (GL) PA Pentode P. = 3.4 
7B6 (GL) Double Diode Triode µ = 100 
7B8 (GL) Pentagrid Converter t. = 550 
7C5 (GL) Beam Power Amplifier P. 4.25 
7C7 (GL) R -F Pentode gm = 1300 
7E6 (GL) Double Diode Triode µ 
7E7 (GL Double Diode Pentode om 

7F7 (GL Double Triode g.. 
7J7 (GL Triode -Hexode g. 
7Q7 (GL) Pentagrid Converter g, 
12A6 (M) Beam Power Amplifier P. 
12A8G Pentagrid Converter, reo g. 
12A8GT Pentagrid Converter, reo o. 
12B7 (GL) R -F Pentode, reo gm 

12B7 (ML) R-F Pentode, reo re. 
12B8GT Triode- Pentode g.. 
12C8 (M) Double Diode Pentode g, 
12E5GT Triode µ 
12F5GT Triode µ 
12G7G Double diode triode µ 
12J5G Triode µ 
12J7GT R -F Pentode, seo gm 

12K7GT R -F Pentode, rco g+.. 

12K7G R -F Pentode, reo om 

12K8GT Triode -Hexode o. 
12K8 (M) Triode -Hexode g 
12Q7GT Double Diode Triode µ 
12Q7G Double Diode Triode v 
12SA7 (M) Pentagrid Converter g. 
12SA7GT Pentagrid Converter o. 
12SC7 (M) Twin Triode µ 
12SF5GT Triode M 

12SF5 (M) Triode 
12SQ7 (M) Double Diode Triode 
12SQ7GT Double Diode Triode 
12SR7 (M) Double Diode Triode 
12SK7 (M) R -F Pentode, reo 
12SK7GT R -F Pentode, rco 
12SJ7 (M) R -F Pentode, eco 
12SJ7GT R -F Pentode, sco 
14J7 fs (GL) Triode -Hexode, reo 
20J8 fs (GM) Triode -Heptode 
25AC5GT Power Amplifier Triode 
25B8GT Triode, Pentode 
25C6G Beam Power Amplifier P. = 6 

25D8GT Diode, Triode, Pentode, rco o.. = 1800 
25X6GT Rectifier Doubler ice = 60 
25Y4GT Half -Wave Rectifier ia. = 75 
25Z4GT Half -Wave Rectifier ia. = 125 
32L7GT Rectifier Beam PA P. = 1 

35A5LT Beam Power Amplifier P. = 1.5 
35L6G Beam Power Amplifier P. = 1.5 
35Z3LT Half -Wave Rectifier id. = 100 
35Z5GT Half -Wave Rectifier ii, = 100 
35Z5G Half -Wave Rectifier ia. = 100 
45Z5GT Half -Wave Rectifier is . = 100 
40Z5/45Z5GT Identical with 45Z5(GT) 
5006G Beam Power Amplifier P. = 6 
50L6GT Beam Power Amplifier P. = 1.75 
50Y6GT Rectifier Doubler ia. = 85 
50Z7G Rectifier Doubler ia. = 65 
70A7GT Rectifier Beam PA P. = 1.5 
70L7GT Rectifier Beam PA P. = 1.8 

117Z6G Full Wave Rectifier id. = 60 
117Z6GT Full Wave Rectifier is, = 60 
117L7GT Rectifier Beam PA P. _ .55 

Dec 39 57 
Feb 40 55 
Nov 39 72 
Feb 40 54 
Dec 39 53 
Feb 40 55 
Jan 40 64 
Jan 40 60 
Jan 40 60 
Nov 39 73 
Jan 40 60 
Nov 39 73 
Nov 39 69 
Dec 39 55 
Jan 40 62 
Feb 40 54 
Jan 40 66 
Nov 39 75 
Mar 40 69 
Mar 40 67 
Mar 40 66 
Mar 40 66 
Feb 40 56 

= 16 Feb 40 51 
= 1300 Dec 39 55 
= 2(1600) Dec 39 55 
= 310 Nov 39 69 
= 450 Nov 39 71 
= 2.5 Dec 39 51 
= 550 Jan 40 62 
= 500 Mar 40 69 
= 2000 Dec 39 55 
= 2000 Nov 39 71 
= 1800 Mar 40 65 
- 1325 Mar 40 65 
= 14 Nov 39 70 
= 100 Mar 40 66 
= 70 Feb 40 51 
= 20 Feb 40 53 
= 1225 Mar 40 67 
= 1450 Mar 40 67 
= 1650 Jan 40 67 
= 350 Nov 39 75 
= 350 Dec 39 52 
= 70 Mar 0 68 
= 70 Mar 40 68 
= 450 Mar 40 64 
= 450 Feb 40 51 
= 70 Mar 40 64 
= 100 Jan 40 64 

µ = 100 Nov 39 75 
µ = 100 Mar 40 64 
µ = 100 Jan 40 60 
µ = 16 Dec 39 51 
om = 2000 Mar 40 64 
g.. = 2000 Jan 40 64 
g.m 

= 1650 
Mar 

n 40 
40 

60 
o. = 310 Nov 39 71 
g. = 270 Nov 39 75 
P. = 2.0 Nov 39 72 
om = 2000 Feb 40 54 

Jan 40 66 
Feb 40 56 
Feb 40 56 
Dec 39 54 
Dec 39 54 
Mar 40 69 
Nov 39 74 
Jan 40 67 
Nov 40 74 
Mar 40 66 
Jan 40 62 
Feb 40 53 
Feb 40 50 
Dee 39 51 
Feb 40 56 
Dec 39 56 
Dec 39 56 
Dec 39 57 
Feb 40 56 
Jan 40 62 
Nov 39 68 
Nov 39 74 

Picture Tubes 
Type 

Number Deflection 

3AP1 Electrostatic Jan 40 67 

3AP4 Electrostatic Jan 40 67 

5AP1 Electrostatic Feb 40 55 

5A4 Electrostatic Feb 40 55 

5BP1 Electrostatic Jan 40 67 

5BP4 Electrostatic Jan 40 66 

7AP4 Magnetic Dec 34 52 

9AP4 Magnetic Jan 40 66 

12AP4 Magnetic Jan 40 66 

Withdrawals 

Registration of the following tube types was withdrawn on the dates shown: 

(G) September 8, 1939 
(CL) September 8, 1939 

December 18. 1939 
December 18, 1939 

7D7 
21A7 

2Z3 
83V 
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NATIONAL RESEARCH CREATES NEW PRODUCTS * NEW MARKETS 

Jranhfurlers 
MIRACLE GRILLED 

Now Cooked Better.. 

Electrically 
timz,,,,k to 

HENOLITEr 
mi Laminated BAKELITE 

LOTHE "Miracle Grill" made by 
Miracle Appliance Co., Cressona, 
Pa., cooks hot dogs electrically in 

45 seconds. A current is passed through them 
which cooks the frankfurter from the inside 
out, sealing in the flavor and making them far 
more delicious than when cooked by the 
ordinary method. 

The facings of the grill are made of black 
mirror -finish Phenolite, which not only acts 
as electric insulation, but greatly adds to the 
appearance of the product. The Phenolite 
facings are easy to keep fresh and clean. 

Steam and other vapors from the cooking 
frankfurters do not damage this surface and 
may be instantly wiped away. To protect and 
insulate the metal prongs which hold the hot 
dogs, little sleeves of National Vulcanized 
Fibre are used. 

Here, again, a new product - doing an old 
job better - is created - thanks to the unusual 
combination of qualities of Phenolite and 
National Fibre. Our technical staff's broad 
experience in the application of these versatile 
materials is available to you on any problem. 
Call or write us. 

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY 
FOUNDED 

7 873 

WII.MINr.TON DELAWAiiZ NATIONAL FVULCANIZED IBRE These NATIONAL Products have a Cost -Cutting Application in your 
field. We can make it easy for you to select the right product and grade. 

PHNOLITE(' 
minated BAKELITE 
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PRESTO offers a new 

Dual Turntable Transcription Recorder 
complete in a single Tanit 

THIS new, moderately priced 
Presto Model F recorder 

makes the perfect installation 
for broadcasting stations, col- 
leges, advertising agencies and 
personal recording studios. It 
records continuously, without in- 
terruption, on records up to the 
17+" master size and also re- 
records from one record to 
another. The quality of the re- 
cordings made on the model F 
recorder makes them suitable 
for use by any broadcasting 
station. 

NOTE THESE OPERATING CON- 

VENIENCES: 
The exclusive Presto rubber -rimmed 

turntable driven directly by a steel pulley 
on the motor shaft, a drive system that 
eliminates idler wheels, belts, gears and 
other parts subject to rapid wear. Speed 
shift -lever changes instantly from 78 to 
33 -1/3 R.P.M. 

Tables are equipped with the Presto 

PRESTO 

1 -C high fidelity cutting head which re- 
cords uniformly a range from 50 to 8000 

cycles and completely modulates the 
groove at a pitch of 112 lines per inch. 

A vertical damper eliminates vertical 
modulation in the groove and prevents 
rapid changes in groove depth due to sur- 
face irregularities in the disc. 

A time scale on the cutting arm shows 
the correct starting point for all sizes of 
discs and elapsed recording time at both 
78 to 33 -1/3 R.P.M. 

Amplifier gain 125 DB, output 10 watts, 
Amplifier controls include a two micro- 
phone mixer, playback gain control, com- 
bination control which increases the high 
frequency response for 33 -1/3 R.P.M. 
recording and attenuates the high fre- 
quencies when playing commercial rec- 
ords, low frequency equalizer and a 
switch for changing instantaneously be- 
tween cutters for continuous recording 
or rerecording. 

The complete equipment mounts in a 
wood table (Length, 67 "- Depth, 21 "- 
Height, 49 ") attractively finished in two 
tones of gray with silver trim. Height 
of turntable above floor level, 32 ". 

For descriptive folder and price quota- 
tions, write: 

RECORDING CORPORATION 
242 West 55th St. New York, N. Y. 

Attention is called to the increasing 
use of a suffix appended to the con- 
ventional tube type number to indicate 
some of the mechanical characteristics 
of the tube type. The significance of 
these suffixes is given below. It should 
be noted, however, that where in the 
above the suffix appears under the 
heading "Type Number" the suffix will 
be commonly found to be included in 
the labelling and branding of all tubes 
of the type described. Where the suffix 
appears in the next column it may not 
appear in the tube labelling but is so 
shown in the records and publications 
of the Data Bureau and others. 

Octal Base Types 
(M) Metal Envelope and Octal 

Base 
G Glass Envelope and Octal 

Base 
(GM) Metal Coated Glass Envelope 

and Octal Base 
GT Short (T -9) Glass Envelope 

and Octal Base 
Locking Base Types 

(GL) Integral (T -9) Glass Envel- 
ope and Base (loktal) 

(ML) Integral (T -9) Metal Envel- 
ope and Base 

LM (MT -8) Metal Envelope and 
Octalox Base 

LT (T -9) Glass Envelope and 
Octalox Base 

(GB) Integral (T -5 -4) Glass En- 
velope and Base 

In addition to the indication of the 
mechanical characteristics of the tube 

RADIO RUNS ON GAS 

Natural gas drives an electric gen- 
erator to power the radio receiver 
shown above. This experimental 
unit, sponsored by H. Carl Wolf, 
Natural Gas Company executive, 
has not yet been developed to a 
point of practical use in the home 
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H E R S E S S E N T A 

FULL RANG 
SPEAKER E M1P 

A Complete New line 
of Jensen Products of Commanding 

Character and Magnitude 

NEW High Frequency Speakers Low 
Frequency Speakers Multicellular Horns 
Dividing Networks .... and accessories 

Combined into 3 Basic Systems: 

Type B ... For Type G and E ... For 
largest audiences. smaller audiences. 

NEW CATALOG 
ATechnical Catalog describing these new 
developments is now available. Ask your 
Jensen Distributor or write for your copy. 

444.4 zvo 

.rw=itettrwt, 
Ital leer 
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There's Technique To 

TURBO 
VARNISHED TUBING SATURATED SLEEVING 

"Nature's supreme contribution to the domain of varnish 
dielectric value. 

A fabricating technique 
built -up over more than 
sixty years of flexible var- 
nished tubing manufactur- 
ing experience - tech- 
nique in the selection of 
the raw cotton, com- 
pounding insulating var- 
nishes, and in the art of 
impregnation. 

All of which results in var- 
nished tubing and sleev- 
ing possessing those vitally 
technical properties -su- 
perlatively possessing, we 
say, which mean complete 
and practical insulation 
for all forms of standard 
electrical conductors. 

FIVE REASONS WHY... 

Dielectric values and constants unsurpassed. 

Flexibility to a degree to withstand every 
practical requirement in bending, twisting and 
other assembly operations. 

Rapid snaking and fishing by virtue of Turbo's 
exclusive inside impregnation feature. 

Resistant qualities to hydrostatic and electro- 
chemical influences. 

Tensile strength unrivalled because of the orig- 
inally selected weave of cotton and its sup- 
plementary reinforcement by flexibility consti- 
tuted impregnation varnishes of a Lung oil* 
base. 

While heretofore such a superb combination of properties 
was to be found only in one manufacturing source so located as 

to require importation if the product was to be utilized in 

America. 

Now we have embodied the technique of the process -lock, 
stock and barrel -in a plant of our own in which the superb 
product stamped Turbo is branded in the U. S. A. 

As always, slttpnu vtt the same day win-front the largest to the smtallest -is r rd 

William BRAND & Company 
276 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 
217 No. DESPLAINES ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 

MICA PLATE AND PRODUCTS - VARNISHED OIL TUBING, SATURATED 

SLEEVING, VARNISHED CAMBRIC, CLOTHS AND COMPOSITES 

types, there is indicated in the second 
column by the symbol "fs" the fact 
that the tube type is registered for 
foreign service, either by a foreign or 
a U. S. manufacturer. 

Tube Registry 
Tube Types Registered by R.M.A. Data 

Bureau During January 1940 

Type 6F6 (GT) 

Prototype 6F6 

POWER amplifier pentode; heater type; 
(T -9) glass envelope; seated height 21 

inches (max) ; 7 pin octal base. 

Ef =6.3v 
If = 0.7 amp 

E, = E,22.50v 
E,, = -16.5 v 
I,o = 34 ma 
I,o = 6.5 ma 

= 80,000 ohms 
gm = 2,500 µmhos 
R, = 7,000 ohms 
Po = 3.2 watts (8 %) 

Basing 7 -S 

Type 6M7 (G) 

FOREIGN service, r -f pentode, remote 
cutoff; heater type; (ST -12) glass en- 
velope; seated height 31 inches (max) ; 

7 pin octal base. 

Ef 6.3 y 
If = 0.3 amp 

E, = 250 v 
Ea = 125 volts 
E,, = -2.5 v 
I, = 10.5 ma 
I,, = 2.8 ma p = 3400 -mhos 
re = 0.9 megohm 

C.,, = 6.3 µf 
Co., = 11 µµf 
Cep = 0.001 µµf 

Basing 7 -It 

Type 6S6 (GT) 
R -F pentode, remote cutoff; heater 
type; (T -9) glass envelope; seated 
height 3i inches (max) ; 5 pin octal 
base. 

Ef = 6.3 V 
If = 0.45 amp 
E, = 250 V 
Ea = 100 v 
E,t = =2v 
Ip = 13 ma 

Ic2 = 3 ma 
ym = 4000 µmhos 

= 0.35 megohm 
C.,. = 7 µµf 
Coe, = 6.4 µµf 
Cee = 0.01µµf 

Basing 6 -AV 

Type 1LB6 (GL) 

FOREIGN service, heptode- converter; 
filament type; (T -9) glass envelope - 
base; seated height 21 inches, (max) ; 

8 pin loktal base. 

Ef = 1.4 v 
If = 0.05 amp 

E, = 90 v 
E,s =Ov 

E,2,4 = 67.5 v 
E,, = 0 v 
I, = 0.4 ma 

I,2,4 = 2.2 ma 
p, = 100 µmhos 
re = 2 megohms c,= 3.8µµf 

C.foo, = 
Basing 8 -AX 
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Type 6AB5/6N5 
Originally 6AB5 and 6N5 

TRIODE- tuning indicator; heater type; 
(T -9) glass envelope; seated height 
3j1, inches (max) ; 6 pin base. 

Ef =6.3v 
If = 0.15 amp E = ET = 135 v 
Ip =0.5ma 
E, =Ov 
IT = 2 ma ( approx) 

..'hadow Angle = 0° ® 
-10 v (approx) 

Shadow Angle = 90' ® 
0 v (approx) 

Basing 6 -R 

Type 7G7/1232 (GL) 

Originally 1232 

R -F pentode, sharp cutoff; heater type; 
(T -9) integral glass envelope -base; 
seated height 21 inches (max) ; 8 pin 
loktal base. 

Ef = 7.0 v 
If = 0.48 amp 

En = 250 v 
E,m = 100v 
Ea = -2 v 
Ip =6ma 
Is = 2 ma 
re = 0.8 megolun 

(approx) 
G,,, = 4.500 µmhos 

= 9.0 µµf 
C° = 7.0 µµf 
Cep = 0.007 µµf 

Basing 8 -V 

Type 7B4 (GL) 

Prototype 6F5 (M) 

HIGH mu triode; heater type; (T -9) 
integral glass envelope -base; seated 
height 2¡ inches (max); 8 pin loktal 
base. 

Ef = 7.0 v 
If = 0.32 amp 

E,, = 250 v 
E _ -2 v 
Ip =0.9ma 
rs = 66,000 ohms 
µ = 100 

G = 1,500 mhos 
C;, = 3.6 µµf 

C.,e = 3.4 µµf 
Cep = 1.6 µµf 

Basing 5-AC 

FCC MEMBERS SEE FIELD 
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT 

Ralph Beal, James L. Fly, and Dr. 
Charles B. Jolliffe, inspecting re- 
cently developed light -weight, port- 
able television field equipment 

ELECTRONICS - March 1940 

ELECTRIC CONTROLS 

EVERY item in the line of Ward Leonard Controls is ari 
outstanding product of sound engineering, practical 

designing and careful manufacture . . . each planned to 
meet a specific set of conditions in industry. The absolute 
dependability and ruggedness of Ward Leonard Controls 
make them ideal controls to be built into machines and 
equipment the maintenance of which is expensive or difficult. 

Bulletins available describing 
RELAYS RHEOSTATS RESISTORS CONTACTORS 
SPEED REGULATORS MOTOR STARTERS VOLTAGE REGULATORS 

WARD LEONARD 
Electric Control Devices Since 1 8 9 2 

Ward Leonard Electric Co., 32 South Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 

Please send me bulletin describing 

Name 

Firm.... 

Address 

City State 
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SEND US YOUR "SPECS" 
and Get the Right Unit! 
Ohmite Engineers, with their wide, 
specialized experience, can help you 
solve your resistance problems quickly, 
dependably, economically! Just send 
in your "specs" -often the right 
Rheostat, Resistor, or Tap Switch can 
be found in the wide range of Ohmite 
stock types and sizes. Or, special units 
can be made -to -order promptly to 
meet your requirements. 

OHMITE RHEOSTATS are un- 
equalled for permanently smooth, 
gradual close control. All- porcelain 
vitreous enamel construction- nothing 
to smoke, char, shrink or shift. 9 
sizes from 25 to 1000 watts. * 
OHMITE RESISTORS are accurately 
wire -wound and permanently pro- 
tected by OHMITE Vitreous Enamel. 
Available in Fixed or Adjustable, 
Regular or Non -Inductive, General - 
Purpose or Precision types. * 
OHMITE NEW TAP SWITCHES - 
for better circuit switching. All - 
enclosed ceramic construction,. with 
silver -to- silver contacts and "slow - 
break" quick -make action. Four sizes 
from 10 to 75 Amperes, 240 V.A.C. 

Put Your Problem up to Ohmite 
or Send Today for Catalog 17. 

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
4818 Flournoy Street * Chicago, U. S. A. 

ee, 144Jan:a FBiOTE 
R H E O S T A T S R E S I S T O R S T A P S W I T C H E S 
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Tube Types Registered by R.M.A. Data 
Bureau During January and February 

1939 

Type 12SA7 (M) 

PENTAGRID converter, heater type metal 
envelope, octal base, 8 pins. 

En = 12.6 v 
In = .15 amp 

ED = 250 v 
E.2,4 = 100 v E,3=-2v 

Ip =3.4ma 
I,2,4 = 8 ma 

G. = 450 µmhos 
Rp = .8 megohms 

Basing 8-R 

Type 12SC7 (M) 

TWIN triode, heater type metal envel- 
ope, octal base, 8 pins. 

En = 12.6 v 
Is = .15 amp 

E = 250 v (max) 
E, _ -2.0v 
ID = 2.0 ma (per 

plate) 
Gm = 2 (1325) µmhos R = 53,000 ohms 

Basing 8 -S 

Type 12SJ7 (M) 

PENTODE, sharp cut -off, heater type, 
metal envelope, octal base, 8 pins. 

En = 12.6 v 
Za = .15 amp 
Bp = 250 v (max) 

E,s = 100 y (max) 
E. = -3v 
ID = 3.0 ma 
I.s = 0.8 ma 
Gm = 1650 µmhos 
Ry = 1.5 megohms 

Basing 8-N 

Type 12SK7 (M) 

PENTODE, remote cut -off, heater type, 
metal envelope, octal base, 8 pins. 

En = 12.6 v 
In =.15amp 

E9 = 250 v (max) 
E,s = 100 v (max) E.=-3v 
Ip = 9.2 ma 
I,s = 2.4 ma 
G., = 2000 mhos 
R, = 0.8 megohms 

Basing 8-N 

Type 12SQ7 (M) 

DOUBLE -DIODE, high mu triode, heater 
type, metal envelope, octal base, 8 pins. 

E,. = 12.6 v 
I5 = .15 amp 
E, =250v 
E. = -2v 
I, = 0.9 ma 

Gm = 1100 µmhos 
R, = 91,000 ohms 

Basing 8 -Q 
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Type 1E4 (G) 
TRIODE, filament type, glass envelope, 
octal base, 8 pins. 

Ef = 1.4 v 
It = .05 amp 

Ey = 90 y 
E, = -3v 
I,, = 1.5 ma 
g,, = 825 pmhos 
rp = 17,000 ohms 

Basing 5 -S 

Type 12C8 (M) 

DOUBLE -DIODE pentode, heater type, 
metal envelope, octal base, 8 pins. 

En = 12.6 v 
Ih = .15 amp 

Ep = 250 y 
E<: = 125 v 
E< = -3 v 
Ip = lO ma 

I<t = 2.3 ma 
g s = 1325 e.mhos 
rn = .6 megohms 

Basing 8-E 

Type 12B8 (GT) 
TRIODE -PENTODE, heater type, bantam 
glass envelope, octal base, 8 pins. 

Eh = 12.6 y 
1h =.3amp 

TRIODE 
gm = 2400 pmhos 
ry = 37,000 ohms 

PENTODE 
9m = 1800 pmhos 
re = 0.2 megohm 

Basing 8 -T 

KDKA CHANGES TUBES 
AUTOMATICALLY 

The new 50 -kw transmitter of 
KDKA, at Allison Park, Pa. includes 
among its many features, an auto- 
matic relay shift which banishes 
interruptions of broadcasts due to 
rectifier tube failures. In the fore- 
ground, above, are rectifier tubes 
which are cut into the circuit, as 
required, by automatic tube chang- 
ing relays shown in the back- 
ground. Manual changing of tubes 

is thereby eliminated 

ELECTRONICS - March 1940 

AMATEUR - BROADCAST - COMMERCIAL - 
DIATHERMY - ELECTRONICS - FILM-SOUND ... . 

cad so on through the alphabet of transmitting Labe asplications, UNITED enjoys th 
favor of prafessional users. 

For instance type BW -l1 (834 above shown, is purchased it large 
epantities under contact with us by the U. S. Civil Aeronautics 
Authority- for airway marker and beacon transmitters. 

Leading broadcasting stations equip a generous -cumber of their 
scckets with preferred types of UNITED triodes ani rectifiers- 

The medical profession with radio hea_ing egLipment, motion 
picture theatres, and the nat =on's giganic industries come to 
UNITED ELECTRON :CS COMPANY for power tubes. There are 
5C types to select from, and your inquiries are c3rdially invited. 

- UNITED ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
42 Spring Street Cable Newark. N. 
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IN MANY OF AMERICA'S MOST FAMOUS PRODUCTS 

== lii1IPUUUUI(ql!1 

. . 

mffitl Pitim 

SPRINGS BY HUNTER ARE STANDARD . . . 

401.00- 

SAFEGUARDING QUALITY AND GOODWILL . . . 

AMA t . 

YET HOLDING DOWN COSTS, INCREASING PROFITS 

SEE HOW YOU CAN SAVE WITH 

e 

by Hunter 
HUNTER PRESSED STEEL CO.. LANSDALE,PA. 

Write us today -No obligation whatsoever. 

NEW 1 -INCH PORTABLES 
FOR LABORATORY COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL TESTING 

7 -Inch Instrument 
with 6 -Inch Scale. 

Standard and Special 

Ranges. 

Mirror Scale Avoids 

Parallax in Readings. 

Oak Carrying Case 

with Detachable 
Cover. 

Special Design to 
Assure Quick, Accu- 

rate Readings. 
Models 725.735 Portables may be obtained In 
standard and special ranges, Including instruments of 
extreme sensitivity for laboratory use-as well as those 
for general commercial and industrial testing purposes. The large 7 -Inch 
instrument has a long six -Inch mirror scale, maximum dial opening, and 
knife -edge pointer to assure quick accurate readings. Accuracy within I% 
( %s% for many ranges). Mirror scale eliminates parallax in readings. 
Available in microammeters, milliammeters, ammeters, voltmeters, millivolt - 
meters, thermo -ammeters -multiple or single ranges. Case is quarter -sawed 

golden oak, II "x9"x4 ", with handle and detachable cover. Black molded 
panel. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE -Section 233, Harmon Drive 
Write for details on your 

needs. 

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., Bluffton, Ohio 
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Type 7C5 (GL) 
POWER amplifier tetrode, heater type, 
glass base envelope, loctal base, 8 pins. 

E n = 7 v 
In = 48 amp 
Ep = 250 v (max) 

E.2 = 250 v (max) 
E . _ -12.5 v 
ID =45ma 
I.2 = 4.5 ma 
gm = 4100 ;cellos 
R, = 5000 ohms 
P. = 4.25jwatts (6 %) 

Basing 6 -AA 

Type 1Q5 (G) 
BEAM power amplifier, filament type, 
glass envelope, octal base, 8 pins. 

Ef =1.4v 
I, =.1amp 

Ep = 90 v 
E.2 =90v 
E. = -4.5 v 
Ip = 9.5 ma 
L2 = 1.6 ma 
pm = 2100 limbos 
RI = 8000 ohms 
Po = .27 watts (71%) 

Basing 6 -AF 

Type 7B8 (GL) 

PENTAGRID converter, heater type, glass 
base envelope, loctal base, 8 pins. 

E n = 7 v 
I,, = .32 amp 
E, = 250 v (max) 

E.2,5 = 100 v (max) 
E.2 = 250 v (max) 
E. = -3.0 IT (min) 
Ip = 3.5 ma 

I.s,s = 2.7 ma 
p. = 550 µmhos 
rp = .36 megohms 

Basing 8-X 

Type 35Z5 (GT) 

RECTIFIER- BALLAST, heater type, ban- 
tam glass envelope, octal base, 6 pins. 

En = 35 y 
In = .15amp 

RECTIFIER 
E,. = 125 y (max) 
Ide = 100 ma (max) 

BALLAST 
Epoo.e = 6.3 y 
I p; i., = 150 ma 

Basing 6 -AD 

Type 12F5 (GT) 

HIGH mu triode; heater type; (T -9) 
glass envelope, seated height 2i inches; 
5 pin octal base. 

En = 12.6 v 
In = 0.15 amp 
E, = 250 v (max) 
E._ -2.0v 
I, = 0.9 ma 
rp = 66000 ohms 
µ = 100 

Basing 5 -M 
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Type 12J7 (GT) 
R -F pentode, sharp cutoff; heater type; 
(T -9) glass envelope; 7 pin octal base. 

Eh = 12.6 v 
Ih = 0.15 amp 

Ep = 250 y (max) 
E<x = 100 v 
E< = -3.0 v I, = 3.0 ma 
9m = 1650 micromhos 
rp = 1.5 megohms 

Basing 7-R 

Type 12K7 (GT) 
R -F pentode, remote cutoff; heater 
type; (T -9) glass envelope; 7 pin octal 
base. 

Eh = 12.6 v 
Ih = 0.15 amp 
E, = 250 v (max) 
E<x = 100 v 
E. _ -3.0 v 
Ip = 7.0 ma 
r, = 0.8 megohm 

Bm = 1450 micromhos 
Basing 7-R 

Type 7B6 (GL) 
DOUBLE -DIODE triode, heater type, glass 
base envelope, loctal base, 8 pins. 

Eh = 7 v 
Ih = .32 amp 
E, = 250 v (max) 
E< _ -2.0 v I, = 0.9 ma 
pn = 1100 mhos r, = 91,000 ohms 

Basing 8 -W 

AIRCRAFT ENGINE SHOWN 
ON TELEVISION PROGRAM 

An NBC camera man is shown 
training the television camera on 
an electrically operated. cutaway 
1110 hp Wright Cyclone engine in 
a recent telecast marking the first 
television broadcast of its kind in 

the United States 
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tD REMEMBER 

WHEN YOU 

BUY TUBES 

Just two of the many advantages of Speer 
Graphite Anodes for radio transmitting 
and rectifying tubes are all you need 
to keep in mind when you buy tules. 

OGraphite (processed carbon) 
has higher thermal conductivity 

than any other available anode ma- 
terial. This means that tubes with 
SPEER Graphite Anodes radiate 
heat faster, therefore prevent hot 
spots, warping and fusing of anodes. 
In turn this permits use of smaller 
elements in the tubes, reducing in- 
ter- electrode capacities, promoting 
successful operation at higher fre- 
quencies. 

@SPEER Graphite Anodes will 
not even soften, warp or cfis- 

tort at temperatures that melt metal 
anodes. This enables tube mar_u- 
facturers to degas tubes with 
SPEER Graphite Anodes at higher 
temperatures than when metal 
anodes are used. The result is 
greater assurance of a gas free tube. 
This result is further insured by the 
fact that graphite absorbs gases that 
may be given off by other tube 
elements. 

For tubes that "can take it ", live long and pre- 

serve their original characteristics, buy the prod- 

ucts of manufacturers who give you SPEER 
Graphite Anodes in their tubes. 

SPEER CARBON COMPANY 
ST. MARYS, PA. CHICAGO CLEVELAND DETROIT MILWAUKEE NEW YORK PITTSBURGH 
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SENSITIVE ELECTRONIC 

AC VOLTMETER 
MODEL 300 

New operating principle. 
10- 150,000 cycles. 

I millivolt to 100 volts in five 
ranges (to 1,000 and 10,000 
volts with multiplier). 
Logarithmic voltage scale 
and uniform decibel scale. 

A -C operation, 115 or 230 
volts, 50 -60 cycles (rack 
mounting and battery -oper- 
ated models also available). 
Permanent calibration, unaf- 
fected by variation in line 
voltage, tubes, etc. Accuracy 
2 %. 

Can also be used as an ampli- 
fier (70 DB gain) flot to 100,- 
000 cycles. 

MODEL 505 

ARTIFICIAL EAR 

For use with Model 300 Voltmeter for 
measurements of the efficiency and fre- 
quency response characteristics of tele- 
phone receivers and hearing aids. Com- 
prises rubber enclosed auricular cavity 
and canal, acoustical resistance and a 
microphone to indicate the acoustical 
pressure developed. Suitable for both 
research and production testing. 

Write for Bulletin 6A 

Ballantine Laboratories, Inc. 
BOONTON NEW JERSEY 
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Type 12Q7 (GT) 
DOUBLE diode, high mu triode; heater 
type, (T -9) glass envelope, 7 pin octal 
base. 

Eh = 12.6 v 
Is = 0.15 amp E = 250 v (max) 
E, = - 3.0 y I = 1.1 ma 
µ = 70 

re = 58000 ohms 
Basing 7 -V 

Type 1G6G 
CLASS B amplifier, filament type, (T -9) 
glass envelope, seated height 3176 

inches (max), 8 pin octal base. 

Er = 1.4 v 
Ir = 0.10 amp 
E, = 00 v 
E, = 0v 
I, = 1.0 ma (per 

triode) 
r9 = 45000 ohms 
gm = 675 ',mhos 

Basing 7 -AB 

FOG -PIERCING EYE FOR 
PLANES 

are the only recording blanks homogeneously 
coated by precision machines to a thickness 
uniform within .0005 inch. Like a plate glass 
mirror the surface of an AUDIODISC is free 
from swirls, "orange- peel," and imbedded 
foreign matter. The exclusive AUDIODISC 
coating formula records with 

Lower surface noise 
Better "high" response 
Engineered thread action 
Longer playing life 

All types and sizes. Competitive Prices. AUDIO - 
POINTS for cutting and playing. Write for further 
information. 

The No. 136 and 
137 Series also 
have four types of 
terminals with same 
terminal arrange- 
ments as No. 135 

Series. Made up in 
panels of two or 
more terminals. 

Guy Ball, exhibiting a newly in- 

vented instrument which, it is 
claimed, will enable aircraft pilots 
to see through fog. The device op- 
erates as a miniature television sys- 
tem to provide a picture of the 
terrain below the plane. on the 
screen of a cathode ray tube. 
Demonstrations have been given 
showing the effectiveness of the 
device to "see through" infrared 
filters, but field tests under actual 

operation are still to be made 

Our line of standard parts is constantly 
being increased to give you the most 
complete service for Terminal Panels, 
Terminals, Plugs, Sockets, etc. Specials 
also made to your blue print. Write for 

new catalog today. Address Dept. 10. 

HOWARD B. JONES 
2300 WABANSIA AVENUE, 

CHICAGO ILLINOIS 
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Type 1G4G 
TRIODE voltage amplifier, filament type, 
(T -9) glass envelope, seated height 3 

(max) 7 pin octal base. 

Ef =1.4v 
Ip = 0.050 amp 

Ep = 90 y 
Ee = -6.0 v 
Ip = 2.3 ma 
ga = 825 µmho. 

µ = 8.8 
Basing 5 -S 

Type 2V3 (G) 
HALF -WAVE high -vacuum rectifier; 
(ST -12) glass envelope, 6 pin octal 
base. 

Epeak ,n = 16500 v 
Ip peak e12 ma (max) 

2 ma (ave) 
Basing 4-Y 

Type 12A8 (GT) 
PENTAGRID converter, remote cutoff; 
heater type; (T -9) glass envelope, 
seated height 21 inches (max), 8 pin 
octal base. 

Eh =112.6;v 
Ih -0.15amp 

Ep =2250v 
ge = 500 micromhos 
rp = 0.36 megohms 

Basing 8 -A 

Type 32L7 (GT) 
RECTIFIER -BEAM power amplifier, heater 
type, bantam glass envelope, octal base, 
8 pins. 

En = 32.5'v 
Ih = .3 amp 
BEAM POWER 

AMPLIFIER 
9,n'. = 4800 ',mhos 
R 2600 ohms 
P. = 1 watt (9 %) 

RECTIFIER 
Ea. = 125 y (max) 
Za. = 60 ma (max) 

Basing 8 -F 

Type 7B5 (GL) 
POWER amplifier pentode. heater type, 
glass base envelope, loctal base, 8 pins. 

Eh =7v 
In = .43 amp 
Ep = 250 y (max) 
Ees = 250 y (max) 
Ee = -18v 
Ip = 32 ma 
les = 5.5 ma 
pm = 2200 µmhos 
Rt = 7600 ohms 
Pa = 3.4 watts (10 %) 

Basing 6 -AE 
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BLILEY 
n I%L UNITS 

FROM 20KC. TO 30MC. 
WRITE FOR CATALOG G -11 DESCRIBING COMPLETE LINE 

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO., ERIE, PA. 

.#464 
ENAMELED 

MAGNET WIRE 
Much of the success of 

this Hudson Wire product is 

due to a new coating method that gives 
a smooth, permanently- adherent enameling. Mercury-process tests 
guarantee perfect uniformity; great tensile strength assures per- 
fect laying even at high winding speeds. Especially adaptable for 
reduction in coil dimensions without sacrificing electrical values. 

Our engineering and design facilities are at your 
disposal -details and quotations on request. 

H DSON WIRE COMPANY 

4.6 1 I 
WINSTED CONNECTICUT 
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THE ELECTRON ART 
Loudspeaker testing, automatic electronic 
synchronization of large generators and the 
propagation of two and three meter waves 
are the subjects discussed in this month's 
review of the technical literature 

Loud Speaker Testing 
IN THE DECEMBER, 1939 issue of the 

Philips Technical Review there ap- 
pears an article which should prove 
interesting to a large number of radio 
engineers. It is "The Testing of Loud 
Speakers," by R. Vermeulen. The ar- 
ticle discusses the methods used in the 
Philips laboratory for the rapid de- 
termination of the factors which have 
to do with the quality of a loud speaker 
and also the fundamental problem of 
the conditions under which measure- 
ments on the loud speaker must take 
place. 

There are two factors which deter- 
mine the quality of a speaker. They 
are distortion and the frequency char- 
acteristics which indicate the sound in- 
tensity produced by the loud speaker 
when alternating voltages of different 
frequencies are applied to its ter- 
minals. For ideal reproduction, the 
distortion should be zero and the fre- 
quency characteristic must be flat, 
that is, the sensitivity of the loud 
speaker must be the same for all fre- 
quencies. It is important to note at 
this point that any deviations from 
these conditions found in practical 
cases, while they do not permit the 
drawing of any conclusion about their 
effect on the reproduction without the 
aid of listening tests, do however make 
possible a comparison of different loud 
speakers and particularly an estimate 
of the influence which may be ex- 
pected from any change in the con- 
struction. 

The simplest method and the one 
frequently applied for the determina- 
tion of sound intensities makes use of 
a calibrated microphone introduced 
into the sound field. If a pure sinu- 
soidal voltage is fed to the loud 
speaker, any overtones which appear 
in the microphone voltage and whose 
intensity can be measured separately 
with a suitable analyzing instrument, 
must be ascribed exclusively to the 
distortion in the loud speaker. 

In order to record the frequency 
characteristic, the voltage of the 
measuring microphone is measured 
while the frequency of the signal on 
the loud speaker is varied. The volt- 
age measured will at any frequency 
be proportional with the electrical 
energy supplied to the loud speaker. 
It would be well, therefore, to keep this 
energy constant during the recording 
of the characteristic. This, however, 
requires rather elaborate measures, 
since the impedance of the loud 
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speaker changes with the frequency. 
In practice, therefore, either the ampli- 
tude of the voltage or that of the 
current is kept constant during the 
measurements, and the two frequency 
characteristics which will be obtained 
will generally be different. This should 
be kept in mind when interpreting the 
curves. 

The voltage applied to the loud 
speaker is produced by a tone gen- 
erator, the frequency range of which 
is from 25 to 16,000 cps. The voltage 
of the tone generator is supplied to the 
loud speaker via an amplifier. The 
amplifier must not of course falsify 
the loud speaker measurement and 
must therefore have a flat frequency 
characteristic and only very slight dis- 
tortion. Furthermore, it must be able 
to give, as desired, a practically con- 
stant output voltage or output current. 

In order to avoid the time -consuming 
operation of the point -by -point deter- 
mination of a frequency character- 

HARVARD CHECKS TONES 

istics, there has been developed in the 
Philips Laboratory an instrument 
which automatically records the re- 
quired frequency characteristics. 

In the determination of the distor- 
tion and the frequency characteristic 
of a loud speaker there are many fac- 
tors to be taken into consideration. 
The sound radiation from the front 
and back of a speaker are different. 
In addition to the direct sound of the 
loud speaker there is also the indirect 
sound which reaches the microphone 
only after one or more reflections from 
the walls and other obstructions. How 
must the measurements be arranged in 
order to obtain results which really do 
form a measure of the usefulness of 
the loud speaker? 

It would seem obvious that the 
measurements should be carried out 
under the same conditions as those 
under which the loud speaker is used 
in practice, for instance, in an ordi- 
nary living room. However, due to the 
numerous irregularities and the many 
different sizes and shapes of an ordi- 
nary living room, the resulting dia- 
gram is more a measurement of the 
properties of a room rather than of 
the loud speaker. In order to gain in- 
formation about the speaker itself, it 
is necessary to measure the direct 
sound alone. All reflecting objects 
must be removed from the sound field. 
When the speaker is moved out of 
doors only the ground remains which 
might still cause unwanted reflections. 
This difficulty can be met by placing 
the loud speaker and microphone high 

OF STRADIVARIUS VIOLINS 

Tones of rare Stradivarius violins are shown being checked on a harmonic analyzer 
and are compared with those produced by modern violins in the Jefferson Physical 
Laboratory of Harvard University under the direction of Prof. Frederick A. Saunders. 
The violin whose tones are being analyzed is played in another room and cannot be 
seen by the observers shown above. Seated in front of the machine is Jack Cunning- 
ham and at the left is Robert Watson, both assistants to Prof. Saunders who stands at 
the opposite end of the analyzer. Three members of the Curtis String Quartet, whose 

violins are being tested. are shown at the right 
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Dial or `` Jewel 

PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES 
"STAR PERFORMERS" 
that's the reputation Drake 
Assemblies have won among 
electrical manufacturers every. 
where. For, wherever ex- 
treme dependability is needed, 
they give unfailing perform- 
ance. Finest materials, pre- 
cision methods, exacting in- 
spection, big variety of sizes 
and types, speedy service, low 
cost . . these are some of the 
reasons why so many of 
America's leading electrical 
manufacturers, engineers, and 
service men specify these bet- 
ter pilot light assemblies. 

Whatever your pilot light 
problem, consult our cata- 
log. If a special design is 
required, our engineers will 
gladly cooperate. Send for 
details and prices. 

WRITE FOR CATALOG 

DRAKE MANUFACTURING CO. 
1713 W. HUBBARD ST. CHICAGO, U.S.A. 

GOAT TUBE SHIELD FEATURES 

that simplify set manufacturing 

5QUICK 'SERVICE 

[11 
71117 

To supply you with the 
exact tube shields you want 
when you want them has al- 
ways been one foundation of 
Goat's service policy. It's not 
infrequent for a manufacturer 
to phone us that he needs a 
thousand shields within the 
hour ... and gets them . . . 

saving plant shutdowns or pro- 
duction delays. Close coopera- 
tion with manufacturers in en- 

gineering and in service has helped Goat 
build a relationship that is one of our 
proudest assets. 

GOAT TUBE SHIELD FEATURES: 
I Variety 3 High Appearance 

2 Maximum Compact- Value 

ness 4 Tested Performance 

5 Quick Sery ce 

Send for Bulletins 

GOAT RADIO TUBE PARTS, INC. 

314 DEAN ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
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above the ground, for instance, pro- 
jecting over the edge of a high roof. 

For a complete measurement of a 
loud speaker, the frequency character- 
istic and distortion must be measured 
not only at the axis of the speaker, but 
also in directions at different angles to 
the axis. This, however, becomes ex- 
tremely elaborate and it is generally 
considered sufficient to take a measure- 
ment on the axis of the loud speaker 
and one in a direction at 45 degrees to 
the axis. This is supplemented by a 
measurement of sound intensity with 
the frequency constant and the direc- 
tion varying continuously. A diagram 
is thus obtained of the directional dis- 
tribution of the sound intensity which 
may be compared with light distribu- 
tion curves such as are customarily re- 
corded for sources of light. 

Measurement out of doors has two 
objections, extraneous noise and 
weather. There have been numerous 
attempts made to imitate out -of -doors 
conditions in a sound -absorbent room, 
a so- called "soft chamber ". This is a 
room in which the walls are completely 
covered with sound -absorbent mate- 
rials. A soft chamber has been con- 
structed at the Philips Laboratory 
which has an absorption coefficient of 
about 97 per cent. This gives devia- 
tions of about 2 db too much or too 
little but it is nevertheless permissible 
for many measurements. 

Because an ordinary loud speaker 
is not a point source, interferences may 
occur between the waves which are 
radiated by different parts of the cone. 
Therefore, the microphone should be 
placed at a point which is two or three 
times the diameter of the radiator from 
the speaker. The author also discusses 
the total sound radiation of a loud 
speaker which is important when the 
question arises of {`filling a room with 
sound," namely, when the indirect 
sound contributes a considerable por- 
tion to the formation of the sound field. 

Electronic Synchronizers for 
Large Power Generators 

A PAPER DESCRIBING the application 
of electronics to the synchronization of 
large generators in an electric power 
generating station was presented at 
the A.I.E.E. winter session at New 
York in January. It was "Synchroniz- 
ing Transients and Synchronizers for 
Large Machines," by R. D. Evans, F. 
H. Gulliksen and C. B. Myhre. An in- 
vestigation is reported of the transients 
accompanying synchronizing operations 
performed under practical conditions 
which include some departures from 
the ideal conditions as to voltage, phase 
position, and frequency of the incom- 
ing machine. A typical long- distance 
transmission system is selected for the 
study of the transients arising from 
connecting a generator to a loaded line. 
The body of the paper shows the varia- 
tions in initial and maximum swing cur- 
rents in voltage, in frequency, and in 
angular relations which may be pro- 
duced by synchronizing under unfavor- 
able conditions. The results of this 

"THIS NEW HARVEY 
JOB SURE CI TS 
THROUGH THE DEAD 
SPOTS . . . ." 

7' be PF 25 Central Station unit in operation. 
Note the convenient handset. 

Cities and towns requiring a Police 
Radio system capable of covering 
greater distances with a sharp, 
clear signal should consider the 
HARVEY PF -25 central station and 
associated mobile equipment. These 
units are designed to give you reli- 
able service at low cost and require 
a minimum of "special work" for 
installation. 

Transmitter and receiver installed in rear deck of 
police car -compact and accessible 

You owe it to the members of your com- 
munity to have the best in Police Radio 
equipment. Learn how inexpensive it is 
to have the latest in Police Radio in- 
stallations. Write today for complete 
information to Harvey Radio Labora- 
tories, Inc., 37 Thorndike Street, Cam- 
bridge, Massachusetts. 

HARVEY 
Police 

RADIO 
Diagram showing typical mobile installation. 

Inquire about the new safety born 

1,1, 4.11, CDNIROC 

SPEANell 
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"The signal far 
surpasses any 100 

watt station, on 

1500 KC, I have ever 

heard 
fl 

The above is an excerpt from 

one of many letters in our files 
from enthusiastic engineers who' 
have enjoyed unusual results 
with Lingo "Tube" Radiators. If 

you are looking for improved 
radiator efficiency, you too, will 
find that Lingo answers every 
demand. 

Lingo Radiators are noted for 

their exceptional performance, 
their fine design and quality of 

construction, and their proven 
ability to give uninterrupted 
service under the worst weather 
conditions. The cross section 
seamless steel tubing is uniform 
and narrow throughout. The guys 
have no deleterious effect what- 
soever and no measurable effect 
can be attributed to them in 
field intensity, resistance or re- 
actance. Maintenance costs are 
about one -fourth of what you'd 
normally expect. 

May we send you a com- 
plete technical report? 

Simply send us the location, power 
and frequency of your station. We 
will send you full details without 
obligation. 

JOHN E. LINGO 

& SON, INC. 
Dept. E -3, CAMDEN, N. J. 

LINGO 
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study are then examined from the 
standpoint of automatic synchronizers 
and criteria for defining their perform- 
ances are developed. A new electronic 
automatic synchronizer which fulfils 
the required conditions is described. 

Previous automatic synchronizers 
have employed electrically -interlocked 
relays which operate each time the 
phase angle between the machine and 
line voltages becomes zero. These in- 
struments have given excellent service 
in a variety of applications. However, 
it has become evident that faster and 
more accurate synchronizing could be 
obtained if the interlocking relays 
were eliminated and their functions 
performed by electronic means. 

The circuit of this synchronizer com- 
prises two thyratron tubes, trans- 
formers and several rectifiers, con- 
densers, resistors and a breaker -closing 
relay. Voltage- checking relays, apart 
from the automatic synchronizer, pre- 
vent synchronizing operations until 
contact I is closed to denote that the 
machine and line voltages are approxi- 
mately equal. Figure lA illustrates 

Fig. 1- Electronic interlocking cir- 
cuit for generator synchronization 
and its grid control voltage 

requirements 

the two thyratron tubes, T1 and T2 

which are electrically interlocked so 
that relay I will become energized to 
close the circuit breaker only when 
both tubes pass current in series from 
rectifier X8. The tube -interlocking cir- 
cuit is arranged to prevent operation of 
tube T1 if tube T2 has already started 
to pass current. Current flowing 
through resistor Re from rectifier X, 
causes the voltage across resistor R8 
to become sufficiently negative as to 
bias tube T1 and prevent its operation. 

The operation of these tubes will 
respond to the grid -control voltages 
Ey1 and Eel as shown in Fig. 1B, tubes 
T1 and T2 will operate to close relay I 

Here is the Basic Principle of the 

s LOB LO 
LITT E L F V SE 
SON OVERLOADS 
"B" SEPARATES 

FROM "A_J 
UN SHORT 
CIRCUITS 
'A" MELTS 

THE SPRING 

ACTION PREVENTS 

CRYSTALLIZATION 

ON REPEATED 

HEATING AND COOL 

ING OF "A" 

There are 
three main 
elements to a 
Slo -Blo Lit- télfuse- 
"A"-a fuse 
link, "B" - a 
resistor to 
furnish heat 

inertia, and "C" a spring for tension. 
This Slo -Blo Littelfuse protects 
equipment having high inductive or 
capacitative surges. It gives extra 
value to intermittent duty circuits 
where frequent cycles of operation 
would crystallize and break a simple 
fuse element. 
There are a thousand and one uses 
for this Slo -Blo Littelfuse! Nine 
sizes, from 1 to 1 /100 amp. rating, 
250 volts. 
Where can you use this Slo -Blo Lit - 
telfuse to save? Tell us your prob- 
lem-we may be able to help. Ask 
for literature and sample for test. 

LITTELF USE INC. 
4755 RAVENSWOOD AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 

our wagon's hitched 
TO A SHOOTING STAR 

One thing we like to talk about is 

our lightning fast delivery service. 
Of course, we're proud of our enor- 
mous stocks, our busy hard- to -get- 

item department, our inducing sav- 

ings. But getting things to you in 

time -that's what pleases us most, 

because we realize how valuable 
time can be to you. That's why, 
nine times out of ten, your order is 

filled here on the day it is received. 
Send for our FREE catalog No. 78. 

Ilaóio Wire Tleuision Inc. 

NEW YORK 
100 Sixth Avenue 

BOSTON NEWARK JAMAICA L. [. BRONX. N. Y. 

110 Federal SL 24 Central An. 99.99 166th St. 512 E. Fend= Rd. 

CHICAGO ATLANTA 
901 W. Iacksoa Blvd. 265 Peachtree S. 
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only when the frequency difference is 
less than F1. When the frequency dif- 
ference exceeds F tube T. operates 
before the prase angle a is reduced to 
that for which tube T, is set to operate. 
Consequently relay I cannot operate. 

Figure 2A illustrates the method for 
obtaining grid- control voltage ER, for 
tube T,. A constant direct potential E is obtained from rectifier X, A 
variable direct potential E, is obtained 
from the beat -frequency voltage recti- 
fier X,o. By varying the adjustment of 
rheostat P the voltage E can be made 
to become positive at a definite angle of 
advance, as indicated by the curve 
in Figure 2B. This angle of advance 

Fig. 2 -Grid control circuit for tube 
T and the grid voltage phase dif- 

ference characteristics 

is practically independent of the fre- 
quency difference so long as it does 
not exceed the usual synchronizing 
limits of ä to 3 cycle. If the frequency 
difference is high, the capacitor C1, in- 
troduces a delaying action so that volt- 
age E.,a does not become zero when 
the phase angle is zero but follows 
the dotted line shown in Fig. 2B. This 
characteristic prevents synchronizing 
when the frequency difference is too 
high. However, it does not affect the 
accuracy of synchronizing at the nor- 
mal synchronizing frequency differ-. 
ences. 

Figure 3A illustrates the method for 
obtaining grid -control voltage E,, for 
tube Ts. Voltage Ea.. consists of four 
components, ER., ER_, E and E,,,. Volt- 
age E,., is a constant value taken from 
rheostat P2. Voltage ER, is obtained 
from the beat frequency voltage recti- 
fier X,. This is a variable voltage that 
is high for large phase angles, low for 
small phase angles, and zero when the 
machine and line voltages are exactly 
equal and exactly in phase. Voltage E is taken from rectifier X. and X. 
through rectifier X, to obtain compensa- 
tion against differences between the 
machine and line alternating voltage 
magnitudes, within the range set by an 
external overall voltage difference 
checking relay. 
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A Complete Line of 
SMALL VARIABLE CONDENSERS 

BUD Variable Condensers Feature: 
Electro- Soldered Plate Assemblies 

Alsimag 196 Stator Insulation 
Brass Bearings, Plates, and Rods 

Bright Cadmium Plated Finish 
Positive Rotor Contact 

Our latest catalog will assist you in selecting the proper units for your 
electronic applica ' Your copy free upon request. 

BUD RADIO, INC. 
C L E V E L A N D , O H I O 

THE ANSWER i 

to your resistor problem may be 
found in these characteristics of 

GLOBAR BRAND CERAMIC RESISTORS 
RE]. U. S. rAi. OTF. 

1. Non -Inductive 2. Electrically stable 

3. Mechanically strong 
These three characteristics are important in a great many 

applications. Perhaps they may lead to a solution of your 
own resistor problem. Our engineering department will 
gladly help you if you write and outline your requirements. 
Bulletin R contains technical information on "Globar" type 
A, B and CX ceramic resistors. Will be sent free on request. 

GLOBAR DIVISION 

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY, NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. 
,.G. U. a. PAT. oT. 

i.arhunuid and Globar registered 
trade marks or The Carborundum Company 441, i '»t y _ 

RRANO 
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Varying Input Voltage 

95.130 VOLTS 
Constant Output Voll 

115 VOLTS ±% 

INSTANTANEOUS ACTION NO MOVING PARTS 

When a precision electrical device or a critical process is powered from 

an AC line, a Raytheon Voltage Stabilizer will permanently eliminate 

all of the detrimental effects caused by AC line voltage fluctuations. 

Made for all commercial voltages and frequencies, single or three phase. 

Raytheon's twelve years of experience in successfully applying the 

Stabilizer to hundreds of perplexing voltage fluctuation problems is at 

your service. It will pay you to take advantage of our engineering skill. 

Write for Bulletin DL48 -71 JE describing Raytheon Stabilizers. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING CO. 
too Willow Street, WALTHAM, Massachusetts 

For Synchronized 

RELAYS 
by GUARDIAN 
The experience, research 

and practice of a trained staff 
specializing in the design and 
development of unique control 
units is at your disposal. May 
we suggest how Controls by 
Guardian fulfill every need - 
singly-or in truly reciprocal 
arrangement? Write 

ELECTRIC 
1625 West Walnut Street Chicago Illinois 
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Rheostat P, and capacitor Cu are 
connected across resistor R, which re- 
ceives voltages from the beat frequency 
voltage rectifier X1. When the phase 
angle decreases from 180 degrees to- 
ward zero, capacitor C. discharges 
through rheostat P,. This produces a 
voltage drop E,,1 which is approxi- 
mately proportional to the frequency 
difference and which has a polarity as 
indicated in Fig. 3, with the result that 
the grid of tube T2 tends to become 
more positive if the frequency differ- 
ence is high. 

The curves in Fig. 3B show the var- 
ious component voltages E , ER, and 
EP1. Voltage E is not shown for it is 
assumed that the machine and line 
voltages are equal in magnitude. ER, 
is highly negative at 90 degrees phase 
angle and decreases to zero at zero 
phase angle. Voltage E1, is adjusted 
so that when EP1 is zero (when the 
frequency difference is zero), the grid 
voltage E,z becomes zero at approxi- 
mately 2 degrees. As the frequency 
difference is increased, voltage EI., in- 
creases proportionally so that the grid 
voltage Eye becomes zero at an ad- 
vanced phase angle, for example, at a, 
as shown in Figure 3B. By manipulat- 
ing rheostat P, the magnitude of volt- 

Cathode 
Eg`Z 

,Grid _ 
R3 

MM[ 
x 

M 
`Mx 

"ER3 > ER3 

Ili1llQ IIZII 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII' 

+- Increasing ongle 

P2 E 
Decreasing angle 

Fig. 3 -Grid control circuit for the 
tube T_ and the grid control voltage 

phase difference characteristics 

age EP1, for any given frequency dif- 
ference, can be adjusted so that the 
advance angle at which voltage Ep2 
becomes zero will suit any circuit 
breaker with closing times from 0.3 
seconds to 0.8 seconds. 

The internal diagram for the elec- 
tronically- interlocked automatic syn- 
chronizer is shown in Fig. 4, which is 
complete except for the voltage differ- 
ence checking and other auxiliary re- 
lays. 

For synchronizing the larger units 
at the Boulder Dam Power Plant, op- 
erating results show that the electroni- 
cally- interlocked synchronizer perform- 
ance is far superior to that of the 
interlocked relay type. The synchron- 
izing performance is more consistently 
accurate because the electronic inter- 
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Can you use 
thEXPERIENCE? BUILDING of transforme 

Here are three more examples 
transformers 
transformer 

builds. Specialists be able 
that Acme builds. Annie 
design and production, economically 
to serve You better and 

SIGNALLING 
TRANSFORMERS 
For a dependable low - 
voltage power supply. 
Made in sizes front 50 
V. A. to 750 V. A. ca- 
pacity, l 15 volt primary, 
4 -8- 12.16 -20 -24 volt 
secondary. Quality con- 
struction for trouble free 
operation. 

INSULATION 
BREAKDOWN TESTER 

A potable testing device, 
incorporating a tapped type 
transformer to supply secon- 
dary voltages in steps from 
500 to 3500 volts. Useful in 
many ways in laboratory 
and industrial work. 

VAPOR TRANSFORMERS 

Preferred by large indus- 
trial organizations fer 
their enacting perform- 
ance. Unique features of 
design and construction 
make for easy installation, 
high performance. 

La Aser. help solve your 
rramrerew Pretama 

THE ACME ELECTRIC & MFG. CO. 
31 WATER STREET CUBA. N. Y. 

LOWER COST 
IN[/{I RGER 

hEW GUED 

VERTICAL 
RADIATOR 
A new and imp -oved guyed 
tower designed for corn - 
marc.alradio stations.Ulni- 
form cross section. Liberal 
safety factor. Low erect -on 
cost. Wi.nchsr2er tower 
now ased and endorsed by 
numerous commercial end 
government stations. 

APPROXIMA-E COSTS 
Following p -uses in:ltde 

towers furnieFcc with pre- 
fixed guy sockets (eacept 
200 fcot tower) Lapp base 
insulators, hi.* strength 
guys. guy insulators, turn- 
buckles, and pint: 
200 FT. TOWER *$67500 
240 FT. TOWER *$152500 
300 FT. TOWER *$210000 
* F.O_H. Siosr .71y. Iowa, rr, fighting and eredic r costs. 

WRITE for Conprs Datalls In- 
dingStrag Radians an Towers 

WINCHARGER 
C O R P O R A V I O N 
SIOUX CITY IOWA. 
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Fig. 4- Circuit diagram for the com- 
plete electronic synchronizer for 

power generators 

locking feature is coordinated with the 
actual speed circuit breakers involved 
with the result that the current swings 
are reduced. Of equal importance to 
the peace of mind of the operating 
personnel is the relatively smooth syn- 
chronizing of the incoming machine 
and the almost complete elimination 
of grunt as the generator circuit is 
closed. 

RADIO EQUIPMENT 
FOR SCHOOLS 

"dag's" 
versatile 

films 
RESISTANCES: Colloidal graph- 
ite is a resistance material wide- 
ly used in volume controls, tone 
controls, grid leaks, and similar \ 
types of used and variable re- k s sistors/ a 

TEST SPECIMENS: This pro- 
duct also has many advantages 
over common foils For measur- 

ing constants of insulating sub- 

stances. 

VACUUM TUBES: Films formed 
with "dag" colloidal graphite 
discourage secondary and unde- 
sirable primary emission emana- 
ting from vacuum tube elements. 
Electrostatic shielding may also 
be accomplished. 

THERMOPILES: Radiation col- 
__ lectors utilize the heat con- 
-- ducting and high "black -body' 

valses of "dag" deposits. 

CATHODE RAY ENVELOPES: 
Interior walls coated with similar 
films provide "gettering ", focus- 
ing, intensifying, and shielding 

action in television tubes. 

Vice Principal Estelle Phillips, of 
the Woodrow Wilson High School 
in Washington, D. C., is shown here 
speaking through the new radio 
loudspeaker system recently in- 
stalled at the school. The equip- 
ment enables Miss Phillips to speak 
or send radio programs from her 
office to each classroom and also to 
hear what goes on in the various 

rooms 

EVACUATED DEVICES: Shields, 
guard rings, "cat's whisker" 
contacts, conductive cements, 
and special electrodes or con- 
tacts are formed conveniently 
with "dag" dispersions. 

PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS: 
Graphite surfaced electrodes 
absorb Free alkalies and alkaline 
metals in photoelectric cells. 
No selenides result when the 
"dag" product is used in the 
selenium types. 

The above statements should not be 
considered as ecommending the use 
of colloidal graphite in violation of 
any valid patents which may cast. 

ACHES on 
COLLOIDS CORPORATION 

PORT HURON, MICHIGAN 

a -g 
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TO YOUR PROBLEMS 
IN 

DIAL LIGHT SOCKETS 
Engineered to meet the most rigid 
requirements. The Alden center con- 
tact prevents insulation pulling 
back and insures positive contact +o 

bulb. Design about standardized units 
to reduce your cost. Any type of 
leads to your specifications. 

TUNING EYE ASSEMBLIES 
Six prong and octal sockets with 
any type of leads to your print. All 
contacts and the resistor insulated 
from each other by individual pockets 
in the molding. Compact connector 
requires minimum space. 

BATTERY CABLES 
Our latest development in wire - 
Aldenite- solves your problems on 
battery set cables. Insulation enters 
plug prongs and will not pull back. 
Special prong soldering methods 
used to eliminate battery socket dam- 
age. 

SPEAKER CABLES 
Use standardized method of breaking 
circuits at the speaker. Cables with 
any type of leads to your print avail- 
able with two to seven leads. Com- 
pact type connector for use in porta- 
bles or with PM speakers. 

CONNECTORS 
Units available for any number of 
circuits up to twenty. All provided 
with complete insulation of each 
lead. A standard connector to solve 
your special problems such as hear- 
ing aid, phono motor boards, com- 
pact 110 volt receptacles, etc. 

SPECIAL CABLES 
Made to your specifications available 
with any type of wire on insulation 
and shielded, braided or laced. Sup- 
plied complete with plugs, connectors 
or terminals of our manufacture or 
any other, best suited for the job. 

TAILOR -MADE MOLDINGS 
For quality parts in small quantities 
our single cavity magazine molding 
method allow a reasonable piece 
price with low tool cost, and only a 

short tooling time is required. 

Send your prints or samples for 
quotations 

Send for Readimade tracing pads 
on above parts to facilitate 

ordering 

ALDEN PRODUCTS CO. 
714 Center St., Brockton, Mass. 

o 

Propagation of Two and 
Three Meter Waves 

THE RADIO DEPARTMENT of the Na- 
tional Physical Laboratory (England) 
is making an investigation of the prop- 
agation of radio waves of the order of 
two and three meters in wavelength. 
A brief report of the investigation to 
date is given in a paper in a preprint 
of the Journal of The Institution of 
Electrical Engineers by J. S. McPetrie 
and J. A. Saxton entitled "An Experi- 
mental Investigation of the Propaga- 
tion of Radiation Having Wavelengths 
of Two and Three Meters." It is shown 
that for a receiver at a height hR meters 
the field strength in volts per meter at 
a distance d meters from a half -wave 
radiator at a height hr is given by 

901/P hrhR 
E - 

d2 

in which P is the power (watts) radi- 
ated at a wavelength X meters. Within 
the optical range of the transmitter 
the fading was less than 3 db. 

The results shown were obtained with 
a transmitter of about 200 watts output 
operating on wavelengths between 2 

and 3 meters. The antenna is located 
on top of a wooden mast about 60 ft 
above the ground. The region of test 
is mostly level, and except for trees 
and houses is free from major ob- 
structions. Figures 1 and 2 show the 
field strength plotted against distance, 
the first on square coordinates and 
the second on logarithmic coordinates. 
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Fig. 1 -Field strength vs distance 
for three meter waves. The wavy 
line is the contour of the land be- 
tween the transmitter and receiver 

The wavy line at the bottom of Fig. 1 

shows the contour of the ground be- 
tween the transmitter and the re- 
ceiver. Over at least the level portion 
of the run the experimental points lie 
close to the full line which gives the 
field strength computed from the equa- 
tion given above. Figure 2 shows that 
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Look it up in 

Eshbach 
If your question is one of principles 
of mathematics, physics or chemistry; 
properties and uses of engineering 
materials; mechanics of solids and 
fluids; or a need for mathematical 
and physical tables; refer for your 
answer, as do thousands of other 
engineers, to "the book that fills a 
need not filled by any other engineer- 
ing handbook." 
1081 pages; 51 by 81; 576 illus.; $5.00 

HANDBOOK OF 
ENGINEERING 

FUNDAMENTALS 
0rrler a ohr on approval 

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 

Ferris Model 32 Radio Noise and Field 
Strength Meter 

A Universal Direct Reading Micro - 
voltmeter for Measuring all Types 

of Radio Noise and Carrier Fields. 
Coverage 150 -350 and 550- 20,000 kilocycles 
-direct reading logarithmic scale on out- 
put meter -built in calibrating generator. 
Send for bulletin E 32 for complete details. 
Circulars on Signal Generators are available 
on request. 

FERRIS INSTRUMENT CORP. 
BOONTON, NEW JERSEY 
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Fig. 2 -Field strength vs d:s ance 
for three meter waves plotted on 

logarithmic coordinates 

the field strength is approximately in- 
versely proportional to the square of 
the distance between the transmitter 
and the receiver. 

The results show that an increase in 
the receiver elevation produces a cor- 
respondingly large increase in received 
signal. It was also found that if the 
receiver is located in a large open 
space, the passage of the signal over 
densely populated areas causes no large 
increase in attenuation. For distances 
up to the optical range of the trans- 
mitter and over a reasonably smooth 
portion of the earth's surface, the prop- 
agation characteristics of vertically and 
horizontally polarized waves are identi- 
cal. 

SAILPLANE HAS RADIO 
EQUIPMENT 

Two -way radio communication for 
this unusual two place sail -plane 
enables the pilot to broadcast his 
position as he flies along, thereby 
enabling the ground crew to follow 
him on the ground, out of sight, 
by automobile. This close -up shows 
the complete radio equipment, 
which weighs only 12 pounds, com- 
plete. The unit operates at about 

60 Mc 

LANSING'S ICONIC - A Specially Designed 
High Fidelity, Two -Way Speaker System 

for Medium Volume Use 
For those installations where 
volume of the larger Sheare 
need to retain maximum tone 
neers have developed the 
SYSTEM. Comparable to t 
system in every respect exce 
is ideal for public address, 
monitor and audition rooms 

installation 
The ICONIC SYSTEM cons 
veloped low frequency speak 
baffle to reproduce sound be 
new high frequency unit cou 
horn for faithful reproduction 
rest of the system consists o 
Dividing Network, Low Freq u 
ply, and when desired, a Cons 
Write Lansing today for desc 

SPECIFICATIONS. LOW FREQUENCY SPEAKER: unifor frequency, centering device permits large amplitudes witho 
field excitation 30 to 40 Watts. HIGH FREQUENCY SPEA 
800 to 9000 cycles: field excitation electromagnetic, 12 wat Watts with 800 cycles crossover. FIELD SUPPLY: transfor m 
of filter; output, 315 V. 150 M.A.D.C.; Supply, 110 -115 V. NETWORK: Series type M Derived Dividing Network, cros attenuation increases 12db per octave from crossover; INPU 
Consult with Lansing on adaptation of the ICONIC SPEAK needs. Write Today. 

you do not need the 
r Speaker System, but 

quality, Lansing engi- 
ICONIC SPEAKER 

he finest theatre sound 
pt volume and price, it 
small preview theatres, 
s, and fine residential 

ists of a specially de- 
er, housed in a tuned 
low 800 cycles, and a 
)led to a multi -cellular 
of the high tones. The 
f a Multicellular horn, 
ency Baffle, Field Sup - 
ole Cabinet. 
riptive folder and prices. 
m response up to crossover 
it disturbing center of coil, 
(ER: response uniform 3db. 
is DC; Audio Capacity, 15 
er, rectifier and full section 
50 -133 Cycles. DIVIDING 

sover frequency 800 cycles; 
T impedance, 12 ohms. 

N`R SYSTEM to your quality 

A1`JIl 1 MANUFACTURING C O. 
6900 McKinley Ave. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

PERMANENT MAGNETS 
ALL SHAPES - ALL SIZES 

FOR ALL PURPOSES 
Stamped, Formed, and Cast; Chrome, Tung- 
sten, Cobalt and ALNICO ** (cast or sin- 
tered) under G. E. license. 

THOMAS & SKINNER 
STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY 
IIIb E. 23rd STREET INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA 

Laminations for Radio Transformers - Tools 
Dies - Heat Treating - Stampings 

38 YEARS EXPERIENCE 

Note These Features of This New 
Webster Electric Crystal Pick -up! 

Moisture -proofed crystal element ... Frequency response 
range from 50 to 8500 cycles ... Rubber cushioned arm 

assembly ... Needle pressure of only 
2.5 ounces ... Convenient single hole 
mounting for motor boards from 1/16" to 

thick ... Write for technical details. 
WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY 
RACINE, WISCONSIN, U.S.A. Est. 1909 
Export Dept.: 100 Varick Street, New York 
City. Cable Address: "ARLAB" New York 

Electri 
"Where Qu,aliiy is a Respon: cilily and Fair Dealing an Obligation"j 

Licensed under patents of the 
Brush Development Company 

Webster j: 
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THE INDUSTRY IN REVIEW 

Wide Utility Crystal Frequency Standard, 

ANEW crystal frequency standard 
which offers a number of inter- 

esting features is shown in the sche- 
matic diagram in the accompanying 
illustration. It is a refined type of 
the more conventional 1000 -100 kc 
units which have come into popular use 
among laboratory technicians and 
servicemen. Like them it utilizes a 
Bliley type SMC -100 crystal which 
oscillates at 1000 Ice or at 100 kc, the 
changeover being accomplished by 
switching coils in the oscillator tube 
circuit. 

This Hallicrafters HT -7 Frequency 
Standard offers three outstanding fea- 
tures in that: (1) A 10 -kc multivi- 
brator is included, locked in with the 
100 -kc oscillator, (2) the 100 -kc posi- 
tion of the oscillator provides for vary- 
ing the crystal frequency over a small 
range to permit its adjustment to pre- 
cisely 100 kc against any available 
standard such as the standard fre- 
quency transmissions from station 
WWV and (3) a tuned harmonic ampli- 
fier stage is built in which not only 
boosts the output at the higher harm- 
onics but also provides for mixing the 
100 -kc and 10 -kc outputs so that the 
100 -kc points serve as markers to 
facilitate identification of the 10 -kc 
harmonics. 

The 6F6 oscillator circuit differs 
from the conventional in the fact that 
the screen circuit is tuned, rather than 
the plate circuit. The plate is utilized 
for output coupling to the 6L7 har- 
monic amplifier. The capacity C. is 
located on the front panel of the in- 
strument and is utilized in adjusting 
the crystal frequency. As indicated 
in the circuit diagram, this capacity 
is in the circuit only in the 100 -kc 
and 10 -kc positions. There is no pro- 
vision for varying the 1000 -kc oscil- 
lator frequency as any attempt to do 
so by means of shunt capacity results 
in unstable and sluggish operation of 
the crystal. 

The 6N7 multivibrator circuit is ad- 
justable by means of the variable grid 
resistor R, and locks in with the crystal 
circuit by virtue of the common coup- 
ling in the cathode circuit of the 
multivibrator tube. For most purposes 
the most desirable low- frequency out- 
put is 10 kc and the HT -7 units leave 
the factory adjusted for this frequency. 
However, the control knob of R, is 
located at the rear of the case, for use 
where some other multivibrator output 
frequency is desired, corresponding to 
other sub -harmonics of the 100 -kc out- 
put of the oscillator. 

The gang- switching arrangement is 
such that the 6N7 is operative only 

78 

Circuit diagram of the Hallicrafters crystal controlled frequency standard which 
provides signal of a wide variety of frequencies and is easily calibrated 

when the fundamental frequency selec- 
tor switch is in the 10 -kc position. In 
this position the 100 -kc output is also 
present, to provide "marker" points 
as mentioned above. The multivibrator 
output is fed into the injector grid of 
the harmonic amplifier tube for elec- 
tronic mixing with the 100 -kc crystal 
output. 

The coil switch in the output circuit 
provides for tuning the harmonic am- 
plifier in the higher frequency ranges 
from approximately 4.0 to 40.0 Mc. 
Below 4.0 Mc there is little need for 
the additional amplification that would 
be provided by tuning this circuit. In 
position (1) of the switch, therefore, 
the inductance is out of the circuit. 
It is an interesting fact that if the 
tuned circuit is switched in, it serves 
as an effective variable attenuator at 
the lower frequencies. This is likewise 
true at the higher frequencies, allow- 
ing the output voltage to be varied 
over a wide range depending on how 
close to (or far from) resonance at the 
desired harmonic frequency this circuit 
is tuned. 

The drift tendency of the HT -7 is 
that of the crystal itself and this is 
rated by Bliley at approximately 10 
cps per megacycle per degree Centi- 
grade for the 100 -kc crystal position 
and 23 cps per megacycle per degree 
Centigrade for the 1000 -kc position. 
Once the crystal is warmed up, the 
frequency becomes extremely stable. 
Checks of one of these instruments 
showed variations of less than 4 cps 
per megacycle for the 100 -kc crystal 

position during a period of two hours 
(this was after the crystal had been 
allowed to reach stable operating 
temperature) . 

The HT -7 was produced primarily 
for the "ham" to enable him to check 
accurately his transmitting frequency 
and to calibrate his receiver band - 
spread dial. For such applications 
modulation of the frequency standard 
is not required and was therefore not 
included. Should a user require modu- 
lation it could probably be obtained 
by supplying one or more of the tubes 
directly from the rectifier output, but 
through a resistor capable of main- 
taining the original voltages applied 
to these tubes in the design of the 
HT -7. 

The frequency range over which the 
harmonic outputs of this instrument 
are useful depends on the sensitivity 
of the receiver or other device into 
which it is worked. Checks of modern 
communications receivers show the 
10 -kc harmonics usable for calibration 
purposes up to over 15 Mc, the 100 -kc 
harmonics to 60 Mc and the 1000 -kc 
harmonics well beyond 60 Mc. 

No attempt will be made here to 
point out the many applications for a 
device of this kind. It is not intended 
to replace signal generators, test oscil- 
lators or other similar equipment. It 
can, however, directly serve many of 
the purposes of such equipment. In 
addition it should find extensive use 
as a standard against which to check 
frequency calibrated equipment of all 
kinds. 
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A Dependable 
MINIATURE 

FREQUENCY METER 
FOR POWER FREQUENCIES-BE- 
TWEEN 15 AND 500 CYCLES PER 

SECOND 

Frahm Frequency Meters indicate by 
the resonant vibration of accurately 
tuned steel reeds, which hold their orig- 
inal calibration for a very long time. 
Simple. Rugged. Unaffected by wave 
form or by ordinary voltage and tem- 
perature changes. Wide range portable 
and switchboard types also available. 

Write for Bulletin 1555 -E 

JAMES G_BIDDLE CO. 
yr 

I ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS I 
1211 -13 Aecn STREET PHILADELPHIA. PA. 

They Choose 

OXFORD 
Speakers 

There's a reason why engineers specify 
OXFORD speakers for radio receivers 
and sound equipment. Backed by years 
of experience in building high quality 
reproducers, OXFORD has continued to 
pioneer new types around which mil- 
lions of compact and portable receiving 
sets have been developed. 

OXFORD'S advanced designing and 
construction methods have to a large 
extent produced today's highly sensitive 
and efficient small speakers capable of 
reproduction thought 
to be impossible just a 
few short years ago. 

Those who keep a 
step ahead choose 
OXFORD speakers. 

Accepted by 
Sound Judgment 

Your specifications will have our immediate 
attention; or write Dept. E -1 for general descrip- 
tive bulletin # 391. 

o 8FORD-TARTAR ,Zo 
R A D I O C O R P O R A T I O N 1.r' . i: 
915 W. VAN BUREN 5T. CHICAGO. U. S. A. f+r B' 

ELECTRONICS - March 1940 

News 

+ Western Electric Co. is prepared to 
manufacture frequency modulated radio 
broadcast transmitters. Under an 
agreement recently made with Major 
E. H. Armstrong, these transmitters 
will make use of the wide swing fre- 
quency modulation system developed by 
him; and will include also several im- 
portant features which have been de- 
veloped by Bell Telephone Labs. An 
initial experimental transmitter of 1 
kw capacity is now in operation. The 
installation of the station was made 
with the cooperation of WOR to study 
the transmission characteristics of this 
new system which will carry the pro- 
grams of the Mutual network on an 
experimental frequency allocation. 
Further development work is being 
carried on by Bell Telephone Labs., 
at the Western Electric Company's 
Kearny, N. J., Works and at the radio 
laboratory at Whippany, N. J... . 

Messrs. J. B. Parker and R. A. Mahler 
have severed relations with Harvey 
Radio Labs., Inc., of Cambridge, and, 
in conjunction with Mr. John M. Wells, 
have incorporated a new concern, Har- 
vey -Wells Communications, Inc., organ- 
ized for the manufacture and sale of 
radio communication equipment of all 
types ... The manufacture and sale 
of selenium rectifiers in the United 
States has been placed in charge of 
Mr. George Lewis as Manager of the 
Rectifier Division, International Tele- 
phone Development Co., with factory 
and sales headquarters at 137 Varick 
St., New York City . . . Two contracts 
have been signed between The Gray 
Mfg. Co., and Electrical Research 
Products, Inc., a subsidiary of Western 
Electric Company. Under one contract 
The Gray Mfg. Co. retains the services 
of the technical consulting staff of 
Electrical Research Products with re- 
spect to certain design phases of the 
Gray Audograph. The other contract 
is an agreement for the exchange of 
patent rights ... Ralph Layman, Jr., 
has joined the Fabricating Division of 
William Brand & Co., Willimantic, 
Conn., as Chief Chemist. Mr. Layman 
was for several years engaged in the 
laboratory department of the Ameri- 
can Cyanamid Corp., specializing in 
insulating varnish research ... Due 
to a demand for its line of electronic 
devices, the Worner Products Co., has 
moved to larger and more modern 
headquarters at 1019 W. Lake St., Chi- 
cago ... Clarostat Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, 
N. Y., announced that Glasohms, or 
fibreglass power resistors and heating 
elements are now available to the radio 
trade generally. These Glasohms were 
described on page 64 of December 
Electronics ... Mr. Robert Adams is 
now the new Sales Engineer for the 
Oxford -Tartak Radio Corp., Chicago. 
Mr. Adams was previously associated 
with Stewart Warner Corp., as Super- 
intendent of the radio division, and 
also with the G.E. and R.C.A. com- 
panies. 

*Don't overlook CLAROSTAT controls 
-constant-impedance T -pads, L.pads, 
faders, output attenuators, etc. -in de- 
signing and building your P -A and 
other sound equipment. Note these 
typical aids to superior reproduction: 
Series CM Output Attennator. Distortion - less means of controlling volume of in- dividual speakers. Constant impedance. Dissipates 10 watts at any setting. In- sertion loss zero. DB range in 3 DB steps up to 24, then 6 DB, and final step to in- finity. Stock ohmages: 8, 15, 50, 200, 250 and 500. Only $6.50 dealer's net. 
If your wattage requirements run higher, there's the Series CM introduced two years ago. Many in daily use. 25 -watt dissipation at any setting. Linear up to 
45 DB in 3 DB steps. Minimum insertion loss, 1.3 DB. Stock ohmages: 8, 15, 50, 200, 250 and 500. With power switch 
($16.00 dealer's net) and without ($15.00) 

* Write for DATA 
Loose -leaf engineering data sheets on these attenuators and other controls, as 
well as all types of resistors, available 
on request. Submit your control and re- sistance problems for our engineering aid, 
specifications, samples. Dept. EM. 

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc. 
285 -7 N. 6th St. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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FIELD INTENSITY 
METER by 

Model RA- outside cabinet dimen- 
sions I0O /g" deep, 201/4" wide, 151/4" 
high. 

Improve your station by knowing Ora 

coverage. Field intensity measure- 
ments are the only accurate means 
of proof -the Model RA is the b >st 
way to obtain it. 

DOOLITTLE & 
7421 S. LOOMIS BOULEVARD 

FEATURES THAT 
ASSURE RELIABLE 
INFORMATION 
ABOUT STRENGTH 
OF RADIO SIGNALS 

frequency ronge 460 to 18,000 
KC 

Sensitivity - 10 microvolts per 
meter or better 

is complete in one aluminum case 
light weight - only 43 lbs. com- 
plete 
low operating cost 

Complete information 
and price on request. 

FALKNOR, INC. 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Evidence of the 
value of CLARE 
Service and the 
quality of CLARE 
Relays is the list 
of prominent man- 
ufacturers a n d 
users who are reg- 
ular buyers of 
CLARE Individual- 
ized Relays. 

We respectfully 
solicit your inquiry. 

8o 

CLARE Individualized Relays are designed to your 
specifications. 

*Coils -from a fraction ohm to 40,000 ohms -marked. 
*Contact Assemblies- makes -breaks- break -make -make 

before breaks -break -make before breaks and com- 
binations of these. 

*Contacts- precision metals. 
*Residual -screw adjustable or welded fixed. 

*Adjustment -standard or to special specifications. 

*Mountings -individual or group mounting accessories. 

*Service -delivery to meet your schedules. 

C. P. CLflilf & CO. 
LAWRENCE & LAMON AVES. - - CHICAGO 

15 EAST 26TH STREET.. NEW YORK CITY 

Literature 

Transmission Line Fittings. Bulletin 
No. 101 -D contains illustrations, dia- 
grams and descriptive matter of solder - 
less fittings for small copper tube trans- 
mission lines. Isolantite Inc., 233 
Broadway, New York City. 

Radio's Master Encyclopedia. The 1940 
edition of the encyclopedia is now avail- 
able. It consists of 800 pages and con- 
tains illustrations, prices and specifi- 
cations of radio parts and accessories. 
The price of the book is $2.50 and it 
is available from United Catalog Pub- 
lishers, Inc., 230 Fifth Ave., New York 
City. 

Receiving Tube Manual. Technical Se- 
ries RC -14 manual has been prepared 
to assist radio servicemen, radio tech- 
nicians, experimenters, radio amateurs, 
and all others technically interested in 
radio tubes. 237 tube types are cov- 
ered in numerical -alphabetical sequence 
for quick reference. The price of the 
book is 25 cents and can be obtained 
from any RCA tube distributor or from 
the Commercial Engineering Section, 
RCA Mfg. Co., Harrison, N. J. 

Molding Machines. Catalog No. 906 
contains information on completely 
automatic equipment for molding plas- 
tics and also catalogs of other ma- 
chines available from F. J. Stokes Ma- 
chine Co., Tabor Road, Philadelphia, 
Pa. Case histories are included as well 
as a material production conversion 
table. 

Phano -Charger. Bulletin GEA -3179A 
describes Model CR7 501 -K phano- 
charger, an adjustable, self -regulating 
battery charger for maintaining stor- 
age batteries by the floating method of 
charge. Characteristic data are in- 
cluded in the bulletin. General Elec- 
tric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. 

Insulator Data. A new 24 -page indexed 
booklet recently issued by General Ce- 
ramics Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New 
York City, contains complete data on 
Steatite and Ultra- Steatite low -loss in- 
sulators, coil forms, bases, etc. This 
catalog, No. 1000, covers mechanical 
tolerances, dielectric factors, electrical 
stability, etc. 

Supplementary Listing Information. 
Supplement No. 4 to the 3rd edition of 
the Mallory -Yaxley Radio Service En- 
cyclopedia is now available from P. R. 
Mallory & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. 
The Monthly Technical Service was 
more thoroughly described in the Jan- 
uary issue of Electronics. 

Home Study Course. A new 1940 in- 
formation booklet describing a practical 
radio and communication engineering 
course designed for home study is now 
available from Smith Practical Radio 
Institute, 1311 Terminal Tower, Cleve- 
land, Ohio. 
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Model CR -6 -A 

BEAT FREQUENCY 

STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR 

The model CR -6 -A beat frequency stand- 
ard signal generator supplies a reliable 
signal of known potential and frequency 
over the wide ranges of from 10 micro 
volts to 100 volts any where in the range 
from 10 cycles per second to 50 kilocycles 
per second. 

Over eight years of experience and 
two years of design and research con- 
tributed to making this instrument avail- 
able at such a reasonable price. 

The JONES -ORME Engineers are expe- 
rienced in the desgin of special audio 
frequency equipment. Write us about 
your special problems, we will be glad 
to quote on special equipment. 

Write for circular on model CR -6 -A beat 
frequency standard signal generator and 
other Jones instruments. 

JONES -ORME Company 
2233 University Avenue 

St. Paul, Minnesota 

Designed for 
Application 

The new MILLEN line of 
MODERN PARTS for MODERN 
CIRCUITS includes: transmit- 
ting condensers, receiving con- 
densers, sockets, QuartzQ coil 
forms, standoffs, dials, IF trans- 
formers, RF chokes, safety ter- 
minals, etc., etc. 

Catalogue Upon Request 

4^rwla. 
JAMES MILLEN 
150 EXCHANGE ST. 

MFG.CO. INC. 
MALDEN, MASS. 

Audiodiscs and Audiopoints. Several 
bulletins are available on products of 
Audio Devices, Inc,. 1600 Broadway, 
New York. One 9 -page booklet tells 
about audiodiscs and audiopoints and 
how to test them. This information 
includes chemical, physical and sound 
properties, a frequency response chart, 
a chart showing the response vs. di- 
ameter, etc. Other bulletins are en- 
titled "Cutting & Playback Audiopoints 
for Instantaneous Recordings "; "How 
to Make a One -Man Recording" and 
"Audiodiscs." 

Photoelectric Products. "Fotolectric" 
products such as light relays, burglar 
alarm systems, and an experimenter 
kit are described in a bulletin called 
Worner Fotolectric Products distrib- 
uted by Eastern Sales Office, released 
by Worner Fotolectric Products, 671 W. 
Ohio St., Chicago. Model 601 An- 
nouncer is described in another bulletin. 
Either of these pieces of literature may 
be obtained from either Worner or 
Eastern Sales Office, 265 West 14th St., 
New York City. 

Transmitting Tubes. Bulletin GEA- 
3315 contains new prices and other 
characteristic data of high -vacuum air - 
cooled and water -cooled radio trans- 
mitting tubes, as well as mercury -vapor 
rectifiers and gaskets for water -cooled 
types. Radio & Television Dept., Gen- 
eral Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. 

Microphones and Equipment. A new 
8 -page catalog, No. 60, illustrates and 
describes all the microphones and 
equipment of Turner Co., Cedar Rap- 
ids, Iowa. The catalog includes a de- 
scription of the new Model U -9 Multi - 
Flex microphone. 

Recording Blanks. An 8 -page booklet 
gives information about the Gould - 
Moody Co., (Recording Blank Div., 395 
Broadway, New York City) and its 
process in manufacturing recording 
blanks. 

Rotary Converters. A new bulletin, 
No. 13 -25, supplies information on ro- 
tary converters to be used for changing 
d -c to a -c for loads of 85 to 100% power 
factor for i4se with radio receivers, 
amplifiers, phonographs, sound pic- 
tures, electric organs, PA systems, 
musical instruments, etc. Janette Mfg. 
Co., 556 W. Monroe St., Chicago. 

Ward Leonard Equipment. A new se- 
ries of bulletins describing equipment 
of Ward Leonard Electric Co., Mount 
Vernon, N. Y., are now available. 

Tin. The fourth issue of "Tin and Its 
Uses" is available from International 
Tin Research and Development Council, 
Fraser Road, Greenford, Middlesex, 
England. This new issue announces 
a new "white bronze" plating which 
competes with chromium in its resist- 
ance to tarnish and is almost similar 
in color and reflecting power to polished 
silver. A new thick tin lining is also 
described. 

This is the 
book you have 
been waiting 
for e e 

TELEVISION 
THE ELECTRONICS OF 
IMAGE TRANSMISSION 

By V. K. ZWORYKIN 
and G. E. MORTON 

RCA Manufacturing Company 

From two men well known in the 
field comes a book on this newest of 
practical means of communication. 
Authoritative, well organized, written 
in direct, clear -cut English, this vol- 
ume brings to radio and communica- 
tion engineers, television engineers and 
service men more than six hundred 
pages of much needed factual material. 

The first part of the book is devoted 
to a consideration of the fundamental 
physical phenomena involved in tele- 
vision- emission of electrons, electron 
optics and fluorescent materials. This 
is followed by analyses of funda- 
mentals of picture transmission and 
resolution ; various forms of electronic 
terminal tubes used in television; 
problems of video amplification, radio 
transmission and reception, etc. One 
of the most important sections of the 
book is the concluding one, in which 
the RCA -NBC television project is 
described. 

FEBRUARY 1940 
646 pages; 6 by 9; 494 illustrations 

$6.00 

ON APPROVAL COUPON 
JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC. 
440 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 
Please send me a copy of ZWORYKIN 
AND MORTON'S TELEVISION on ten 
days' approval. At the end of that 
time, if I decide to keep the book I 
will remit $6.00 plus postage; other- 
wise I will return the book postpaid. 
Name 
Address 
City and State 
Employed by 
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The RCA 

SIGflRLYST 

kid 
A New Signal Generator 
Range 120 KC to 120 MC 

In Fundamentals 

Dollar for dollar, feature for feature, 
the new RCA SIGNALYST is the best buy 
in Signal Generators. Its range is greater 
than any test oscillator... Its accuracy and 
stability are excellent... Stray signal leakage 
is kept at a minimum ... AC operated with 
regulated power supply! It is an instrument 
that will find many applications in the 
laboratory in radio and television work. 

Only RCA Offers You 
All These Features! 

All frequencies in fundamentals to 120 Mc 
... Magnetite core coils and air trimmer 
capacitors ... Ladder -type attenuator with 
meter readings direct in Microvolts .. 
Large dial (approx. 90 inches scale length). 
Bands in three colors... Internal 400 cycle 
modulation and 400 cycle output available 

. D -C connection for standard as well as 
television crystal calibrator, gives direct 
calibration of instrument ... Suitable for 
broad band modulation up to 5 MC such 
as required for television signal modula- 
tion ... Regulated plate and screen voltage 
supply ... Frequency range 100 KC to 120 
MC (10 bands), accuracy ±1 %. Maximum 
Output Voltage: Low Range .05V. High 
Range 0.3V. Minimum Output Voltage: 
100 KC to 15 MC, 1 microvolt; 15 MC to 
30 MC, 5 microvolt; 50 MC to 60 MC, 25 
microvolt; 60 MC tot 20 MC, 50 microvolt. 

$107 50 NET 

Over 350 million RCA radio tubes have 
been purchased by radio users...In tubes, 
as in parts and test equipment, it pays to 
go RCA All the Way. 

(1.60;,:1 

Tift*Oftedir 
RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc., Camden, N. J. 

A Service of the Radio Corporation of America 
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Jensen Type B Speaker System 

Alloys Data Book. R -40 Data Book 
contains information on electrical heat 
and corrosion resisting alloys. Driver - 
Harris Co., Harrison, N. J. 

New Products 

F -M Transmitters. Bulletin GEA -3327 
includes technical information as well 
as a general description of the G.E. 1 

kw frequency modulation transmitter 
which incorporates the 250 watt exciter 
(Model 4GG1A1) and the 1 kw ampli- 
fier (Model 4AF1A1). 

Speaker Equipment. A catalog de- 
scribing the entire new line of full 
range speaker equipment is available 
from Jensen Radio Mfg. Co., 6601 S. 
Laramie Ave., Chicago. 

Steel Cutting Needles. American made, 
Bragshaw steel cutting needles are de- 
scribed in a leaflet issued by H. W. 
Acton Co., Inc., 370 7th Ave., New 
York City. 

Gamnl.atron 
HEINTZ & KAUFMAN, LTD., South San 
Francisco, Cal., announce Type 257 
Gammatron, which offers a number of 
features in a multi -element transmit- 
ting tube. The elements which are 
constructed entirely of tantalum and 
are mounted directly on a molded base 
without the use of internal insulators 
make it possible to pump this tube 
under extreme temperature and to 
maintain a vacuum under operating 
conditions without the use of a chem- 
ical agent or "getter." The elimination 
of insulators and the unique construc- 
tion of this tube provide feedback ca- 
pacity from plate to grid of approxi- 
mately 3 of that in other tubes. Thus 
the tube will operate on higher fre- 
quencies without fear of self- oscilla- 
tion. Dual screen grid and suppressor 
grid leads result in very low induc- 
tance drop. 

Signal Generator 
THE NEW LOW -COST RCA "Signalyst ", 
is a signal generator designed for in- 
creased efficiency in radio and television 
receiver alignment work. Simple to 
operate, the Signalyst is useful for r -f 
and i -f alignment of radio broadcast 
receivers and special receivers operat- 
ing in the u -h -f bands, for television 
overall tests when modulated by square 
waves of composite picture signals, and 
for direct calibration of television re- 
ceiver local oscillator when used in 
conjunction with the Piezo electric cali- 
brator. The Signalyst has a funda- 
mental frequency range of 100 kc to 
120 Mc on 10 bands. It is accurate 
to within plus or minus 1% scale cali- 
bration. Output is available at the 
end of a coaxial cable. This new service 
instrument is an important companion 
to the Rider Chanalyst and the Rider 
VoltOhmst recently acquired by RCA. 

Heintz & Kaufman Ltd. Type 257 Gammatron described above 
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Another_ device available is a robot 
electronic switch, known as the RCA 
Electronic Control, which is a capacity - 
operated relay. No photocell or light 
beam is utilized. Instead, the relay 
responds to the change in electrical 
capacity which takes place when a per- 
son approaches. The new device has 
many uses for advertising displays and 
for unique lighting effects. 

RCA's New Signalyst 

Model 64 -B is a new monitoring loud- 
speaker employing a newly designed 
permanent magnet mechanism. It is 
housed in a modernistic cabinet which 
permits an unusually wide angle of 
sound distribution. Frequencies be- 
tween 60 and 10,000 cycles are faith- 
fully reproduced with very low distor- 
tion through the coordinated design of 
speaker and cabinet. 

All three products mentioned above 
are available from RCA Mfg. Co., 
Camden, N. J. 

Air Vise 
A NEW PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED vise 
designed for production work where 
time in handling is an important factor 
in manufacturing costs is available 
from The Larkin Air Vise Co., Port- 
land, Conn. This vise is applicable to 
drill press work, bench work, shaping, 
etc., and comes in five sizes ranging 
from 4 to 8 ins. in jaw width. It is 
supplied with hardened and ground 
jaws, flanged base and hand operated 
control valve. Special jaws to fit any 
work, swivel and universal bases and 
foot operated valves are also available. 

Cornell- Dubilier Products 
NEW COMPACT CAPACITOR decade boxes 
(size 3$x5x3 ins.) provide a wide vari- 
ety of capacity standards. The CDA -5 
box, for instance, provides values of 
.0001 to .011 kf in steps of .0001 µf 
or a total of 100 different capacity 
combinations through the medium of its 
two 10- position switches. The Model 
CDB -5 is similar except that its 
range is .01 to 1.1 af. The CDC -5 
with a range of 1.0 to 10.0 mfd 
has a single switch which provides 
steps of 1 F4f. These boxes may be 
used singly or in combination. The 
three in combination provide a range 
of .0001 to 11.1 Af in steps of .0001, 
or a total of 100,000 different capaci- 
tor values. Each switch position is 
directly calibrated and the values are 
accurate within ±5% of the actual 
values. In addition each box is accom- 
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NEW TYPE RELAY 
NOW AVAILABLE 
A Sturdy and Sensitive Design 

at Low Cost 
This new relay, just perfected, 
costs less because it has fewer 
parts. Its brand new design af- 
fords greater sensitivity, too. 
So you can save money and get 
a better relay by switching to 
this new model. Investigate 
today. 

Details and prices on a wide 
range of contact combinations 
given in illustrated circular 

n 

just released. Write for copy 
to American Automatic Elec- 
tric Sales Company, 1033 W. 
Van Buren Street, Chicago. 

AUTOMATIC 14P> ELECTRIC 
.t.I HERS OF TELEPHONE AND SIGNALING APPARATUS 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS, & CONSULTANTS 

FORMED 
POTS 

TUNGSTEN AND 
MOLYBDENUM 

Add CALLITE Quality to the natural qualities of tungsten and 
molybdenum. Callite formed parts are CERTIFIED - that means 
uniform, tested and proved. Callite can serve you better, regard- 
less of your requirements. Our entire staff of metallurgists and 
engineers are at your disposal ... ready to bring to the solution 
of your particular problems a vast fund of specialized knowledge 
and experience. Formed parts in special shapes made accurately 
to your specifications. Consult Callite today. Catalog on request. 

CALCITE PRODUCTS 
D I V I S I O N 

EISL.ER ELECTRIC CORP. 544 39th ST. UNION CITY, N. J. 
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¿Óa/( AT 7W1 
MÖVEMENT- 

-and your choice will be 
Simpson Panel Instruments 

dN 
HIGH -SENSITIVITY 

TESTER- 
Typical of Simpson Testing 

Instruments is this Model 260 
for television and general 
servicing with ranges to 
5,000 volts A.C. and D.C. at 
20,000 ohms per volt D.C. 

1,000 ohms per volt A.C. 
Negligible current consump- 
tion means extreme sensitiv- 
ity. Resistance ranges from 
1/2 ohm to 10 megohms; decibel 
ranges from -10 
to +52DB. Model $2750 
260 is priced at... 

OUTWARD 
beauty is only 

the start of the Simpson 
story. The real story is that 
bridge type movement with soft iron 
pole pieces illustrated above -heart 
of all Simpson Instruments. 

Here is a better type of construc- 
tion expressed in finer workmanship. 
Yet it is found in instruments so 
moderately priced that they have 
won undisputed right to be called 
"the world's greatest value in elec- 
trical metering devices." 

Ask for bulletins describing ten 
models covering all requirements. 

Bridge Type Con 
acereo -wan 
Solt Iron Pole 

Pieces 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO. 
5212 Kinzie Street, Chicago, Ill. 

INSTRUMENTS THAT STAY ACCURATE 

COMPLETE ENGINEERING INFORMATION 

ON TELEVISION 

New fact -packed book covers whole field of 
television design, operation, and maintenance. 
Just published, it is the 1940 manual of all 
up- to- the -minute data. Enables the technical 
man to make the transition from familiarity 
with radio engineering to familiarity with tele- 
vision engineering. 

Principles of 

TELEVISION 
ENGINEERING 

By DONALD G. FINK 
Managing Editor, Electronics 

THIS book conveniently gives the radio engineer and 
radio amateur all basic principles on which television 

rests, and illustrates the application of these principles in 

the standards of transmission and in practical equipment 
now being used. 

It covers all functions of television equipment and pro- 
vides the data on which design and operation of equipment 
depends. Traces the television process from the studio 
camera to the receiver screen. 

EXAMINE IT 10 DAYS -MAIL THE C 
McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C. 
Send me Fink- Principles of Television Engineering for 10 days' examination on 
send $5.00, plus few cents postage, or return book postpaid. (We pay postage 
remittance. ) 

Just O lt t- I 
541 pages, 6 x 9, 

313 illustrations, 
$5.00 

LOOK AT THESE 

CHAPTER HEADINGS 

Television Methods and 
Equipment 

Image Analysis 
Fundamentals of Televi- 

sion Camera Action 
Formation, Deflection, 

and Synchronization of 
Scanning Beams 

The Video Signal 
Video Amplification 
Carrier Transmission of 

Video Signals 
Image Reproduction 
Television Broadcast 

Practice 
Television Receiver Prac- 

tice 
Appendix: Transmission 

Standards, Recom- 
mended Practices, Defi- 
nitions, and Names of 
Controls Adopted by 
the Radio Manufac- 
turers Agsoeiation. 

OUPON 

approval. In 10 days I will 
on orders accompanied by 

Name 

Address Position 

City and State Company 
(Books sent on approval in II. S. and Canada only.) L. 3-40 

s 
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panied by an individual chart giving 
the exact values for each switch posi- 
tion. Model CDB -3 and CDC -3 boxes are 
similar to the CDB -5 and CDC -5 mod- 
els except that they provide the nar- 
rower tolerance of 3 %. 

MICA CAPACITORS for heavy -duty 
commercial services such as high -fre- 
quency C. W. furnaces or bombarders 
are available in a wide variety of capac- 
ity and current handling ratings in the 
Cornell -Dubilier Type 75A units. The 
capacity range is from .001 to .05 µf. 
Maximum current ratings are from 7 
to 100 amps at 100 kc and 45 to 80 
amps at 3000 kc. At 300 and 1000 kc 
currents up to 125 amps can be safely 
handled. 

Soldering Irons 
HEXACON ELECTRIC Co., 161 W. Clay 
Ave., Roselle Park, N. J., announce a 
new number to their line of electric 
soldering irons, which is a screw -type 
tip, with a diameter of 1 ins. 700 
watts, catalog No. 700. The new iron 
is suitable for extra heavy soldering 
jobs and due to its hexagon shape can 
be held in a vise when replacing or 
filing tip, without danger of denting 
outer housing and damaging element. 

Frequency Monitor 
THE BROWNING LABORATORIES, Win- 
chester, Mass., have a custom -built lab- 
oratory calibrated frequency monitor 
(Type S -1) for checking frequencies 
from 1.5 to 60 Mc. A 100 kc crystal 
is used as a secondary standard. This 
may be readily checked against WWV. 
Stable electron coupled oscillators are 
used to cover a band of frequencies 
from 50 to 100 kc wide. The trans- 
mitter frequencies which it is desired 

to check are included in this narrow 
band. The circuit is so arranged that 
the oscillators can be accurately 
checked at numerous points by means 
of the 100 kc crystal. Transmitter 
frequencies are checked by the zero 
beat method which is indicated visu- 
ally on a cathode ray tube and aurally 
by means of phones plugged into a 
jack. The accuracy of this monitor is 
better than .01 %. 
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E. H. aIETZE:A PEES, OF CREI 

The fact that CREI courses are 
selected by hundreds of men in over 

300 Radio Stations 
-is proof that 

CREI training pays! 
Modern technical training is not only 
an asset -but a necessity for the radio- 
man who wants to advance in the broad- 
casting field. Now, in your spare time 
CREI can provide you with practical 
radio and television engineering knowl- 
edge, which, combined with your own 
experience, will enable you to increase 
your efficiency and income. Just ask 
"any engineer" what he thinks of CREI 
-and you'll be convinced that we have 
the very thing you need to help you 
get ahead in radio. 

Write for FREE 
New illustrated booklet 

"A Tested Plan for 
A Future in Radio" 

To assist us in intelligently 
answering your inquiry- please 
state briefly your background, 
education and present position. 

CAPITOL RADIO 
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
DEPT. E -3, 3224 -16TH ST. N.W., WASH.. D. C. 

professional instantaneous recording blanks 
reach you in specially engineered packages. 
DUST- PROOF -Audiodiscs laid face to face in 

an air -conditioned factory are sealed in cellophane 
to provide a microscopically clean recording 
surface. 

SHOCK -PROOF -Bound in a metal ring, cush- 
ioned in waxed corrugated board, and packed in 
a metal container, Audiodiscs always arrive in 
perfect condition. 

SCR: \TCH -PROOF -No paper in contact with 
Audiodiscs. Lint -proof envelopes are packed at 
top and bottom of metal container for additional 
cushioning. 

Critical recordists everywhere prefer Audiodiscs 
perfect surface -always ready to use -no wiping 
necessary. 

AUDIO DEVICES, Inc. 
1600 BROADWAY, 

NEW YORK CITY 

Coble: Audi ice. New York 
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Porta -Power 
A NEW ADDITION TO the Porta -power 
family of General Transformer Corp., 
(1250 W. Van Buren St., Chicago), 
is the "Twin- power" Model "P" which 
was designed to solve the problem of 
eliminating batteries in six volt sets. 
By providing separate sources of sup- 
ply to the filaments and to the vibrator, 
the vibrator disturbance is eliminated 
and high fidelity performance is as- 
sured. 

Pocket -size Battery Tester 
A POCKET -SIZE BATTERY tester has been 
announced by Weston Electrical In- 
strument Co., (Newark, N. J.) to meet 
the need for a compact, inexpensive 
unit for correct testing of dry batteries 
under load. The tester will provide 
positive data about new batteries as 
well as batteries in service without the 
need for duplication of any existing 
test equipment. For the sake of a lay- 
man, the scale consists simply of a 
"Replace- Good" indication. Pin jacks 
are provided for the different battery 
voltages encountered. 

Experimental Set 
A NEW LOW COST, COMPLETELY assem- 
bled photoelectric and capacity relay 
experimental set is available from Reh- 
tron Corp., 2159 Magnolia Ave., Chi- 
cago. This simplified, multi -purpose 
apparatus consists of a photoelectric 
Robot relay, a long range light source 
with infra -red filter, and a signal 
switchboard equipped for both audible 
and visible signal demonstrations. It op- 
erates on 115 volt, 50 -60 cycle outlet. 
The Robot relay and light source may 
also be used for other permanent prac- 
tical installations (no batteries are re- 
quired). The unit is designated as 
Model E -77. 

Hole Piercing Machine 
AUTOMATIC MFG. CO., Inc., 850 Passaic 
Ave., Harrison, N. J., have available a 
multiple hole piercing machine (Model 
1001) which will punch holes in paper, 
bakelite, or similar tubes, also in small 
zinc or aluminum cans. Practically 
any number of holes within reasonable 
limitations can be punched in one oper- 
ation. The size range is from g in. 
to 2 ins. inside diameter. These holes 
may be spaced in practically any posi- 
tion around the tube and for a length 
of approximately 6 ins. Additional in- 
formation may be obtained from the 
manufacturer. 

D -C Motors 
KATO ENGINEERING CO., Mankato, 
Minn., have designed a line of d -c mo- 
tors which in addition to driving a 
piece of equipment also furnish 60 
cycle a -c current for the operation of 
an auxiliary function. 

a new UHF 

500 WATTS FM OR CW OUTPUT 

TO 60 MEGACYCLES 

4 -7 WATTS DRIVE. 
NO NEUTRALIZING - 

REDUCED OUT'UT 
AT 120 MEGACYCLES. 

HEAVY 
DIRECT 
LEADS 

Low capacities 
C output 4.75 mmf 
C input 10.5 mmf 

Cgp .36 mmf 

70 Watt Filament 5 volts 14 amps 
100% Tantalum and 

Tungsten elements 
Plate Dissipation 215 

wafts max. 
Ep -3.000 volts max. 
Ip -250 ma max. 

STANDARD 
50 WATT 

BASE 

Write for Technical Data 

$3450 

RAYTHEON PRODUCTION CORP. 
55 CHAPEL STREET NEWTON, MASS. 

501151 

IRAI S AIMING 
GUESS I G TYPE 

OZ A 

ft*4' 

BANTAM 

MAKES THEM ALL 

OWING 

AID 

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO 

CHICAGO ATLANTA 
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Buy RCP and you pay for test equipment 
performance. Nothing else. National sales 
promotion, company prestige, product re- 
liability - you get all this, but not on an 
RCP price tag! You pay for performance 
only - the industry's proudest perform- 
ance - built into every test instrument in 
this complete line. That is why RCP can 
offer you test equipment that -individually - does more jobs, and does them better - 
at lower cost. 

L A 

MODEL 414 -NEW RCP 
MASTER MULTITESTER 

ru,lablr with 4t /y -7 and 9 inch 

The system of A.C. measurements, employed 
in this Model assures higher accuracyt greater 
ruggedness. and far greater sensitivity than 
is obtainable with the copper oxide rectifier 
method. Meter movements are approximately 
450 microamperes for full scale deflection. 
Meter protected by instrument fuse and 
double double fuse. 
An outstanding advantage of the Model 414 
is its use as a direct reading capacity meter. 
5 ranges permit continuous readings from 
.0001 to 300 mfds. (Ratio 3,000,000 to 1) 
Ohmmeter measurement ratio is 300,000,000 
to 1. Center of scale reading on low ohm 
scale -2.0 ohms. Each of first 10 full size 
divisions .05 ohm. 5 individual ohmmeter 
ranges, with self- contained power supply. 
Built -in battery for ranges below t meg. For 
ranges between 1.5 and 15 me s, simply plug 
into A.C. supply. Equipped with handy 
ohmmeter shorting switch for balancing 
ohmmeter circuits. 
5 D.C. voltage ranges reading 0- 5/50/250/ 
2500/5000 V. Potentials above 1 000 V. have 
independent and isolated switching system. 
Sensitivity 2,000 ohms per volt. 5 A.C. volt- 
Age ranges 0 -10 /100 /500/1000/5000 V. D.C. 
Current ranges 1-5-25 amperes. D.C. ma 
0- 10/50/250/1000. 
Model 414-open face bench type, 41/2 inch 
meter, r, hand rubbed wood case. S21.95 
Also available in combination bench -port- 
able type, at slightly higher cost. 
Model 414 -VP7- equipped with 7t /2" square 
meter. for counter or bench. Also 
available for rack mounting. Net $29.95 
Model 414 --VP9- identical as above except 
with 9 inch meter. Also available for rack 

Net 
mounting. 

$32.95 
Send today for catalog No. 122. 

RADIO CITY 
PRODUCTS CO. INC. 
88 PARK PLACE, N. Y. C. 
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Phase Monitor 
A NEW TYPE 798 PHASE Monitor for 
rack and panel mounting has been an- 
nounced by Victor J. Andrew, 6429 S. 
Lavergne Ave., Chicago, for adjusting 
and aiding in the maintenance of the 
phasing networks of a three element 
directional antenna. The unit consists 
of two complete monitors built as a 
single rack and panel instrument, al- 

lowing simultaneous monitoring of 
phase between a center and two outside 
towers. Each phase angle is continu- 
ously indicated directly in degrees, be- 
tween 0 and 180 by a large panel d -c 
meter which is also usable for third 
and fourth quadrant angles. Phase an- 
gles may be read at a glance. 

Phenolic Molding 
A NEW, EASILY PREFORMED, high- impact 
phenolic molding material, known as 
Durez 1900 Black, has been announced 
by Durez Plastics & Chemicals, Inc., 

North Tonawanda, N. Y. This molding 
material will flow through hoppers and 
automatic feeding devices easily, and 
is suitable for parts requiring a high - 
impact material. 

Dry Battery Tester 
A NEW POCKET -SIZE TESTER, (Model 
245), for testing dry batteries under 
load, has been introduced by Simpson 
Electric Co., 5216 Kinzie St., Chicago. 
An artificial load is introduced into 
the circuit, within the meter. A tog- 
gle switch is provided to switch the 
load off and on, providing a comparison 
between readings with load off and load 
on. The tester is available in six volt- 
ages, covering the popular sizes of "A" 
and "B" batteries. 

Volt- Ohm- Milliammeter 
JUMBO, MODEL 4922 -S, is a new Hickock 
Instrument (419 Erie Bldg., Cleveland) 
with a 9i -in. rectangular meter which 
is easily read at any angle and from a 
distance. There is a potentiometer ad- 
justment for change in ohmmeter cir- 
cuit battery voltage. Change in bat- 
tery voltage does not affect the accu- 
racy of the ohm readings. This in- 
strument incorporates a new type recti- 
fier circuit designed to withstand more 
overload. The ranges have been ex- 
tended to cover practically all applica- 
tions of electrical measurements. 

220 TON CYCLOTRON 

A view of the huge 220 ton cyclotron at the William H. Crocker Radiation Laboratory 
of the University of California. The vats of water surrounding the machine are for 

radiation protection for the workers. The tubes above lead from the oscillator 
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ALLIED . . . TYPE D RELAY 
Popular -standard stock item- compact- 
efficient. 
Many desirable features: 
Coils -layer wound -coil has heavy pro- 
tective wrap and is vacuum impregnated; 
yoke, armature and pole piece made of high grade electrical iron. Entire contact 
section housed in special porcelain case. 
Contact rating -10 amps. of non -inductive 
A.C. at 125 volts; special contacts for dy- 
namotor starting with ratings up to 30 amps. continuous on 6 and 12 volt battery 
D.C. Balanced armature, fulcrum arranged 
to give maximum contact pressure which 
is equally distributed on both contacts. 
Stock types available: 6.3 and 110 volt 
A.C.; 4-6, 10 -12 volt D.C. -double pole - double throw. Also dynamotor starting 
single pole-double throw. 
Numerous uses: police, aircraft and ma- 
rine radio applications such as antenna 
transfer, filament control and dynamotor 
starting (S.P.D.T.); alarm and signal de- 
vices; A.C. types for general industrial 
control applications. 
Quantity production -resulting in ex- tremely attractive prices. Prompt deliv- 
eries. 
Write for complete descriptive literature 
and prices. 

ALLIED CONTROL CO., INC. 
227 FULTON STREET NEW YORK CITY 

Export Dept.: 
Pan Mar Corp., 1270 Broadway, New York City 

Astatic's Finer 
CRYSTAL PICKUPS 
Asiatic Tru -Tan Crystal Pickup Models 
B -16 and B -10 provide the ultimate in 
fidelity of record reproduction with new 
conception of full bass and extended high 
frequency response. Beautifully finished 
in black and chrome. 

B -16, for transcriptions to 16 ", 
List Price..$22.50 

B -10, for 10" to 12" Records, 
List Price..$17.50 

Astatic Microphone Laboratory, Inc. 
Youngstown, Ohio 

In Canada: Astatic, Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 
Astatic Crystal Products Licensed Under Brush 

Development Co. Patents 
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Marine Radiophone 
A NEW AND COMPACT 25 -watt radio- 
phone for small boats is the Model HT -8 
announced by Hallicrafters, Inc., Chi- 
cago. It provides 2 -way communica- 
tion with other boats, land telephone 
and Coast Guard stations. Any one 
of five crystal- controlled frequencies is 
selected by a rotary switch and another 
switch gives choice of five correspond- 
ing receiving frequencies plus an extra 
weather report channel. All circuits 
are internally pre -tuned during instal- 
lation of the equipment. 

The transmitter and receiver are in- 
closed in a single cabinet designed 
either for table or bulkhead mounting. 
The power supply is separate and con- 
nects to the main unit by plug and 
cable. Power is drawn from the boat's 
battery but by inter- changing one plug 
provision is made for operation from 
any 110 -volt a -c line. 

ALSO ANNOUNCED by Hallicrafters is 
a 12 tube amateur communications re- 
ceiver, the Super Defiant, which fea- 
tures an overall range from 540 kc to 
42 Mc. Every function is controlled 
from the front panel. It operates on 110 
volt 50 -60 cycle and may be adapted 
to d -c operation, if desired. 

o 

"DESIGN COMPUTER" FOR 
AIRPLANES 

DESIGNED 
AND BUILT FOR 
EXACTING SERVICE 

EICOR MOTORS 
FOR AIRCRAFT USE 

A typical example of Licor Motors espe- 
cially designed and built by engineers for 
exacting aircraft use. Widely adopted and 
used for bandswitching, antenna reels, or 
any type of remote control. Light in weight 
-strong in performance and service. 
Available in a complete range of sizes for 
all aircraft and similar applications. 

Lewis L. Imm, formerly with the 
Bureau of Air Commerce is shown 
here with his "Librascope ', a de- 
sign computer which engineers use 
to obtain maximum aeronautical ef- 
ficiency from airplanes in the mak- 
ing. It will also correlate metero- 
logical reports from all parts of the 
country, as well as enable the de- 
signer to compute maximum speed, 
climb, altitude, etc. merely by prop- 
erly operating the several dials. 
The device is a type of calculating 
machine which shows the results of 
several variables in a series of 

simultaneous equations 

--and EICOR 
DYNAMOTORS 
They're precision -built for aircraft, police, 
marine -for all mobile transmitters and 
receivers. Insure smooth, continuous, 
trouble -free performance and long operat- 
ing life. Necessity for filtering is reduced 
to a minimum -AC ripple is practically 
eliminated. These new Eicor Dynamotors 
are the lightest in weight per watt output -and there is a size for every need, from 
the smallest of them all to the largest 
required. 

Write for Complete Data Today 

517 South Laflin Street 
Chicago U. S. A. 

Export: AD AURIEMA, INC., 118 Broad Street 
New York, N. Y. Cable: Auriema, New York 
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the New DAV E N Type 910 
VOLUME LEVEL INDICATOR 

The Type 910 unit is designed to indicate audio levels in broadcasting, sound record- 
ing and allied fields where precise monitoring is important. It is completely self - 
contained, requiring no batteries or external power supply. The indicator is sensitive 
to low power levels, rugged and dependable. 

The indicator used in this panel is the new WESTON Type 30 meter, the dynamic 
characteristics of which have been approved by BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, 
N.B.C. and COLUMBIA Engineers. The indicator reads in percent voltage and VU. 
The "VU" is defined as being numerically equal to the number of DB above I mw. 
reference level into 600 ohms. 

Two meter controls are provided, one a small decade with screwdriver adjustment 
for zero level setting of the meter pointer; the other a constant impedance "T" type 
network for extending the range of the instrument in steps of 2 Db. 

Because of the length of the meter scale, small differences in pointer indications 
are easily noticed. For this reason the screwdriver type vernier is provided. All 
V. I. meters can thus be adjusted to the same scale reading. This is particularly con- 
venient in complex installations where several V. I. meters must be read by one operator, 
or in coordinating the various meters at different points in a network. 

Write for the New DAVEN Catalog 

THE DAVEN COMPANY 
158 SUMMIT STREET NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 

A CONTINUOUS 
WORLD'S PAIR: 

A 280 Tube 
and 

"SylVdlOy" 
Filament 

WILBUR B. DRIVER CO. 
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 
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Second only fo 
a good slide rule 

in essential professional equipment is 
a volume of working formulas which 
enable the engineer to get concrete 
results quickly even in fields where 
he is not entirely at home. This is 
the data supplied by Hudson's "Engi- 
neers' Manual." 

340 page.'; 5 by 7L 236 illustrations 
Flexible binding; $2.75 

ORDER A COPY ON APPROVAL 

THE 
ENGINEERS' MANUAL 

S'rop'J Edition 1939 
John Wiley & Sons. Inc., New York 

Narrow Band 
Transmission 

(Continued from page 17) 

4 (q) of Equations (7) cause the 
frequency response characteristic of 
the output to be approximately as 
shown in Fig. 5. 

The amplitude of any distortion 
frequency in Equation (8) is given by 

B J. (x) Js (x) 4) (q) 
or B [J, (x)12. 4 (q) 
where s is the particular value chosen 
for n. 

It is known that when the argu- 

ment x = becomes very large, 
7t 

the value of the term Jo (x) becomes 
very small. The maximum value of 
any term of J. (x) (n = 1, 2, etc.) 

0)0h - also becomes small. For 
p 

> 70, 

these values are all less than 0.1, so 
that the product Jo (x) J (x) or J. 
(x) J. (x) is always less than 0.01. 
Since the amplitude factor y6 (q) 
1, the distortion frequencies can be 
disregarded for all practical pur- 
poses. 

The above analysis is applicable 
only when the oscillator frequency 
is changing. Let it be arbitrarily as- 
sumed that for one -third of the time 
the oscillator frequency remains 
constant at its maximum value, and 
that for another third of the time it 
remains constant at its minimum 
value. In this case, the total repro- 
duced frequency range, as perceived 
by the ear, will correspond to that 
provided by a transmission channel 
having the frequency response char- 
acteristics shown approximately in 
Fig. 6. 

A simplified block schematic dia- 
gram of the entire demonstration 
system is shown in Fig. 7. The sig- 
nal source was a broadly -tuned radio 
receiver set to station WJZ. The 
automatic volume control was oper- 
ated from the audio output of this 
receiver and was used to maintain a 
fairly constant long -time average 
volume level. When the throw -over 
switch S was placed in the dotted 
position the carrier frequency was 
kept constant at 10,000 cps so that 
only those signal frequencies rang- 
ing from 1500 to 3000 cps were 
transmitted and reproduced. 

Extended listening tests were 
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BINDING POSTS 

PHOTO CELLS 

SENSITIVE RELAYS 

MOLDED INSTRUMENT SOCKETS 

TIP JACKS 

MOLDED BAKELITE PARTS 

METAL STAMPINGS 

LAMINATED BAKELITE 

STAMPINGS 

CONNECTORS 

INSULATED WIRE CABLE 

ASSEMBLIES 

Adequate facilities for 
Complete Assembly Work 

Storage-Packing-Shipping 

HUGH H. EBY, Inc. 
4700 Stenton Avenue 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

u Dt4t# 

MICA 
CONDENSERS 

frriík uetha .C44w44,54- 

CAST ALUMINUM END PLATES 
FIT STANDARD MTG. DIMENSIONS 

THESE exceptionally 
high -grade condensers - with India 
Ruby mica -are built for long life. 
high current carrying capacities, and 
low losses. Available for prompt de- 
livery in standard ratings. Write for 
structural data and prices. 

SANGAMO 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 

SPRINGFIELD ILLINOIS 

ELECTRONICS - March 1940 

made using numerous observers, all 
of whom chose the new system as 
giving the best quality, the usual re- 
port being "a vast improvement." 
None of these observers reported 
noticing any loss of the high fre- 
quencies when the transmission was 
changed over to the new system, and 
no distortion was perceived at any 
time either in speech or in music. 
The loud speaker was operated at 
comfortable room loudness. 

Although listening test reports 
such as these are necessarily subjec- 
tive, they nevertheless indicate that 
the desired result was satisfactorily 
accomplished. 

References 
L E. H. Colpitts and O. D. Blackwell, Car- rier Current Telephony and Telegraphy, 

Trans. A.I.E.E., vol. 40, pp. 205 -30u, 
1921. 

2. G. A. Campbell. U. S. Patent 1,071,143, 
"Wave Translator." 

3. J. C. Steinberg. U. S. Patent 1.830,524, 
"Wave Transmission with Narrowed 
Bands." 

4. W. T. Wintringh:uu. U. S. Patent 1.521.997, 
"Compression of Frequency Range ". 

5. B. von der Pol. Frequency Modulation, 
Proc. I.R.E.. Vol. 1..5. pp. 1194 -1205, 
July. 1930. 

LOUD SPEAKER SOLVES . 

BLACKOUT PROBLEM 
. . plus high mechanical 
and dielectric strength 
Engineers whc want the best in laminated 
plastic materials turn to Lamicoid -and find 
it ideal for radio and related electronicwork. 

Lamicoid Fabricated Parts, including low 
power factor Punching Stock are made in 
all shapes and thicknesses, punched or ma- 
chined to your specifications. 

For those who do their own fabricating, 
Lamicoid is available in sheets, rods and 
tubes, in all grades., sizes and thicknesses. 

Write for our latest Price Bulletin and 
samples of the material which you need for 
your own work. 

The problem of traffic control at 
Trafford Bar, Manchester, England, 
where five roads meet has been 
solved as a result of recent black- 
outs. White- coated policemen, us- 
ing red and green lamps, co -oper- 
ate with the officer on a look -out 
platform who directs traffic through 

the speaker 

MICA INSULATOR CO., 198 VARICK ST., NEW YORK 

Send me samples and prices on Lamicoid for 

Name 

Company 

Address 
E-3-40 
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 For assemblies where cost and space are 
the controlling factors, while normal -duty 
operation is held to be adequate, 
AEROVOX Series PRS electrolytics, popu- 
larly known as DANDEES, are the logical 
choice. 

To the basic features of low cost and ex- 
treme compactness, AEROVOX has added 
the following: Positive hermetic sealing 
of these miniature -can electrolytics; ade- 
quate venting to prevent excessive gas 
pressures; varnished paper jackets spun 
over can ends to prevent shorting of bent 
leads; polarity -indicating end discs; thor- 
oughly aged sections with about twice 
the foil area of usual midgets. 

Available in working voltages from 25 to 
450 D.C., in capacities from 4 to 100 mid., 
and in dual- section units. Also high -capa- 
city low- voltage units, 1000 to 3000 mfd., 
6, 12 and 15 v. 

Submit Your Needs . . . 

Your assemblies may call for these or 
other types of condensers. Regardless, our 
engineers will gladly collaborate in provid- 
ing condensers best suited to your assem- 
blies as a whole. Meanwhile, be sure our 
new 1940 catalog is in your working li- 
brary. Copy on request. 

CORPORATION 

NEW BEDFORD, MASS. 
IN CANADA: AEROVOX CANADA. Limited Hm olten. Ont. 

(:)J 

Business of 
Television 

(Continued from page 13) 

grams, and the number of program 
hours have been steadily increasing. 

2. Considering the fund of experi- 
ence and experienced personnel being 
accumulated month by month, each 
dollar can be spent more wisely and 
effectively. 

3. Basing one version of "Effi- 
ciency" on the average cost per pro- 
gram hour on the air gives the story 
month by month as shown in accom- 
panying Figure. 

It can be seen that the cost per 
hour in November was 45 per cent 
of that in May. Of course, there are 
many reasons for this, besides the 
one of getting more experience and 
knowledge of operation. For in- 
stance, one other factor is that of 
utilizing a given "Unit Crew" for 
the maximum number of hours pos- 
sible in a work -week, etc. 

Of paramount importance is the 
question, "How is television doing 
in respect to possibilities of support- 
ing itself as a business venture ?" 
More than five years of active analy- 
sis and nine months practice in 
operation have established certain 
data. Theorizing for the future, 
once nebulous but now being nur- 
tured by experience and time, is be- 
coming clearer and more practical. 

N.B.C. operated during the past 
nine months, as did all television 
stations in the country, on an experi- 
mental license. However, for three 
and one -half years, prior to public 
service in April, 1939, a considerable 
amount of research was conducted 
on the advertising aspects of tele- 
vision. In fact, programs thought 
suitable for advertising purposes, 
involving products of many dif- 
ferent industries, were tried, using 
both live -talent studio shows and 
regular commercial film. A consider- 
able number of manufacturers and 
advertising agencies cooperated in 
the production of these shows. 

All this, naturally, was done an- 
ticipating that television would 
eventually become an advertising 
medium. N.B.C. could not plan an 
immediate sale of its television time 
as is done in sound broadcasting. 

New 
The Library now 
comprise. a re- 
vised selection of 
books culled from 
leading McGraw - 
Hill publications 
in the radio field. 

McGraw -Hill 
RADIO 

ENGINEERING 
LIBRARY 

- especially selected by radio specialists of 
McGraw -Hill publications - to give most complete, dependable cov- 
erage of facts needed by all whose fields 
are grounded on radio fundamentals. 

- available at a special price and terms 

These books cover circuit phenomena, tube 
theory, networks, measurements, and other 
subjects -give specialized treatment of all 
fields of practical design and application. 
They are books of recognized position in the 
literature -books you will refer to and be 
referred to often. If you are a researcher 
or experimenter -if your interest in radio is 
deep -set and based on a real desire to go 
further In this Held -you want these books 
for the help they give in hundreds of prob- 
lems throughout the whole field of radio 
engineering. 

5 volumes 3319 pages, 2298 illustrations 

1. Eastman's FUNDAMENTALS OF 
VACUUM TUBES 

2. Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING 

3. Everitt's COMMUNICATION ENGI- 
NEERING 

4. Hund's HIGH -FREQUENCY MEAS- 
UREMENTS 

5. Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING 
HANDBOOK 

Special Low Price and Easy Terms 

Bought singly, the five volumes comprising 
this library would cost you more. Under 
this offer you save money and, in addition. 
have the privilege of paying in easy install- 
ments beginning with $2.50, 10 days after 
receipt of the books, and $3.00 monthly there- 
after. Already these books are recognized as 
standard works that you are bound to require 
sooner or later. Take advantage of these con- 
venient terms to add them to your library now. 

SEND THIS ON APPROVAL COUPON 

McGraw -Hill Book Co.. Inc. 
330 W. 42nd St., New York. N. Y. 

Send me the McGraw -Hill Radio Engineering Library 
5 vols., for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 
days I will send $2.50, plus few cents postage. and 
$3.00 monthly till $23.50 is paid. or return books post- 
paid, (We pay postage on orders accompanied by 
remittance of first installment.) 

Name 

Address 

City and State 

Position 

Company L -3 -40 

(Books sent on approval in II. S. and Canada only.) 
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AS business paper publishers 
for over 50 years, Mc- 

Graw -Hill is uniquely equip- 
ped to offer complete, authori- 
tative direct mail coverage of 
Industry's major markets. Ex- 
treme accuracy is maintained 
(guaranteed to 98%) and 
through careful analysis of 
markets, complete classification 
of companies and personnel, 
etc., the widest possible selec- 
tions are available. Send for 
handy reference folder "Hun- 
dreds of Thousands of Rea- 
sons Why" which describes 
how McGraw -Hill Lists are 
built and maintained. 

What Fields Do You 
Want to Reach? 

Aviation Industry 
Bus & Transit Industries 

Business Executives 
Chemical Process Industries 

Civil Engineering & 
Construction 
Coal Mining 

Electrical Appliance Dealers 
Electrical Contractors 

Electrical Industry 
Electrical Wholesalers 

Food Industries 
Manufacturing Industries 

Metal Mining 
Metal Working Industries 
Mill Supply Distributors 

Power Engineers 
Product Engineers 

Radio Dealers & Wholesalers 
Radio Engineers 

Textile Industries 

For further details, selections 
from above basic classifica- 
lions, counts, prices, etc., or 
estimates on special lists .. . 

ask any representative or 
write to 

... CT MAIL DIVISION.... - McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING CO. 
-moo ï 330 W. 03n0 S1RIEr N!W YORR, M. Y. 

. . . Complete Lists Covering 
Industry's Major Markets 

ELECTRONICS - March 1940 

In the meantime it busied itself cre- 
ating as much program variety as 
possible in order to build a fund of 
experience which, it is hoped, will 
be of much value at such a time 
when television broadcasting is corn - 
mercial in the same sense that sound 
broadcasting is at present. 

A point has been made to keep ad- 
vertisers and advertising agencies 
constantly informed on the progress 
of television broadcasting. This serv- 
ice is and has been in the form of 
lectures, letters, monographs, per- 
sonal meetings, and an open invita- 
tion to all qualified advertising men 
to visit the television plant. This 
policy reaped excellent response, 
with the result that there is now a 
considerable file of information on 
the advertising potentialities of tele- 
vision broadcasting. 

One phase of cooperation with the 
advertising industry was to issue an 
invitation to all advertising agencies 
to appoint a liaison post in each 
agency to act as a clearing house 
for the agency on television matters 
with N.B.C. There is now quite a 
long list of agencies who have re- 
sponded and have been working with 
the N.B.C. in this manner. 

Along with this open policy with 
the advertising industry, any and all 
were invited to work with the N.B.C. 
in putting on shows using facilities 
at no cost. The results of this offer 
are self -evident from the facts that 
73 different advertisers have cooper- 
ated with N.B.C. on 148 individual 
programs in the first eight months. 
The 73 advertisers represent seven- 
teen of the major industries. The 
experimental advertising shows have 
been broadcast using all three types 
of program facilities and accounted 
for about 12 per cent of the total 
program time. 

A word might be said here for the 
wisdom of permitting a more or less 
unhampered experimental activity, 
because by allowing the technique of 
presenting advertising programs to 
grow hand in hand with the tech- 
nique of presenting sustaining 
programs, the development of a 
rounded program service for the pub- 
lic is created, instead of a patched - 
together program fare, which could 
have been the case if television were 
suddenly to become commercial with- 
out the actual experience in adver- 
tising show building over the same 
length of time as that devoted to the 
study of sponsored show building. 

EVERY SIZE 
for ANY JOB 
Here is the only complete line 
of -8" power supply equipment 
for police units, air craft and radio broadcast service and 
sound systems. 

Frames, sizes and capacities to 
fit any requirements. 10 to 850 watts. Input, 6 to 110 volts; out- 
put, up to 1750 volts. 

Pincor Dynamotors are the last word in efficiency and regula- 
tion. Deliver high voltage cur- rent for proper operation of your 
apparatus with a minimum of 
A. C. ripple. 

Compact, light weight. With or without filter. Send for catalog. 

ROTARY CONVERTERS 
Complete line for converting 6, 
12, 32, 110 or 220 volts D. C. to 110 or 220 volts A. C. 40 to 3,000 watts. 

PIONEER 

GEN.E.MOTOR CORP. 
CHICAGO ILLINOIS 

Export Address: 25 Warren St., N.Y., N.Y. Cable: Simontrice, New York 

PIONEER GEN -E -MOTOR CORP. Dept. R -4C 
466 W. Superior St., Chicago. Ili. 

Please send information 
ad Dower supply units. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
o Also send me Rotary Converter Catalog 
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B -L RECTIFIERS 
CHANGE AC TO DC 

WITHOUT MOVING 
PARTS. GLASS BULBS, 
LIQUIDS, OR SPARK- 
ING CONTACTS. 

DRY -DURABLE 
COMPACT -ECONOMICAL 

SPECIAL RECTIFIERS 
AND 

COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES 

THE BENWOOD LINZE C S . 

ST. LOUIS, Ito. 
ELECTRICAL RECTIFIERS 

t\\ t' FACTI'H i RS FNGINFt:[t 

ELECTRON TUBE PARTS 
Tinges EST. QUALITY 

Seal Finish Tungsten Welds $ 
YEARS 

Tungar Welds Coil Springs 
Filament Hooks Bases 
Spot Welders Caps 

Stem Wire Cutting & Forming Machines 

"The EngineeringCo. "of Newark,N.J.,Inc. 

59 Branford St 
Danie 

reet 
l Kondakiian, Presswork. 

N. J. 

Universal Cinema Model 
For Studio. Stage and Orchestra 

Crystal or dynamic in any imped- 
ance, high or low. New swivel 
yoke. Gun metal or pol. chrome. 
Incl. 25 ft. rubber covered cable. 
Amazing value. Embodies 1940 tech. 
advances and beauty of design. 
List only $22.50. 

Universal Microphone Co., Ltd. 
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood. Calif. 

We manufacture a complete line of equipment 
SPIff VAEIJ_)E1tS, eleltrir, from '4 to 500 1(\'A A. C. Altl' 
TRANSFORMERS. special and standard types WELDERS 
INCANDESCENT LAMP manufacturing equipment From 100 to 

RADIO TUBES, ex -ray, cathode ray. photo cells 400 Amps. 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, vacuum pumps, etc. 
TUNGSTEN SLUGS, rod and wire manufacturing equipment 
GENERAL GLASS working machines and burners 
COLLEGE GLASS working units for students and laboratory 

FJSLER ENGINEERING COMPANY, CHAS. EISLER, Pres. 

751 So. 13th St. (near Avon Ave.) Newark. New Jersey 

MICROMETER for 
checking 

FREQUENCY transmitters, 
from 1.5 to 56 mc., 

METER within 0.01 per cent. 

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES - Bradenton. Fla., U. S. A.- 

A C T O N E 

CUTTING STYLI 
For recording direct on all coated alulni- 
nbm or paper base discs. Individually 
Upped for a quiet, high quality cut. 

-H. W. ACTON CO., Inc., 370 7th Atre., New York 

VACUUM TUBES AND 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES 
Design. Development and Construction of 

tubes and circuits. 

VACUTRON, INC. 
2819 12 St. South Arlington, Va. 

FINE RIBBONS 
of Tungsten, Molybdenum and 

Special Alloys 
To your specifications 

H. CROSS 
15 BEEKMAN ST. NEW YORK 

HIGH "Q" 
NETWORK INDUCTANCES 

Over 5011 designs ht use to -date 

HOLLYWOOD TRANSFORMER CO. 
7364 Melrose Ave. Hollywood, Calif. 
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"What Can It 
Do For Me ?" 
Advertising that is read with this 

thought in mind, may provide the 

solution to a problem that has kept 
you awake nights for weeks. 
Remember, back of the signature of 

every Electronics advertiser is an- 

other organization, whose members 
have thought long and hard about 
your business in the course of in- 

troducing and applying their prod- 

ucts or services to your industry. 
Ií their offerings can improve the 
quality of your company's product 

. or save your company's money 
... they can contribute to your com- 

pany's income. 
We all know, "It pays to advertise." 
It pays just as big to investigate 
what is advertised! 
Each month, Electronics advertisers, 
old and new, invite you and over 
13,600 other subscribers to investi- 

gate further the advantages they 
can provide. 

Departmental Staff 
ELECTRONICS 

Patents 
Telemetering System. Method in- 

volving frequency variations, means 
for isolating the supply current car- 
ried by the conductor from the fre- 
quency varying voltage, etc. No. 2,- 
172,918. E. G. Watts, Pittsburgh 
Equitable Meter Co. 

Measuring Apparatus. An electron 
tube recorder, for example, one record- 
ing variations in temperature in a 
furnace. A voltage variable in phase 
in accordance with the deflection of a 
controlling element including a light 
sensitive device is utilized. No. 2; 
172,064. T. R. Harrison, Brown In- 
strument Co. 

Balancing Machine. Means for sup- 
porting the part to be balanced so as 
to permit it to perform a gyratory 
movement, means for rotating the 
part, means for correcting the part 
for unbalance, etc., involves a vacuum 
tube. H. O. Fuchs, G. M. Corp. No. 2; 
171,927. 

Electrotherapeutic Device. An oscil- 
lation generator for electro- therapy 
comprising two pairs of two vacuum 
tubes each, input and output circuits 
connecting the tubes in said pairs 
symmetrically with respect to each 
other. H. W. Parker, Rogers Radio 
Tubes Ltd. No. 2,171,670. 

Welding Apparatus. Method of con- 
trolling the space gap between an 
electrode and a work piece during arc 
welding comprising impressing a 
welding current made up in part of a 
high frequency high voltage arc main- 
taining current across the gap, by- 
passing a portion of the high fre- 
quency current around the gap and 
utilizing the voltage fluctuations in the 
by- passed portion incident to varia- 
tions in the break -down voltage in the 
gap to actuate means advancing the 
electrode towards the work piece 
when the voltage approximates a de- 
termined maximum and to retract the 
electrode when the voltage approxi- 
mates a determined minimum. K. 
Heindlhofer. United States Steel Corp. 
No. 2,173,446. 

Burglar Alarm. Apparatus for de- 
tecting the movement of metals per- 
meable to magnetic lines of force 
through a zone of detection. Several 
coils positioned laterally and at the 
opposite sides of the zone of detection 
have between them an alternating 
current field which is disturbed and 
thereby affects an amplifier when 
metal permeable to magnetic lines of 
force pass through the field. J. C. 
Becker, Everett Experimental & De- 
velopment Co., Shanghai. No. 2,181,- 
648. 
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Cardiograph. Contact members 
adapted for drawing an action voltage 
from a human body including means 
for amplifying the voltages and for re- 
cording them. H. E. Hohmann, Radio 
Patents Corp., No. 2,150,223. 

Headlight Control. Use of phototube 
and amplifier for automatically dim- 
ming the lights of a vehicle in response 
to the approach of an oncoming vehicle. 
R. E. Alley, Austin, Minn. No. 2,150; 
900. 

Message Detector. Use of phototube 
in connection with an endless moving 
belt for controlling the rate of flow of 
messages on the belt. R. W. Stain, 
Western Union Tel. Co., No. 2,150,467. 

Automatic Cutting Machine. System 
of control for a milling machine. Wil- 
helm Chladek, W. E. & M. Co. No. 
2,151,743. 
See also No. 2,150,430 and 2,150,431 
and 2,150,440, all to the Western Union 
Tel Co. on conveyor systems. 

Communication System. An inter- 
office type of communicator system, 
using a single double -purpose tube. 
H. J. Nichols, I. B. M. Co. No. 2,150,- 
241. 

Motion Control. Phototube means for 
controlling the operation of several 
motor -operated traveling devices such 
as cranes, etc. H. W. Ball, Morgan En- 
gineering Co., Alliance, Ohio. No. 2,- 
181,778. 

Traffic Analysis. Vacuum tube cir- 
cuit arranged so that a first closer cir- 
cuit operates when a traffic unit 
crosses a given point, a second circuit 
closer operates when the traffic unit 
crosses a second more advanced point, 
etc. C. D. Greentree, G. E. Co. No. 
2,181,728. 

Motor Control System. Means of 
controlling the direction of motor rota- 
tion by means of light sensitive de- 
vices. Britton Chance, Mantolooking, 
N. J. No. 2,182,717. 

Therapeutic Apparatus. Method of 
producing alternating current, pulsat- 
ing direct current, oscillating current, 
galvanic current, thermionic means 
for periodically varying the current 
amplitude, etc. J. H. Dobert, Millvale, 
Pa. No. 2,182,223. 

British Patents 
Tabulating Machine. Statistical rec- 

ord cards, etc., are duplicated by op- 
tically scanning each column in turn, 
the receiver operating in synchronism 
with the scanning means. The device 
is photo -electrically controlled. British 
Tabulating Machine Co. Ltd. No. 
502,692. 

Headlight Adjustment. Photo -elec- 
tric means of adjusting a beam of light. 
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British Thomson- Houston Co. No. 
501,712. 

Broaching Machine. A hydraulic 
broaching machine is provided with a 
photo -electric relay which operates a 
valve controlling the movement of the 
main ram to operate the broach on its 
return upward movement. Lapointe 
Machine Tool Co., Ltd. No. 502,326. 

Calculating Machine. Photo -electric 
means and rotable perforated plates for 
producing the light impulses. A. Lan- 
nert. No. 502,560. 

Copying Apparatus. Apparatus for 
duplicating three -dimensional objects 
comprises an optical unit having means 
for projecting a beam of light towards 
an object or pattern to be scanned, to 
produce an image on the surface of the 
object with a sharply defined contour 
line, and having a light- sensitive cell 
system supported in fixed angular rela- 
tion to the projector with the line of 
sight of the cell intersecting the con- 
tour line of the image. L. M. Jackson. 
No. 507,235. 

Precipitation Apparatus. Patents 
Nos. 502,999; 504,901, and 506,896 to 
Lodge -Cottrell. 

Exposure Meters, etc. Patents Nos. 
504,203 and 504,211 to Zeiss Ikon. Nos. 
504,786 and 504,805 to H. F. Tonnies. 
No. 505,195 to S. F. Warren and No. 
506,219 to J. M. Bing. 

Ammonia Tester. Liquids to be 
tested photo -electrically are first sub- 
jected to temperature conditions in a 
chamber in communication with an ob- 
servation chamber in which the liquid 
passes between a source of light and a 
light sensitive element. No. 509,061. 
V. H. Gilbert. 

Exposure Control. No. 509,108 Brit- 
ish Thomson- Houston Co. on a photo- 
electric exposure meter, and No. 509,- 
260, an apparatus for adjusting the 
speed of operation of the shutter or 
the size of aperture of photographic 
apparatus by the use of a phototube 
and galvanometer. I. G. Farben. 

Electrode Materials. A secondary - 
electron- emissive material consists of 
one or more of the sulphides, oxides or 
selenides of the alkaline earth metals 
mixed with not more than 0.1 per cent 
of a finely divided heavy metal such as 
copper, bismuth, lead, manganese, 
nickel or antimony. The material is 
similar in composition to known Len- 
ard phosphors, but with two or three 
times as much heavy metal. Prefer- 
ably, there is added not more than 10 
per cent of a fusible flux, for example 
lithium, sodium or potassium phos- 
phate, sodium or potassium chloride 
or magnesium, sodium or calcium flu- 
oride or mixtures of these; if the 
alkaline earth oxide is added as hy- 
droxide, the flux may be dispensed 
with. The emissive material may con- 

o iMp.staQ.Q. 

TYPE 174 COMPRES- 

SED GAS CONDENSER 
is the complete solution 
to your tank and antenna 
tuning problems. 

WRITE FOR DATA 

HEINTZAm 
SOUTH SAN PPANasU 

KAUFMAN 
ITC. ,AI.IfOtNIA U SA 

"SUPERIOR" 
"ACOUSTIC" 

"AUTOMATIC" 
Playback Needles 

Sapphire and Steel 

Cuttin.3 Needles 

L;quid 
Record Renewer 
RECOTON products are ce- 
signed to in prove record per- 
formance. Your transcrip- 
tions and your playbacks will 
he BETTER if you let us 
provide the so- important 
"Accessorie ". Write for ce- 
tails. 

RECOTON CORP. 
178 Prince St. New York Cite 
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CETRON 
PHOTO CELLS and RECTIFIERS 

the accepted standard 
with which ail others are compared. 

CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC CO. 
715 HAMILTON ST. GENEVA. ILLINOIS 

Circulars and Prices on Request. 

NEW SUPER HI -POWER GENEMOTOR 
for Heavy Duty Service 

Sets a new high standard for Power Units used on Marine, 
Police, and Aircraft Radio. The exceptional Hi EfR- 

\\ ciency, small size, and light weight are the result of a 

new type, one piece field ring, and armature design. 
Grease packed ball bearings require no oiling or atten- 
tion. Double enamel and silk wire on armature insure 

trouble -free operation; end dust cover removable. Made 
in two sizes, 150 and 225 watt output, up to 1000 volts, 
input 5.5 volt and up. 

is() Watt, Weight I3l /z lbs. There is a Carter Genemotor or Converter for every 
$t /z " Long, 4t /2'Wide,5 "High requirement. Write for further information 

CARTER MOTOR CO. 
1606 MILWAUKEE AVENUE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 
(Classified Advertising) 

UIPMENT EMPLOYMENT : NNOPPORTUNITIESH 
: EQSE OR 

E 

BUSINESS 
RATES- DISPLAYED UNDISPLAYED - 

to CENTS A WORD. MINIMUM CHARGE $2.00 
Positions Wanted (full or part time salaried 

employment only) 1,4 the above rates 
payable In advance. 

Box Numbers -Care of publication New 
York. Chicago or San Francisco offices 

Discount 
as 10 words. 

Discount of 10% if full payment is made 
in advance for 4 consecutive insertions. 

Individual Spaces with border rules for 
prominent display of advertisements. 

The advertising rate is $6.00 per inch for 
all advertising appearing on other than 
a contract basis. Contract rates quoted 

do aregquest. inch is measured 3.13' ver- 
tically on a column -3 columns -30 
inches to a page. 

POSITIONS WANTED 

TECHNICIAN, Commercial Operator, Can- 
adian, married, ten years Radio experience 

Installation engineer for broadcast, marine 
Land stations past four years employed engi- 
neer in Charge Radio telephone installation 
still employed same position. Three years 
Broadcast Chief Operator three years operat- 
ing marine and coast station. Wants position 
South America. Available immediately. Refer- 
ences. PW -230, Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., 
New York, N. Y. 

RESPONSIBLE, well educated engineer, E. E. 
degree from leading university, 27, author 

Electronics article 1939, permanent shift from 
utility business to established manufacturer or 
broadcaster. Experienced in design, construc- 
tion, installation and operation, broadcast and 
aircraft equipment. Location unimportant. 
PW -231, Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New 
York, N. Y. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 

Partner Or Purchaser Wanted 
By Manufacturer of high class but reasonable 
sound on film equipment, public address and 
inter -communicating, systems, with sound 
business and good possibilities of expanding 
market, because of age and ill health. BO -232, 
Electronics, 520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
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DEPENDABLE 
Used 

ELECTRONIC TUBE EQUIPMENT 
A complete line of used equipment for the manu- 
facture of Radio Tubes, Neon Tubes, Incandescent 
Lamps, etc. 
Write for Bulletin showing savings from 25 to 75% 

EISLER ELECTRIC CORP. 
534 39th Street, Union City, N. 1. 

HIGH GRADE USED 

ELECTRON TUBE MACHINERY 
Auge Stock of Every Type and Variety 

KAHLE ENGINEERING CORPORATION 
Specialists in Equipment for the manufacture of 
Neon Tubes, Radio Tubes, Incandescent Lamps, 
Photo Cells, X-ray Tubes, etc. 

900 DeMott St., North Bergen, N. J. 

, L M 0 Ft. 
vveji AMO rum RECORDI+EQS 

Closing out several demonstrator models at special 
price. Perfect sound on film recording with 
Filmgraph at only 25c per hour (this is cost of 
Ulm only -no other expense). Instantaneous and 
permanent play -back. 

MILES REPRODUCER CO.. INC. 
Dept E.. 812 Broadway New York City 

tain up to 50 per cent of alkaline earth 
sulphates, carbonates or nitrates as 
dilutents. The mixture is prepared in 
aqueous or alcoholic solution, any in- 

soluble compounds being ground up or 
precipitated so as to be capable of 
suspension or reduced to colloidal 
form; for example, a colloidal solution 
of calcium carbonate is prepared by 
passing carbon dioxide through a 
suspension of calcium oxide in menthyl 
alcohol. The layer may be not more 
than 10 -4mm in thickness, preferably 
applied to a base of nickel or iron 
sintered on to the electrode in hydro- 
gen. No. 507,589. Siemens & Halske. 

Fluorescent Material. Red -fluorescent 
material, more particularly for use 
with discharge lamps, comprises heat - 
treated magnesium oxide, silica, and an 
activator such as manganese, prepared 
by mixing the finely- divided oxides in 
molecular proportions, with addition of 
less than 2 per cent of a manganese 
compound, e.g., oxide, nitrate or car- 
bonate, and firing at about 1250 °C or 
lower for an hour or longer. The ma- 
terial may be applied to the interior 
of the envelope of a low- pressure dis- 
charge tube filled with rare gas such 
as argon, krypton, neon orxenon, at a 
pressure of 1 -10 millimeter of mercury. 
It may be attached by a bond such as 
glycerine, a mixture of glycerine and 
boric acid, potassium silicate, castor oil, 
or phosphoric acid; or may be em- 
bedded in the glass by heating this to 
the softening temperature. No. 507,639. 
British Thomson -Houston Co. 

Tube Operation. The working point 
of a tube is arranged to be on a part of 
the grid -voltage /anode -current charac- 
teristic where the curve can be repre- 
sented by the equation I.= KU" where 
I. is the anode current, U the grid 
potential, K a constant and n is less 
than unity so that the effective input 
capacity is less than the cold capacity 
and may be negative. The tube may be 
used in a short -wave tuned amplifier 
or a wide -band resistance coupled amp- 
lifier. The variation of input capacity 
with grid bias may be utilized to fre- 
quency modulate oscillations produced 
by the tube by virtue of its negative 
input capacity or a feed -back circuit, 
or to vary the frequency of oscillations 
produced for automatic tuning in a 
radio receiver. No. 508,043. Tele- 
funken. 

Light Modulator. In a light modu- 
lator the mechanical wave generator 
consists of several portions, the natural 
resonant frequency of one portion or a 
number of portions being different 
from that of other portions. In one 
embodiment, two piezo -electric crystals 
of different natural frequencies are 
mounted side by side to produce two 
trains of waves, and both are supplied 
at a carrier frequency midway between 
their resonant frequencies so that the 
overall frequency response curve of 
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RESISTANCE TUNED 

AUDIO OSCILLATORS 

LOW DISTORTION -less than 1% for dis. 
tortion measurements on high quality audio 
equipment and broadcast transmitters. 

EXCELLENT STABILITY -saves time be- 
cause NO ZERO SETTING necessary. 

WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE -models avail- 
able from 5 cps. to 200,000 cps 

HIGH OUTPUT- models available with 1 to 
5 watts output. 

INEXPENSIVE -the Model 200B, 20- 20,000 
cps., 1 watt output -only $71.50 net f.o.b. 
Palo Alto, California. 

Write for complete information 
about these and other instruments 

HEWLETT - PACKARD CO. 
481 Page Mill Road Palo Alto, California 

PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES 

(ttatex un :Ipplieation) 

ELECTRICAL TESTING 
LABORATORIES 

Characteristics 
of Vacuum Tubes 

Tests of photo cella, glow lamps, crater lamps. 
Tests of electronic and optical devices 

East End Avenue and 79th Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Phone: Butterfield 8 -2600 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS, INC. 
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 

Radio Television 
Sound Electronics 

MANUFACTURING METHODS 
Condensers Tubes Resistors 
Vibrators Lamps Speakers 
630 Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y. 

Cable: I nterengin. New York 

HAROLD J. McCREARY 
M, m. A.I.E.E. & W.S.E. 

Consulting Engineer 
Laboratory Facilities 

Research Electronics 
Development Television 
Design Radio 
Factory Practise Railroad Signaling 
Patent Studies Telephony 

105 W. Adams St. Phone STate 4003 Chicago, III. 

F. H. SHEPARD, JR. 
CONSULTING ENGINEER 

ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS 
Specializing In: 

Industrial Control Special Amplifier Design 
Follow -Up Devices Photoelectric Applications 

Radio and Carrier Operated Remote Control 
6167 Cedar Ave., Merchantville, N. J. Telephone Merchantville 1111 
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the device exhibits a band -pass char- 
acteristic. The electrode nearest the 
liquid may carry a layer of substance 
known as "Cellophane" which serves to 
broaden the frequency response curves 
of the crystals. In another embodiment, 
a number of small pieces of crystal may 
be mounted on a suitable carrier, e.g. 
crystal chippings of required frequency 
left over when cutting quartz crystals 
to required shapes, may be cemented 
into a mosaic, and by choosing their 
natural frequencies and relative pro- 
portions the device may be given al- 
most any desired characteristic. No. 
508,065. J. Sieger and F. Okolicsanyi, 
Scophony, Ltd. 

Electrical Depositions. In a process 
for metallizing metal articles, the 
cathode is cooled, and the input of 
energy is such that the articles, which 
may form the anode or may not be 
connected to any potential source, ac- 
quire a temperature of 300 °C. A cop- 
per article, for example, is degassed, 
cleaned and heated, for five minutes, 
to a temperature of 950 °C by cathodic 
bombardment in hydrogen. A slight 
deposition of silver from the cathode 
accompanies the heating. Subsequently, 
the gas pressure is increased, e.g. to 
2 -3 mm, and the loading is adjusted 
so that the article is heated to 800 °C 
and silver is deposited; the silver alloys 
with the copper. After half an hour, 
the temperature of the article is re- 
duced to 600 °C and is then slowly re- 
duced to 400 °C to form a layer of pure 
silver. In another form, the silver is 
deposited at a temperature at which 
the silver only diffuses into the surface 
and the alloy is not formed, the article 
being heated subsequently to form the 
alloy. A number of intermediate layers 
of different metals may be produced. The 
energy input may be at least one watt 
per sq. cm. of cathode surface. No. 
508,278. B. Berghaus. 

Floating Carrier Transmitter. A con- 
trolling bias is required to decrease 
with increase in modulation level, the 
bias potential including the voltage 
drop across a resistance in the anode- 
cathode circuit of an anode bend recti- 
fier which, in the absence of modula- 
tion, is biased approximately to cut -off. 
No. 508,515. Marconi Co. 

Cathode -ray Tubes. A screen for a 
cathode -ray tube, either of the lumines- 
cent or the iconoscope type, is so ar- 
ranged that only a small portion of it 
is scanned, and is rotated by the im- 
pact of the ray so that that portion is 
continually charging. For this purpose 
it may be formed with impressed wings 
on its edge or oblique blades like a tur- 
bine rotor. In a gas -filled tube the ro- 
tation may be aided by the radiometer 
effect, for which purpose appropriate 
portions of the wings are blackened. 
The screen may be formed with 
blackened cooling -rings cooperating 
with other members on the envelope of 
the tube, which may be of metal. No. 
508,712. Scophony, Ltd. 

J 

PERMO POINT 
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES 
PROTECT the PERFORMANCE 

OF THE INSTRUMENTS 

YOU SELL! 
Sour reproduction units may have the 
highest degree of reproductive quality, 
yet once in the hands of the consumer 
the faithfulness of reproduction can 
suffer from use of inferior needles. 
When you make Permo Point Needles 
a recommended accessory to your 
products, you add a vital insurance against imperfect performance. 
Whether you offer units for home or 
professional use, Permo Point Needles 
will do an important and dependable 
job. 

F i d e l i t o n e 

P E R M O P O I N T N E E D L E 
-for home record players and 
changers. Keeps surface noise at a 
minimum. Permo Metal point as- 
sures finest full range reproduc- 
tion. Record wear is negligible 
due to self- lubricating action of 
Permo Metal. Gives up to 50 
hours' service on standard record- 
ings. Long play for use in home, 
salon, sound distributing systems, 
schools, etc. 

T r a n s c r i p -ton e 

P E R M O P O I N T N E E D L E 

gives even response over entire 
audio frequency range - constant 
at over 10,000 cycles. Specially 
designed to transmit all frequen- 
cies useful in modem broadcasting 
and recording work. Fits standard 
record groove. Valuable in play- 
back and dubbing work. Permo 
Metal tip gives 35 -50 hours' serv- 
ice. Won't wear acetate. nitrate 
coated, commercial records -pro- 
longs life with self -lubricating 
Permo Metal Point. 

Recording 
P E R M O P O I N T N E E D L E -a new stylus, equalling ability 

of sapphire on nitrate coated 
blanks. Cuts clean grooves. free 
from surface noises. Records en- 
tire frequency range. Minimum 
loss of high frequencies - no 
"peaks ". Permo Metal point gives 
long life. MICROSPECTED for 
uniformity, packed in special 
protective metal container. 

0 

Miriiod.peded 
TO INSURE PERFECT 

PERFORMANCE! 
Every Permo Point Needle is subjected 
to the rigid Permo Microspection pro- 
cess, a positive check on the precious 
Permo Metal point for uniformity and 
performance. 
Permo Point Needles offer the utmost 
in needle performance, plus a hand - 
sonie margin of profit to suppliers. 
Phonograph makers and other phono- 

graph equipment sup- 
pliers are urged to write 
for prices and informa- 
tion on Permo Point 
Needles and the Fermo 
Plan f o r Performance 
Protection! Address Per- 
mo Products Corp., 6415 
Ravenswood Ave., Chi- 
cago, Illinois, L.S.A. 
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"The Standard 
by Which Others 

Are Judged 
and Valued" 

HOSE who are interested 
in high -quality sound re- 

production and who are 
undecided on the type of 
pick -up to be used for this 
purpose, need only to observe 
how, in radio stations, studios 
-in fact, for all high grade 
electrical transcription work 
-the MUST specification is 
MAGNETO-INDUCTIVE! 

For OPTIMUM results with the new 
type records, sound experts de- 
mand these characteristics abso- 
lutely:- 

flat to 8,000 cycles 
low needle impedance 
absence of distortion 
low point pressure 

Here is an actual synopsis of the 
very virtues which AUDAX Pick -ups 
demonstrate day in and day out on 
the finest sound equipment in the 
land! 

MICRODYNE, regardless of cli- 
matic conditions, delivers consist- 
ently uniform response to 8,000 
cycles and beyond, with the sharp, 
clean -cut definition of the finest 
Magneto -Inductive Pick -up - yet, 
for all its superior quality, COSTS 
NO MORE THAN THE ORDINARY 
PICK -UP. 

Investigate the new D -E MICRO - 
DYNE - smoothest, most natural 
reproducer imaginable! 

List prices from 

$12-50 to á140.00 
Write for Latest Literature 

AUDAK COMPANY 
500 Fifth Avenue New York City 

"Creators of High Grade Electrical 
and Acoustical Apparatus Since 1915" 
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Package Control. In packing oval 
cigarettes so that the imprints are all 
on one side, the cigarettes are fed in 
rows through a sorting device in which 
each cigarette is placed on a movable 
support, and those which require to be 
turned are lowered into a mechanism 
for turning them and then restored to 
their normal position, after which the 
feed of the row is continued. This 
sorting is controlled by photoelectric 
cells. F. Lerner. No. 503,142. 

Boiler Supply Controller. Water 
supply to lavatory fittings, etc., is auto- 
matically controlled by the user cross- 
ing a light ray. Gummers, Ltd. No. 
504,185. 

Sorting Apparatus. This patent re- 
lates to apparatus for sorting objects 
according to their effects on a light 
beam by means of an air jet controlled 
by photo -electric device. E. T. Both. 
No. 504,683. 

Recording Device. A system for op- 
tically reading printed, stencilled, etc., 
records in which an image of the 
original character is compared with a 
standard character so as to obtain 
coincidence between the two when they 
are of similar nature, the image of one 
character is formed in the plane of the 
other a number of times, each time in 
a different position relating to the sec- 
ond character. British Tabulating 
Machine Co. No. 504,719. 

Printing Control. In feeding sheets, 
especially in color printing machines, 
the sheets are registered to lay marks 
thereon in such a manner that any 
error in registration due to humidity 
or other cause is distributed about a 
predetermined point on the sheet, the 
registration of the sheet being con- 
trolled automatically by photoelectric 
devices influenced by the lay marks. 
Waterlow & Sons, Ltd. No. 504,818. 

Engraving Machine. Engraving tools 
are moved to and from the work under 
the control of a light- sensitive cell con- 
trolled by the shading on a record. 
L. M. Jackson. No. 505,081. See also 
No. 505,437 to J. W. Dalton on copying 
by scanning. This patent relates to 
apparatus for obtaining relative mo- 
tion in two dimensions between an 
object, such as a metal plate and a 
device such as an engraving tool. See 
also No. 506,259 (The Interchemical 
Corp.) on a method of color reproduc- 
tion using a color separation image in 
which the effect of light in one spectral 
region is subtracted from that in an- 
other spectral region. 

Radiation Thermometers. Apparatus 
responsive to heat radiation comprises 
two photo cells of the polarized vacuum 
type arranged in opposition so that 
ambient temperature affecting both 
cells equally is balanced out and the 
apparatus responds only to radiation 
received by one cell, the other cell 
being enclosed in a heat -screening 
enclosure. Foster Instrument Co. No. 
506,596. 
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GAVE YOUR TABLE MODEL CABINETS 

Color Variety at Low Cost 
WITH COLORFUL BAKELITE PLASTICS 

APRACTICAL METHOD of adding sales -winning 
variety to table model receivers can be achieved, at 

low cost, by molding cabinets from colorful Bakelite 
Plastics. 

These versatile molding materials are available in a com- 
plete range of colors that retain their original lustre indef- 
initely. The colors are self -contained and therefore cannot 
wash -off or wear -off, despite constant handling. 

Bakelite Plastics offer, also, important savings in radio 
cabinet manufacture, by the simplified mass production 
methods they afford. Costly, time -consuming polishing and 
other hand finishing steps are eliminated. Since cabinets of 
Bakelite Plastics are formed completely in the one molding 
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process, assembly operations are reduced to a minimum. 
Obtain additional information on these sales- winning, 

cost -cutting materials by writing for illustrated booklet 
13P, "New Paths to Profits ". It describes, in non -technical 
terms, the benefits obtained through the use of versatile 
Bakelite Plastics. 

BAKELITE CORPORATION, 247 PARK AVE., NEW YORK 
Unit of Union Carbide ® and Carbon Corporation 

BAK_IgLITE 
PLASTICS HEADQUARTERS 
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THE NEW RCA 312 -A Noise Meter answers a need 

for a meter to measure radio interference felt by 

utility companies, manufacturers of electrical appli- 

ances, and broadcast stations It is a fiezible instrument 
designed in accordance with the recommendations of 

tf.e Join Committee of the Edison Electric Institute, 

the Radio Manufacturers Association, and the National 

Electrical Manufacturers As,ociation. 
It is cf rugged constructior_ and weighs complete only 

32 pounds. Radio interference producEd 13y household 

applianees,vacuum cleaners, diathermy machines, power 

lines and other sources can be meas-irel accurately. 

And th.- RCA 312 -A Noise Meter al 3V also be used 

as an indicator of radio signal strength. It is also 

available with power line coupling networks. 

SPECIFICATION S 

FREQUENCY RANGE: 
4 Bands --150, 350, 540 KC, 18 MC. 

SENSITIVITY: 
10 Micro Volts to 100,000 Micro Volts 

in 3 ranges: 10.1000, 100 -10,000, 
1000 -1:00.000. 

FIELD STRENGTH: 
10 Micro Volts per meter -100,000 

Micro Volts per meter. 

SELECTIVITY: 
8 -10 KC at -6 DB. 

(Meet& requirements as recommended 
by Joint Committee.) 

ANTENNA = 

Two Meter TelescopicVertical Antenna. 
Operates from dry batteries conveniently 

fitted into carrying case. 

Inc., Camden. N.J. A Service of the Radio Corp. of Americo 
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